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Abstract

In my dissertation, I address problems in two domains: (i) Detection of unknown malware and (ii) finding
new attacks against hardware virtualization. Accordingly, this dissertation is divided into two parts.

In the first part of the dissertation, I propose Membrane, a memory forensics tool to detect code injection
attacks. Instead of trying to detect the code injection event itself, I focus on the changes it causes on the
paging behavior of the Windows operating system. As my method focuses on the anomalies caused by
code injection in paging events, I am able to detect a wide range of code injection techniques. My results
indicate that on Windows XP we can detect malware behavior with 91-98% success. On Windows 7, a
good detection rate is maintained except for malware injecting into explorer.exe where the success of
detection decreases to 75-86%. My approach can detect stealthy malware attacks, even advanced targeted
attacks using code injection.

Still in the first part, I propose a new system monitoring framework that can serve as an enabler for
automated malware detection on live systems. My approach takes advantage of the increased availability
of hardware assisted virtualization capabilities of modern CPUs, and its basic novelty consists in launching
a hypervisor layer on the live system without stopping and restarting it. This hypervisor runs at a higher
privilege level than the OS itself, thus, it can be used to observe the behavior of the analyzed system in a
transparent manner. For this purpose, I also propose a novel system call tracing method that is designed to
be configurable in terms of transparency and granularity.

In the second part of the dissertation, I shed light on VM related threats and defences by implementing,
testing, and categorizing a wide range of known and unknown attacks based on directly assigned devices. I
executed these attacks on an exhaustive set of VMM configurations to determine their potential impact. My
experiments suggest that most of the previously known attacks are ineffective in current VMM setups. I also
developed an automatic tool, called PTFuzz, to discover hardware-level problems that affect current VMMs.
By using PTFuzz, I found several cases of unexpected hardware behaviour, and a major vulnerability on
Intel platforms that potentially impacts a large set of machines used in the wild. These vulnerabilities
affect unprivileged virtual machines that use a directly assigned device (e.g., network card) and have all
the existing hardware protection mechanisms enabled. Such vulnerabilities allow either an attacker to
generate a host-side interrupt or hardware faults, violating expected isolation properties. These can cause
host software (e.g., VMM) halt as well as they might open the door for practical VMM exploitations. I
believe that my study can help cloud providers and researchers to better understand the limitations of their
current architectures to provide secure hardware virtualization and prepare for future attacks.

At the same time, security practitioners make heavy use of various virtualization techniques to create
sandboxing environments that provide a certain level of isolation between the host and the code being anal-
ysed. However, most of these are easy to be detected and evaded. The introduction of hardware assisted vir-
tualization (Intel VT and AMD-V) made the creation of novel, out-of-the-guest malware analysis platforms
possible. These allow for a high level of transparency by residing completely outside the guest operating
system being examined, thus conventional in-memory detection scans are ineffective. Furthermore, such an-
alyzers resolve the shortcomings that stem from inaccurate system emulation, in-guest timings, privileged
operations and so on.

Finally, I introduce novel approaches that make the detection of hardware assisted virtualization plat-
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forms and out-of-the-guest malware analysis frameworks possible. To demonstrate my concepts, I imple-
mented an application framework called nEther that is capable of detecting the out-of-the-guest malware
analysis framework Ether [Dinaburg et al., 2008a].
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Kivonat

A disszertációmban két problématerülettel foglalkozom: (i) ismeretlen kártékony kódok detekciója és (ii)
új támadások vizsgálata hardver virtualizáció ellen. Ebből adódóan a disszertáció két részre bontható.

Az első részben először egy új memória forenics eszközt javaslok Membrane néven, melynek célja a kód
injekciós támadások detektálása. Ahelyett, hogy a kódinjekció tényét detektálnám, a Windows operációs
rendszerben jelentkező laptábla eseményváltozásokat vizsgálom meg nagy alapossággal. Mivel a laptábla-
események által okozott anomáliákra fókuszálok, széles spektrumban lehet detektálni különböző tı́pusú
injekciós eljárásokat. Az eredmények Windows XP operációs rendszer esetén 91-98%-os pontosságot mu-
tatnak, mı́g Windows 7 rendszereknél még a legzajosabb folyamatok esetén is (pl.: explorer. exe) 75-
86% a detekciós pontosság. Az eljárásomnak köszönhetően lehetséges ilyen tı́pusú rejtőzködő kártékony
kódokat detektálni, még ha célzott támadásból vett kampányról is van szó.

Ezt követően egy új rendszer-monitorozó eszközt javaslok, amely automatikus malware detekciót tesz
lehetővé éles gépek esetén. A megközelı́tésem a modern CPU-kban elérhető hardverrel támogatott virtu-
alizációs eljárást használja ki, illetve azt a tényt, hogy ezáltal lehetőség van egy hypervisort telepı́teni a futó
operációs rendszer alá anélkül, hogy le kéne a gépet állı́tani, vagy újra kéne azt indı́tani. Ez a hypervisor
magasabb privilégium szinten fut, mint az operációs rendszer maga. Ennek köszönhetően a rendszert tran-
szparensebben lehet megfigyelni, mint más módszerekkel. Ebből a célból javaslok továbbá egy új rendszer-
monitorozó eljárást, melyet a transzparencia és az elemzési granularitás mentén lehet finomhangolni.

A disszertáció második részében rávilágı́tok a VM-ekhez kapcsolódó fenyegetésekre és védelmi megol-
dásokra azáltal, hogy a közvetlen eszközcsatolással kapcsolatos támadások széles skáláját tervezem meg,
implementálom le és kategorizálom. Ezeket a támadásokat sok különböző VMM konfigurációval tesztel-
tem, hogy kiderı́tsem a tényleges hatásukat. A vizsgálataim megmutatták, hogy a futtatott támadások egy jó
része tulajdonképpen hatástalan a mai VMM beállı́tások mellett. Kifejlesztettem azonban egy automatikus
eszközt, amit PTFuzz-nak neveztem el, hogy hardver szintű, VMM-hez kapcsolódó problémákat fedezzek
fel. A PTFuzz segı́tségével számos váratlan hardverviselkedést, továbbá egy Intel platformhoz köthető
komoly sérülékenységet találtam, mely rengeteg Intel chipsetre és ezáltal gépre hatással van a mai napig.
Ez a sérülékenység minden olyan nem privilegizált virtuális gépet érint, mely közvetlen eszközcsatolással
rendelkezik minden létező hardveres biztonsági védelem mellett. Egy támadó a sérülékenység segı́tségével
hosztoldali interrupt-ot vagy hardver hibát tud generálni megsértve ezáltal az elvárt izolációs működést. Ez
előbbi elméleti szinten tényleges virtualizációs kitörést is lehetővé tehet, mı́g a második a hoszt szoftver
(pl.: VMM) teljes leállását idézheti elő. Hiszem, hogy a tanulmányom segı́t a felhő szolgáltatóknak és ku-
tatóknak jobban megérteni a jelenlegi architektúra korlátait, hogy biztonságos hardver virtualizációs plat-
formot hozzanak létre és felkészüljenek jövőbeli támadásokra.

Ugyanakkor a biztonsági szakértők nagy mértékben támaszkodnak a különböző virtualizációs tech-
nikákra, hogy sandboxing környezeteket hozzanak létre, melyek valamilyen szintű izolációt biztosı́tanak a
hoszt és az analizált kód között. Azonban ezek nagy részét nagyon könnyű detektálni és kikerülni. A hard-
verrel támogatott virtualizáció bevezetése (Intel VT és AMD-V) lehetővé tette az újszerű, vendégkörnyezeten
kı́vüli kártékony kód analı́zis platformok létrehozását. Ezek magas transzparenciát biztosı́tanak, és vendég
operációs rendszeren kı́vül helyezkednek el teljes mértékben, ı́gy hatástalanı́tva a hagyományos memória-
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szintű ellenőrző eljárásokat. Ezen analizátorok továbbá megoldják a pontatlan rendszer emulációból, vendég
környezeten belüli időzı́tésből és a privilegizált műveletek használatából adódó hiányosságokat.

Az utolsó bekezdésben ezért egy új megközelı́tést mutatok be, amely lehetővé teszi a hardverrel támogatott
virtualizációs környezetek és a vendég környezeten kı́vüli analı́zis keretrendszerek detektálását. Az épzelé-
sem demonstrálása céljából, egy alkalmazás keretrendszert implementáltam nEther néven, mely képes de-
tektálni az Ether nevű, vendég környezeten kı́vüli analı́zis rendszert.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Background to Detect Unknown Malware

In June 2010, the Stuxnet malware [Falliere et al., 2011] marked the start of a new era in the arms-race
in cyber security. First time in history, a targeted cyber attack was discovered that aimed at physically
destroying part of an industrial infrastructure. Reportedly, Stuxnet was not the first targeted attack against
industrial systems [Byres, 2010], but the first one to receive worldwide attention due to its unique purpose
as a cyber weapon.

It turned out that Stuxnet was not the single example of its kind. Thanks to the increasing attention, the
shared knowledge and growing efforts of the malware research community, several new targeted threats that
are related to Stuxnet in some way have been discovered. In October 2011, I participated in the discovery
and analyis of Duqu, a malware with striking similarities to Stuxnet, but apparently with a different objec-
tive. Indeed, Duqu does not aim at causing physical damage, but it is an information collecting malware
used for cyber espionage.

More precisely, in September 2011, a company from Europe approached us (i.e., CrySyS Lab in Bu-
dapest, Hungary) to help them in the investigation of a security incident that occurred in their IT system.
The company allowed us to share information about the root cause behind the incident, which happens to
be a malware that was previously unknown. When we discovered this malware during the investigation of
the incident, we gave it the name Duqu, because it has an infostealer component that creates files in the
infected system with filenames starting with the string “∼DQ”.

Since our discovery, Duqu has become widely known and was covered by the media, mainly due to
its striking similarity to the infamous Stuxnet worm in terms of design philosophy, internal structure and
mechanisms, implementation details, and the estimated amount of effort needed to create it. However, no
paper has discussed this malware in the scientific community so far. Yet, we believe it is important to discuss
Duqu within the scientific community too, because the success of malware codes like Duqu and Stuxnet is
due to the inefficiency of our current defense mechanisms. Designing efficient security mechanisms against
targeted attacks requires a joint effort of researchers, industry and policymakers.

Our main contribution related to Duqu is threefold:

1. Discovery: First of all, we discovered and named Duqu, and we performed its first analysis. The main
outcome of our analysis was that Duqu is extremely similar to the Stuxnet worm in its design and
implementation, but there are also obvious differences between them stemming from their different
objectives. These findings have later been confirmed by others, and led many to believe that Duqu
was probably created by the same people who developed Stuxnet, but with a different purpose: unlike
Stuxnet that infected PLCs and maliciously controlled uranium centrifuges, Duqu is an information
stealer rootkit targeting MS Windows based PCs. We dumped our analysis results in a confidential
report that we shared only with a small set of mainstream anti-virus vendors and security experts.
We also shared with them the Duqu samples that we had, such that they can repeat and extend our
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analysis. In a very short amount of time, Symantec confirmed our findings, extended our analysis,
and published the first public Duqu report [Symantec Security Response, 2011] on October 18, 2011.
A reduced and anonymized version of our initial analysis appeared in the Symantec report as an
appendix. A few days later our lab has been identified as the source of the anonymized appendix1

based on some cryptographic hash values computed from some Duqu components and placed on the
personal blog site of one of us for monitoring purposes2.

2. Dropper: Once the Duqu samples have been shared among the anti-virus vendors, they updated
their products such that they could detect Duqu. This was an important step, but a key element was
still missing: no one knew how Duqu infects the first computer in a network. Our second main
contribution was that we identified the dropper of Duqu, which was an MS Word document with a
zero-day kernel exploit in it. To prove that it is a zero-day exploit, we opened the dropper file on
a fully patched system, and observed how Duqu installs itself. However, the difficulty was that the
installation does not start immediately, only if the computer is idle for 10 minutes and some other
conditions hold. It took us some time to find all these conditions. We immediately notified Symantec
and Microsoft about our findings including the conditions for successful installation. We also helped
Symantec to re-produce the installation of Duqu from the dropper in their analysis environment, such
that they can confirm our results. Symantec then produced an anonymized dropper file with a proof-
of-concept exploit code, and that was shared with Microsoft and others such that they can take the
necessary steps for fixing the problem. In effect, the exploit took advantage of an unknown bug in
the handling of embedded fonts in the Windows kernel; this bug was fixed by Microsoft in December
2011.

3. Detection: After the analysis it was clear to us that Duqu generated anomalies in the infected systems
that could have been rather easy to spot. Yet, Duqu was not detected by any anti-virus product at the
time. Based on the lessons learnt, we developed a Duqu detector toolkit and made it available under
an open source license for free3. Our toolkit consists of simple heuristic tools, which are individual
programs that can be run on a system to look for a certain type of anomaly, such as PNF files without
corresponding INF files, and drivers with too large entropy (which suggests that the file is obfuscated).
The open source license allows users to check the precise operation of the detector and to create their
own executables with their trusted compilers. This allows for the usage of our Duqu detector toolkit
in critical infrastructures, where commercial anti-virus products may not be used due to lack of trust
in their vendors. As a heuristic tool, our detector may generate false positive alarms, but we believe
that in critical infrastructures, it is affordable to invest some time in filtering false positives, and this
additional effort is preferred to missing a real attack. The positive side is that our heuristic tools may
detect as yet unknown variants of Duqu, or even Stuxnet, and they may also detect remains of a past
infection. Our Duqu detector has been downloaded from more than 12000 distinct IP addresses from
all around the world.

More details about Duqu can be found in our full technical report [Bencsáth et al., 2011]. As expected,
Stuxnet and Duqu were not unique in their purpose, and since they came to light, more targeted malware
attacks have been discovered. In May 2012, I participated in an international collaboration to investigate
a recent threat called Flame (which at that time we named sKyWIper). Flame is another information-
collecting malware built on a platform different from that of Stuxnet and Duqu. Yet, researchers found
identical code segments in an early Stuxnet variant and Flame, making us believe that Flame belongs to the
same cyber espionage operation and it is indeed member of the Stuxnet family. Flame received worldwide
attention of security researchers and practitioners due to its advanced spreading techniques based on mas-
querading as a proxy for Windows Update [Symantec Security Response, 2012]. Also, Flame was quite
unusual as a malware in the sense that it was an order of magnitude larger than typical malware samples
(both for generic and targeted attacks). Our analysis of Flame served as a starting point for further technical
investigations.

Another information collection malware, called Gauss [Kaspersky Lab, 2012], surfaced in June 2012,
and yet again made headlines. Gauss appears to be based on the Flame platform, but it possesses a very
1 http://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/duqu-status-update-1 2 We placed these hashes on the blog site
to see if there is anybody looking for them. 3 http://www.crysys.hu/duqudetector.html
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unique feature: it has an encrypted module, called Gödel, which can only be decrypted on its target sys-
tem(s). As a consequence, the research community is still clueless about the purpose and operation of
this module, and hence, Gauss’ true mission. We did not participate in the first analysis of Gauss, but for
completeness, we implemented an on-line detector service4 to test computers for Gauss infection.

A common characteristic of Stuxnet, Duqu, Flame, and Gauss is that they have all been active for an
extended period before they were actually discovered. This stealthiness is achieved by carefully avoiding
the generation of visible anomalies. Yet, as we show in Sections 2.1.6 and 2.1.7, Duqu and Flame (and hence
most probably Stuxnet and Gauss too) do generate anomalies that could have been detected by a vigilant
system administrator by manual inspection of systems or by using available rootkit detector tools. The fact
that this did not happen shows that computers are usually poorly administered in practice, and regular sanity
checks are very rare even in special environments, not to mention an average office environment.

Note that the discovery and analysis of Duqu, as well as the design of the Duqu Detector Toolkit and the
lessons learned from the Duqu incident have been published in our earlier paper [Bencsáth et al., 2012a].
This paper contains significantly more material, including the analysis of Flame, the overview on Gauss,
more lessons we learned since the Duqu incident, and the experiments on the detection of Duqu and Flame
manually and with available tools.

1.2 Motivation and Background on Hardware Virtualization Attacks
While the advantages of virtualization are pretty much clear to everyone, one must also be aware of the fact
that it gives rise to a number of security issues. Some of those issues exist in traditional computing environ-
ments as well, but they need to be addressed with special care in virtualized environments, while some other
issues are specific to virtualization, and hence, require novel solutions. One such example is multitenancy,
which allows for cross-platform information flow between customers hiring virtual machines over the same
physical host [Ristenpart et al., 2009] in an IaaS cloud. Other issues entitle adversaries to execute arbitrary
out-of-the-guest code either locally [Wojtczuk et al., 2008] or remotely [Shelton, 2005] without owning the
required access rights. Virtualized storage systems also have special security requirements [Dwiendi, 2003;
Dwiendi, 2004; Dwiendi, 2005] to keep our data secure. Due to the increasing popularity of using virtual-
ization technologies, it is important to discuss these security issues, and hence, raise the awareness of the
potential users of virtualized services and infrastructures.

As it turns out, the number of reported vulnerabilities and attacks on different virtualization platforms
is quite large, so we structured the presentation of those based on their target in our survey paper [Pék et
al., 2013]. Hence, we introduce vulnerabilities and attacks targeting the guest, the host OS, the hypervisor
layer, the management interfaces, and the different networks within a virtual infrastructure. The detailed
discussion of vulnerabilities and attacks is preceded by the definition of an adversary model and a short
overview on virtualization detection and identification techniques.

To the best of my knowledge, my work is the first that discusses security issues in hardware virtualiza-
tion with this level of details. Moreover, the adversary model and the structuring of the attack vectors are
original contributions. I believe that they are sufficiently general to be used to classify not only existing but
also future vulnerabilities and attacks in virtualized environments.

One of the lessons that one can learn from this survey is that the number of reported vulnerabilities and
attacks on different virtualization platforms is already quite large, and it is expected to further increase in
the future due to the increasing complexity of and additional services in those platforms. Given the increas-
ing popularity of using virtualization technologies, and in particular, the proliferation of cloud computing
services, it is important to be aware of these security issues, and to address them in an appropriate way.

This requires better understanding and continuous research in this domain. In particular, we identify
the need for developing security tools tailored for discovering vulnerabilities, as well as for detecting or
preventing attacks in virtualized environments. Some inspiration may be provided by how security issues
are addressed in traditional computing systems, but they must be adapted to the specific properties of vir-
tualized systems; in addition, some issues are very specific to virtualized environments, and hence need
new solutions. For instance, the impact of an attack on a hypervisor can be very serious, because it affects
multiple guest operating systems and the services running on top of those.
4 http://gauss.crysys.hu/
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Therefore, vendors of virtualized platforms should pay special attention to the security of their prod-
ucts, system administrators should pay special attention to careful operation and maintenance of virtual
infrastructures, and researchers should develop effective tools to detect and contain such attacks.

1.3 Contributions

In my dissertation, I aim at answering various system security questions which still raise hot debates among
field experts. First and foremost, the detection of unknown malware has been studied over many years, how-
ever, targeted attacks seems to successfully exploit existing preventive and reactive solutions. Interestingly,
most of these attacks still use well-known, traditional methods to hide their presence. One such method is
the injection of hostile code into benign system processes. As it has been demonstrated by recent targeted
campaigns (e.g., Flame), the way of injection can be exotic enough to evade signature based approaches
and various heuristics. At the same time, deploying such detection/analysis solutions into production envi-
ronments is not trivial to perform in every cases as machines need to be restarted. In critical infrastructures,
for example, neither interruption of operation nor installing arbitrary software on the system are allowed.

To address these problems, in the first part of my dissertation, I introduce a novel memory forensics
approach using paging event analysis of Microsoft Windows operating systems to detect code injection at-
tacks. To the best of my knowledge, I am the first who build upon these events in such detail to detect mali-
cious codes. To demonstrate and evaluate my approach, I designed and implemented an analysis framework
called Membrane which could successfully detect unknown code injector malware with high accuracy even
in the noisiest system processes (i.e., explorer.exe). More precisely, I reached 91-98% detection rate
on Windows XP machines, and 75-86% under Windows 7 when malware injected into explorer.exe
which is the noisiest system process according to my observations. This framework has been implemented
as a snapshot-based memory forensics tool and a live monitoring system for dynamic analysis.

Then, I suggest a new system monitoring tool for live systems to analyze and catch malware infections.
I describe my design and implementation of an on-the-fly virtualization platform, and I also propose a
novel system call tracing method that can be used to observe the behavior of the analyzed system with
configurable tradeoff between transparency and granularity. My proof-of-concept implementation leverages
AMD64 processors with SVM (Secure Virtual Machine) technology and 64-bit Windows Vista/7 operating
systems.

Cloud computing and virtulization services have interwoven our everyday life as they provide flexible
and maintainable ways to scale up our IT solutions to the market needs. Meanwhile, however, these tech-
nologies brought field-specific security concerns (e.g., multitenancy) that were not even raised by vendors
for many years. This lead us to build mission critical systems atop an entirely new hardware and software
stack the security of which has not been designed and implemented properly. These security issues range
from the illusion of providing perfect transparency in virtualization to the inproper handling of VM images
in multitenant setups.

In the second part of my dissertation, I propose two novel attacks against I/O virtualization, one based
on the modification of the Peripheral Component Interconnect express (PCIe) configuration space and the
other based on the creation of host-side Non-Maskable Interrupts (NMIs). While the former was discovered
manually, the latter was revealed by my fuzzer, called PTFuzz, that I built to automatically reveal low-level
problems during DMA operations. In addition, PTfuzz revealed another unexpected hardware behavior
during testing interrupt attacks. More precisely, my interrupt attack (i.e., XSA-59, CVE-2013-3495) is
the consequence of a misunderstanding between the hardware and software which allows guest-to-VMM
escapes 5 independently from the VMM software itself 6. In addition, it is the only interrupt attack to date
that works on configurations in which all available hardware protections are turned on. While this attack
has been first reported to vendors (e.g., Xen, KVM, VMware) during the spring of 2013, no real solution
could still be employed. The reason for this lies in the fact that hypervisor vendors have to handle every
Intel CPU chipset separately 7 so as not to limit key functionalities with their workarounds. Unfortunately,
the list of these chipsets is endless, so the vulnerability cannot be put to rest in future hypervisor releases.

5 Theoretically arbitrary code execution is possible, but current system implementations are vulnerable to DoS 6 Tested and verified
on Xen 4.3 and KVM 3.5 7 http://www.gossamer-threads.com/lists/xen/devel/360060
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Finally, I introduce new detection attacks against the out-of-the-guest malware analysis framework
Ether [Dinaburg et al., 2008b]. More specifically, I present an in-guest timing attack which was supposed
to be prevented by the out-of-the-guest malware analysis system called Ether, but for various reasons, it
actually does not prevent it, and an attack based on the detection of some specific settings that Ether makes
in the system configuration. I also propose a generic technique to detect hardware virtualization platforms
based on the verification of the presence of CPU specific design defects (i.e., errata).
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Chapter 2
New Methods for Detecting Malware
Infections

2.1 Introduction
Stuxnet and its cousins raise a number of challenging questions to the IT security community. It must be
clear that traditional AV products are not effective enough to detect advanced targeted attacks. In partic-
ular, both code signing as a means to establish the software trustworthiness and signature-based malware
detection have serious limitations, which we discuss below in more details. We also identify the current
information asymmetry between the attackers and the defenders as a major reason for the success of tar-
geted attacks, and the reluctance to share forensic data and incident information by victims as a major
barrier to effective incident response at a global level. Finally, we discuss the consequences of the advanced
cryptographic tools used in Flame and Gauss.

2.1.1 Limitations of code signing
Code signing is extensively used today to authenticate the identity of the producer of a software and the
integrity of the code. A common assumption is that signed code can be trusted. As a consequence, many
automated verification tools do not even check signed files, or they rely on the validity of signatures to
filter false alarms. However, a valid digital signature does not necessarily mean that the code is trustworthy.
Technically, the validity of the signature only tells the verifier that the code has been signed by someone
who possesses the private key, which does not exclude the possibility that the key is compromised (as in
case of Stuxnet and Duqu) or the certificate vouching for the authenticity of the key is illegitimate (as in
case of Flame). In addition, a valid signature does not tell anything about the trustworthiness of the signer,
even if the key is intact and the certificate is legitimate.

Generating fake certificates is not an easy process. CAs usually follow strict policies and use various
security measures to protect their services. In case of Flame, the attackers were able to generate a fake
certificate, because the CA used a weak cryptographic component, namely the MD5 hash function. How-
ever, if sufficiently strong cryptography is used, then such an attack becomes practically unfeasible for the
attackers. Thus, with reasonable effort, certificate forging can be made too expensive for the attackers, and
less of an issue to worry about.

We believe that the management of code signing keys by software manufacturers is a much weaker
point in the system. Code signing keys are often stored on developer machines that are connected to the
Internet, either without any protection or protected with a password which is in turn stored in a batch file
for convenience. While CAs have strict authentication policies when evaluating a certificate request, we
are not aware of any periodic audits after the issuing of the certificate aiming at the verification of how
the private keys are handled and used by the certificate owner. Similarly, we have not heard about any
case when the certificate of a software maker was revoked due to its negligence in the key management
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and code signing procedures. Therefore, software companies have no real incentives to follow strict key
management policies, while there is a temptation for neglecting even the basic precautions for the sake of
efficiency and convenience. At the same time, it is not clear who actually should perform the auditing of
software companies. Letting the CAs perform the audits would not be scalable, and it would be too costly
for them. In addition, a CA can revoke the certificates of a company if it is detected negligent, but it cannot
carry out any further actions against the company, which can then continue its operation and try to find
another CA that would issue certificates for its code signing keys. So the CA has no incentives to do strict
verifications, because it can lose clients and profit, while less diligent CAs may prosper in the market.

While we believe that, in principle, code signing is a useful feature as a first line of defense, because it
raises the barrier for attackers, we emphasize that one should not fully trust code even if it is signed, and we
argue that the practice of code signing today is far from being satisfactory. There exist misplaced incentives
and scalability problems leading to negligent key management, which then limits the effectiveness of code
signing as a mechanism to establish trust in software. Finally, we note that these problems need urgent
solutions, because the attackers’ demand for being able to sign their malware is expected to grow rapidly in
the future due to the fact that unsigned software can no longer be installed on recent and future versions of
Windows without warning messages, if at all.

2.1.2 Signature based scanning vs. anomaly detection
Signature based malware detection is important, as it is the most effective way of detecting known malware,
however, Stuxnet, Duqu, Flame, Gauss, and other recent targeted attacks clearly show that it is not sufficient
against targeted attacks. In fact, the creators of high-profile targeted attacks have the resources to fine-tune
their malware until it passes the verification of all known anti-virus products, therefore, such threats will
basically never be detected by signature based tools before they are identified and their signatures are added
to the signature database.

A solution could be heuristic anomaly detection. As we show below, anomalies caused by Duqu and
Flame could have been detected by manual inspection or by general purpose rootkit detector tools in a
semi-automated manner. In addition, some anti-virus vendors have already started to extend their signature
based tools with heuristic solutions. While these techniques are not yet reliable enough, they are certainly
a first step toward an effective approach for detecting unknown malware.

A basic problem with anomaly detection based approaches is that they may generate false alarms, and
it is difficult to filter those false positives. More work on white listing techniques and collaborative infor-
mation sharing may improve the situation. Academic research could contribute a lot in this area, because
the problems require new, innovative solutions. We should also mention that, in some application areas,
false positives may be better tolerated, because false negatives (i.e., missing a real attack) have devastat-
ing consequences. In particular, we believe that in critical infrastructures (such as nuclear power plants,
chemical factories, certain transportation systems) where a successful logical attack on the connected IT
infrastructure may lead to a fatal physical accident, false positives should be tolerated, and there should be
expert personnel available to handle them.

2.1.3 Information asymmetry
A major reason for targeted attacks to be so successful is that the information available to the attackers and
the defenders of systems is highly asymmetric: the attackers can obtain the commercially available security
products, and fine tune their attack until these products do not detect it, while defenders have much less
information about the methods and tools used by the attackers. One challenge is, thus, to break, or at least to
decrease this asymmetry either by individualizing security products and keeping their custom configuration
secret, or by gathering intelligence on the attackers and trying to predict their methods. The second approach
seems to be more difficult, and due to its slightly offensive nature, also morally questionable. Therefore,
we argue that the (white hat) defensive security community should focus more on the first approach.

One specific example in this vein would be the more widespread usage of honeypots and traps [Provos
and Holz, 2007]. A honeypot is a decoy system component whose sole purpose is to attract attacks, and
hence, to detect them as early as possible. The defender knows that certain events should never happen
on a honeypot, and when they do indeed happen, it is a clear indication of an attack. For example, when
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a malware infected honeypot starts communicating with the attackers’ remote C&C server, the very fact
of this remote communication can raise an alarm. In this case, the asymmetry of information is decreased
by the fact that the attackers do not immediately know which system components are real and which are
the decoys. Note, however, that the efficiency of this defense method is decreased by different honeypot
detection techniques [Holz and Raynal, 2005].

2.1.4 Information sharing
Once a high-profile malware incident is detected, the most important tasks are (a) to contain the threat and
recover from the incident locally, and (b) to disseminate the intelligence information to mitigate the global
effects of the malware. However, the problem is that once the victim of a malware attack has recovered from
the incident, it has no incentive anymore to share information and forensics data. On the contrary, it prefers
avoiding information sharing in order to preserve its reputation and the privacy of its sensitive data. Thus,
again, the problem is related to misaligned incentives. Anecdotal evidence suggests that security vendors
are often unable to obtain forensics information even if their own product detected the infection.

This lack of information sharing has negative consequences, as it practically hinders forensic analysis
and efficient global response. For example, in case of Flame and Gauss, no dropper component has ever
been made public, and it is possible that no dropper was identified at all, due to the lack of sharing forensic
information by the victims. Consequently, the vulnerabilities exploited by the dropper of these pieces of
malware are still unknown, and hence, they cannot be patched, letting the attackers continue using them in
future attacks.

In contrast to this, in case of Duqu, our laboratory emerged as a trusted mediator between the victim
company and Symantec, and we managed to convince the company to share information with our help with
Symantec. Ultimately, this collaboration among these three parties led to the discovery of the dropper file,
and the zero-day Windows kernel exploit that it used. We could then notify Microsoft, which proposed an
immediate work around, and released a patch for Windows1 few weeks later in December 2011. Microsoft
went further and diligently checked its entire code base for the presence of the same vulnerability, which
resulted in the release of further patches2 in May 2012. Thus, in case of Duqu, information sharing by the
victim helped to protect millions of users around the entire world.

Clearly, the solution we followed does not scale. According to our experience, very few end-user firms
are able to produce sanitized forensic information that can be shared for global incident response. While
security vendors possess the knowledge to produce sanitized forensic material, the process is demanding
and highly personalized at the moment. This implies again that trust needs to be established between end-
users and security experts who are able to prepare forensics evidence and protecting the firm’s identity and
interests at the same time. Furthermore, to ease the load on these experts, we need to seek semi-automatic
production of anonymized forensics evidence as a key challenge.

2.1.5 Advanced use of cryptographic techniques
Flame and Gauss taught us the lesson that the attackers are not shy to use advanced cryptographic methods to
achieve their goals. The MD5 collision attack that resulted in the fake public key certificate that Flame used
to masquerade as a legitimate Windows Update has a very straightforward message: everyone should stop
using MD5 in signature applications, and in particular, for signing certificates. Researchers have already
tried to call attention to the weaknesses of MD5 earlier by demonstrating the feasibility of issuing fake
certificates [Sotirov et al., 2008], but apparently that message was not strong enough to some parties. Now,
the scenario envisioned by researchers did indeed realize in real life, and we hope that this will generate
reactions, and ultimately lead to the discontinuation of using MD5 based signatures.

As described earlier, the Gödel module of Gauss is encrypted in a way that it can only be decrypted
on its target systems. Again, the possibility of such an encrypted malware has already been envisioned by
researchers earlier (see e.g., [Riordan and Schneier, 1998; Filiol, 2005]), but to the best of our knowledge,
Gauss was the first targeted malware that used this technique in practice. This sort of encrypted warhead
in a malware has clear advantages for the attackers, because it cannot be analyzed even if the malware
1 http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/security/bulletin/ms11-087
2 http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/security/bulletin/ms12-034
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itself is detected and identified. Thus, it can hide exploits that represent value for the attackers, and that
would be discovered and patched, otherwise. We conjecture that this technique will be used more frequently
in the future in case of targeted attacks, where the objective of the attackers is not to create an epidemic
infection but rather to compromise only a few specific systems. On the one hand, this is a great challenge
for those who try to analyze targeted threats, while on the other hand, such encrypted malware generates
less collateral damage, which can be perceived as an advantageous feature.

2.1.6 Manual detection of Duqu
From a malware analyst’s point of view, the detection of Duqu is not so difficult as it creates multiple
Local Security Authentication Server (lsass.exe) processes, out of which only one exists on a clean
MS Windows system. This fact on its own makes a well-prepared security practitioner suspicious about a
possible infection. Hence, the first logical step is the examination of the newborn lsass.exe processes.
For this purpose, we used Sysinternals Process Monitor [Russinowich and Cogswell, 2012a], which logs
information about any activity on processes, threads, the file system, the network, and the registry. Process
Monitor registers kernel hooks to record registry activity, and uses Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) to
get notifications about network events. By checking the stack trace of a newborn lsass.exe process with
Process Monitor, one can notice function calls into .nls files, where NLS stands for National Language
Support. These files normally contain a table for language translation, and no executable code, therefore
their presence in the stack trace is suspicious. In addition, the observed paths do not exist in the file
system. Table 2.1 summarizes the stack trace of an lsass.exe process created by Duqu. One can
observe the abusive name sortEA74.nls which resembles the name of the legitimate sortkey.nls
and sorttbls.nls files.

At this point, we could have used a ring 3 debugger such as OllyDbg, to attach to the malicious
lsass.exe processes and to try to understand their detailed operation. However, an even more inter-
esting question is how the code injection was achieved. This can be answered by using a very useful
feature of Process Monitor: boot time logging. This feature allows us to record and interpret all rele-
vant events that occurred during system startup. After creating such a boot logfile, one can search for
various operations, events, processes and similar entities. In our case, we searched for any match in
the Path field for the name sort*.nls. We found two matching events, where an svchost.exe
process wanted to read IFEO (Image File Execution Options) entries from the registry under subkeys
sortC1D1.nls and sortBA08.nls. This must be an anti-debugging technique of Duqu, as IFEO
allows for debugging of specified processes at startup, or a way to start any (in this case malicious) executa-
bles via a built-in method of Windows. If we check the parent process of this malicious svchost.exe,
we end up with services.exe, which also injected malicious payload into other processes such as
lsass.exe, alg.exe, imapi.exe, spoolsv.exe and other svchost.exe instances. As
this services.exe is the process where the initial installer was injected by a system module (e.g.,
jminet7.sys), we stopped our investigation at this point.

While the above described method does not allow a system administrator to identify the malicious
system module itself, it still identifies the fact of malicious code injection into system processes. Thus, it
could have raised an alarm and triggered a deeper investigation.

2.1.7 Manual detection of Flame
An interesting method to reveal fraudulent process behavior (e.g., code injection) is the identification of
an increased usage of resources of certain processes with respect to a clean system. Context switch delta
is one such metric that counts the number of context switches per refresh interval. Other resource usage
differences can be observed by comparing the number of threads or the referenced handles in the selected
processes. To demonstrate these deviations in resource usage in case of Flame, we took samples from
the corresponding context switch deltas, threads and handle reference values from specific MS Windows
system processes (services.exe, winlogon.exe and explorer.exe) on a clean and a Flame-
infected system using Sysinternal Process Explorer [Russinowich, 2012]. Each sample is comprised of 13
measurements in order to be able to compute representative statistics (i.e., average and standard deviation)
out of them. Tables 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 contain the results of our experiment. As it can be seen from the tables,
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Table 2.1: Examining the stack trace of a newborn lsass.exe process on a Duqu-infected, 32-bit Win-
dows XP machine with Process Monitor.

Frame Module Location Address Path in C:\Windows\system32

0 ntkrnlpa.exe ntkrnlpa.exe + 0x6a61c 0x8054161c ntkrnlpa.exe
1 advapi32.dll advapi32.dll + 0x6bf3 0x77dd6bf3 advapi32.dll
2 advapi32.dll advapi32.dll + 0x6c9b 0x77dd6c9b advapi32.dll
3 advapi32.dll advapi32.dll + 0x19a6a 0x77de9a6a advapi32.dll
4 advapi32.dll advapi32.dll + 0x17ffd 0x77de7ffd advapi32.dll
5 sortEA74.nls sortEA74.nls + 0x1440c 0xdf440c sortEA74.nls
6 sortEA74.nls sortEA74.nls + 0x1444d 0xdf444d sortEA74.nls
7 sortEA74.nls sortEA74.nls + 0x174b2 0xdf74b2 sortEA74.nls
8 sortEA74.nls sortEA74.nls + 0xc3bc 0xdec3bc sortEA74.nls
9 sortEA74.nls sortEA74.nls + 0x2222b 0xe0222b sortEA74.nls

10 sortEA74.nls sortEA74.nls + 0xc41b 0xdec41b sortEA74.nls
11 sortEA74.nls sortEA74.nls + 0xc3bc 0xdec3bc sortEA74.nls
12 sortEA74.nls sortEA74.nls + 0x1ad0e 0xdfad0e sortEA74.nls
13 sortEA74.nls sortEA74.nls + 0x10f5d 0xdf0f5d sortEA74.nls

there are significant differences in resource usage between clean and infected processes, the latter using
much more resources in most of the cases. Further work is needed to identify specific threshold values that
allow for automated decision-making; the goal here is to give some qualitative impression on the observable
differences.

Table 2.2: Comparing the context switch deltas (per 1 second) of benign and Flame-infected
32-bit Windows XP system processes. Note that we indicate only the average and standard
deviation statistics.

services.exe explorer.exe winlogon.exe
Context switch delta Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std
Benign 3.154 4.160 3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Infected 4.154 5.383 194.692 87.304 33.077 10.095

Table 2.3: Comparing the number of threads in benign and Flame-infected 32-bit Windows XP system
processes. Note that we indicate only the average and standard deviation statistics.

services.exe explorer.exe winlogon.exe
Number of threads Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std
Benign 15.000 0.000 0.277 10.077 1.935 19.077
Infected 39.539 0.519 0.555 15.154 1.725 19.846

Table 2.4: Comparing the number of referenced handles in benign and Flame-infected 32-
bit Windows XP system processes. Note that we indicate only the average and standard
deviation statistics.

services.exe explorer.exe winlogon.exe
Number of open handles Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std
Benign 247.000 0.000 278.154 3.363 501.462 4.156
Infected 801.385 1.710 343.154 1.625 520.154 3.783
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At this point, one can already suspect that there are injected codes inside system processes, and use
again Process Monitor’s bootlog to examine unusual function calls in the stack trace of these processes. By
checking the corresponding stack trace of services.exe, explorer.exe and winlogon.exe,
we observed unknown function calls, which are always suspicious, because Windows uses standard call-
ing conventions, hence only valid DLLs or SYS files should be enumerated in the stack trace. Table 2.5
illustrates one such stack trace of services.exe.

Table 2.5: Unknown function calls in the stack trace of services.exe.

Frame Module Location Address Path in C:\Windows\system32\

0 ntkrnlpa.exe ntkrnlpa.exe + 0xf954e 0x805d054e ntkrnlpa.exe
1 ntkrnlpa.exe ntkrnlpa.exe + 0xfa0d0 0x805d10d0 ntkrnlpa.exe
2 ntkrnlpa.exe ntkrnlpa.exe + 0x6a61c 0x8054161c ntkrnlpa.exe
3 unknown 0x7c802362 0x7c802362 -
4 unknown 0x1029a60 0x1029a60 -
5 unknown 0x1029d91 0x1029d91 -
6 unknown 0x1031929 0x1031929 -
7 unknown 0x103e75e 0x103e75e -

By checking the bootlog of services.exe more carefully, we found thousands of references to
C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\MSSecurityMgr\mscrypt.dat,
C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\MSSecurityMgr\ntcache.dat and
C:\WINDOWS\system32\mssecmgr.ocx, however, the corresponding stack traces contain seemingly valid
function calls into shell32.dll as Table 2.6 demonstrates.

Table 2.6: Confusing function calls in services.exe.

Frame Module Location Address Path in C:\Windows\system32\

0 fltmgr.sys fltmgr.sys + 0x1888 0xf73e9888 Drivers\fltmgr.sys
1 fltmgr.sys fltmgr.sys + 0x31a7 0xf73eb1a7 Drivers\fltmgr.sys
2 fltmgr.sys fltmgr.sys + 0xeabc 0xf73f6abc Drivers\fltmgr.sys
3 ntkrnlpa.exe ntkrnlpa.exe + 0xa574e 0x8057c74e ntkrnlpa.exe
4 ntkrnlpa.exe ntkrnlpa.exe + 0x6a61c 0x8054161c ntkrnlpa.exe
5 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0xb553 0x7c9cb553 shell32.dll
6 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0x1534f 0x7c9d534f shell32.dll
7 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0x182ae2 0x7cb42ae2 shell32.dll
8 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0xd978d 0x7ca9978d shell32.dll
9 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0xd8e3a 0x7ca98e3a shell32.dll

10 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0xd9b48 0x7ca99b48 shell32.dll
11 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0x3cb8e 0x7c9fcb8e shell32.dll
12 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0x3d7ff 0x7c9fd7ff shell32.dll
13 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0x1080d 0x7c9d080d shell32.dll
14 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0x1a14d6 0x7cb614d6 shell32.dll
15 shell32.dll shell32.dll + 0x1a157b 0x7cb6157b shell32.dll

In order to draw some conclusions, we used the Sysinternals VMMap [Russinowich and Cogswell,
2012b] tool, which shows detailed information about the memory map of running processes. By examining
the corresponding services.exe process, we found certain memory locations with the Read/Write/Execute
Protection bits set. Not surprisingly, one such location belongs to the address space 0x7c9c0000-0x7d999999,
which covers all the function call addresses in shell32.dll in Table 2.6. Sections with Read/Write/Execute
permissions are suspicious, because they can be used to write potentially malicious code into them and then
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execute their instructions. We then dumped the content of this services.exe from the suspicious mem-
ory region 0x7c9c0000 (e.g., by using Volatility’s dlldump module), and we found that it is copied
from the mssecmgr.ocx Active-X file, which was massively referenced in the bootlog, and which is
actually the main component of Flame.

Thus, in case of Flame, the method described above would have allowed a system administrator not
only to identify the fact of code injection, but also to pinpoint the main module of the malware.

2.1.8 Freely available rootkit detection tools and their comparison
So far, we have discussed manual detection methods, but industrial and academic anti-rootkit tools provide
another detection option. In the following, we enumerate the most common features of
these tools:

Detection of hidden files and folders

The detection of hidden files and folders are the most common feature of anti-rootkit tools as almost all
of them support this feature. The interpretation of the term “hidden” may vary from vendor to vendor, but
they generally look for files or folders with the hidden attribute set, Alternate Data Streams (ADS), or files
whose presence cannot be revealed by standard API calls but which can be found via metadata information
(e.g, via the Master File Table in case of NTFS).

Detection of hidden processes, threads and modules

In many cases, hidden processes/threads are the result of code injection, which can be performed either via
direct memory writes (patching) into the address space of the victim process (e.g., with the combination of
the CreateProcess Windows API call and the ZwMapViewOfSection native API call), or via DLL
loading (e.g., with the combination of the LoadLibrary and the CreateRemoteThread Windows
API calls).

Note that stealthy rootkits can also hide their behavior by a technique known as Direct Kernel Object
Manipulation (DKOM). As Windows represents system resources (e.g., processes, threads, timers, etc.) as
double-linked lists of objects in the kernel, DKOM aims at modifying these lists such that certain objects
(e.g., processes belonging to a malware) get unlinked, and thus, invisible to certain tools (e.g., taskmanager).
Yet, Windows can still execute the invisible processes, because scheduling works at the thread-level. This
amazing technique was identified by Jamie Butler, and implemented in the infamous FU rootkit [Batler,
2009]. Note that DKOM comes with some weaknesses, as kernel-level data structures are fragile and vary
between OS releases. This means that DKOM attacks can end up in system instability and frequent reboot.

Detection of hidden services

Services are background processes that accept no input from users and typically run with higher privileges
than normal processes. To load and maintain services, a Service Control Manager (SCM) process is ex-
ecuted permanently under the name services.exe. This process uses a double-linked list of objects
representing the state of the running services. A malware that unlinks entries from this double-linked list
makes the corresponding service hidden from known tools and standard API calls (e.g., EnumServices).
Some rootkit detector tools try to identify these hidden services by discovering the unlinked objects that
represent them.

Detection of hidden registry entries

Many tools (e.g., Catchme, GMER, McAfee Rootkit Stinger, Panda Antirootkit, etc.) come with the feature
of detecting hidden registry entries. Malicious programs typically put configuration data in the registry
(e.g., this is the case with Duqu) to allow for the initialization of the malware during startup. Finding these
keys and values can help to discover malicious behavior and to understand the operation of the malware.
To hide data in the registry, a malware can hook certain API functions such as NtEnumerateKey and
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NtEnumerateValueKey. By using the cross-view technique, one can uncover such system modifica-
tions and find hidden registry entries that correspond to registry hives on the disk, but are not visible via
standard API calls.

Finding hooks

Hooking is one of the oldest techniques implemented in malicious codes. Basically, it manipulates the
normal behavior of specified functions or events by patching call tables or codes. Below, we summa-
rize some known hooking techniques that rogue codes typically use and anti-rootkit tools try to spot in
the memory:

IAT hooks. One of the most popular type of hooks targets the Import Address Table (IAT) of Portable
Executable (PE) files (i.e., .exe and .dll files), which stores information about API functions used by the
program. More specifically, the malicious program injects a DLL into the target process, which overwrites
specific IAT table entries such that they point to one of the functions of the malicious DLL, instead of a
valid library function. IAT hook detection is a popular capability of free anti-rootkit tools.

Inline API hooks. As opposed to IAT hooks, which can be achieved via function pointer overwrites, inline
API hooks require more preparations. First, the malicious code substitutes the first few bytes of the target
function with an unconditional jump instruction to a so-called detour function. Second, in order to preserve
the original instructions being overwritten, a so-called trampoline function is created, which contains the
overwritten instructions and a jump instruction to the rest of the target function. In this way, whenever a
target function is called, the control is immediately given to the detour function, which has the ability to
pre-process any data flow intended to the target function. The detour function then calls the trampoline
function that branches to the target function. When the target function completes its execution, control is
returned to the detour function again, which has the ability to post-process any data flow originating from
the target function. In this way, the malicious code can take entire control over the inputs and outputs of the
hooked API function.

Other type of hooks. By means of message hooks, one can define callback routines (hook functions)
to one of the Windows events defined in the winuser.h header file. This can be achieved by means of
the SetWindowHookEx Windows API function, which registers a hook routine, residing in a specified
DLL, for the specified Windows events (e.g., keystrokes, messages, mouse actions, etc.). The detection
of message hooks is supported by a few anti-rootkit tools. Kernel space hooking offers more exotic and
powerful tricks to divert the control flow. By overwriting function pointers in the System Service Dispatch
Table (SSDT) and the shadow System Service Dispatch Table (shadow SSDT), one can take control over
native API functions to reroute system calls. This means that one can influence the entire behavior of the
OS and not just one process. By hooking the vectors of the Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT), fraudulent
Interrupt Service Routines (ISR) can be invoked every time an interrupt or exception occurs. A typical hook
is placed on the interrupt vector 0x2e to take control over old-fashioned (e.g., MS Windows 2000) system
calls invoked via the int 0x2e instruction. In modern MS Windows operating systems, system calls are
generated via fast and native CPU instructions (sysenter or syscall). In order to hook them, one has to
modify their corresponding Model Specific Registers (MSRs) that store the jump address to a kernel mode
code (KiFastCallEntry) being invoked by system calls. In this way, miscreants can divert system calls
to their proprietary kernel module quite easily. Note that both the interrupt (int 0x2e) and the instruction
(e.g., sysenter) based system calls are redirected to the same kernel routine (KiSystemService),
which later selects the corresponding native function from the SSDT or shadow SSDT. To manipulate the
information flow even more silently, malicious codes can install filter drivers on top of existing system
modules (e.g., atop file system drivers) that intercept specified I/O Request Packets (IRP) to take control
over the data flow of I/O devices. This technique allows a malware to hide its suspicious files in the file
system. Finally, by inserting a call-gate descriptor into the Global Descriptor Table (GDT), code with lower
privileges (ring 3) can legally invoke kernel mode (ring 0) codes.
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In order to see how effectively the existing rootkit detector tools could have been used to detect members
of the Stuxnet family, we collected 33 freely available tools and tested their capacity of discovering hidden
processes and different types of hooks on a 32-bit Windows XP machine infected by either Duqu or Flame.
Appendix A contains the complete list of tools that we used. (Note that we deliberately excluded the
well-known malware forensics tool Volatility from the list, because it requires some user interaction and
we are mainly interested in fully automated detection.) One interesting general result of our experiment
is that the free anti-rootkit tools from known vendors such as McAfee, F-Secure, Microsoft, Kaspersky,
TrendMicro, and Panda, show weak detection capabilities on the examined malware samples. However,
there are other, not so well-known tools, notably XueTr [(XueTr), accessed on Dec 17 2014], that proved to
be very successful.

Table 2.7 summarizes the effectiveness of the examined tools on revealing hidden processes/threads in
the case of Duqu. As we can see, some of the tools do indeed discover the code injection in the lsass.exe
process, however even the successful tools differ on the level of details that they provide. In particular, some
tools just identify the hidden processes, while others also give back the name of the process in which they
are injected, as well as their process or thread IDs.

Table 2.7: Detecting hidden processes/threads/modules with anti-rootkit tools on our 32-bit Windows XP
machine. Some tools reports malicious process IDs which are indicated by symbols.

Tool with hidden process detection capability Results on Duqu
Bitdefender Rootkit Uncover (v1.0 Beta 2) -
Catchme 0.3.1398 -
CMC CodeWalker (2008) -
Gmer (1.0.15.15641) sort[RAND].nls in lsass.exe (PID: Ê)
IceSword v1.20 -
Malwarebytes Anti-Malware 1.62.0.3000 -
McAfee Rootkit Detective 1.0 -
McAfee Rootkit Stinger 10.2.0.729 -
NoVirusThanks Anti-Rootkit v1.2 (Free Edition) -
Panda Antirootkit v1.07 -
Respledence Sanity Check Home Edition v2.01 -
RKDetector v2.0 Beta Security Analyser Tool -
Rootkit Unhooker LE v3.7.300.509 -
RootRepeal -
Sophos Virus Removal Tool v2.1 sort[RAND].nls in lsass.exe (PID: Ê)
SpyDllRemover sort[RAND].nls (no process name)
Sysinternals RootkitRevealer -
TrendMicro Rootkit Buster v5.0 2011 sort[RAND].nls in lsass.exe (PID: Ê,Ë,Ì,Í)
Usec Radix v1.0.0.13 -
XueTr sort[RAND].nls in lsass.exe (Reports Thread IDs)

An interesting result of our experiment is that none of the tools detected hidden processes or threads in
case of Flame, although it does create a remote thread in services.exe, for example during the initial
infection when the DDEnumCallback is called in mssecmgr.ocx. As we have seen in Section 2.1.7,
one can even detect the existence of hidden threads in certain system processes using manual detection. The
reason for this is that Flame uses a customized way of hiding itself, which apparently differs from known
methods checked for by current tools.

In Table 2.8, we report on the hook detection performance of the set of tools that we tested both in case
of Duqu and Flame. As the table shows, several tools did identify the IAT and inline API hooks used by
Duqu and Flame. However, there are again significant differences between their precision and the level
of details that they provide to the user. We must highlight again that XueTr performed the best in hook
detection, but GMER and Rootkit Unhooker also provided detailed results.
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Table 2.8: Usermode hook detection by free anti-rootkit tools on Duqu-, and Flame-infected 32-bit Win-
dows XP machines. Note that concrete process IDs are substituted with symbols.

Tool with hook detection capabilities Results on Duqu
CMC CodeWalker (2008) 16 hooks in lsass.exe (BSoD during test)

Gmer (1.0.15.15641) inline hooks in lsass.exe (PID: Ê, Ë, Ì, Í)
inline hooks in svchost.exe (PID: Î, Ï)

NoVirusThanks Anti-Rootkit v1.2 - (detects only unrelated Message hooks in csrss.exe)
McAfee Rootkit Detective 1.0 -
RKDetector v2.0 IAT API Hooks Analyser IAT hook in explorer.exe

Rootkit Unhooker LE v3.7.300.509
inline hooks in svchost.exe (PID: Î)
IAT hook in explorer.exe
inline and IAT hooks in lsass.exe (PID: Ë, Ê, Ð, Ñ)

Sysinternals RootkitRevealer -
TrendMicro Rootkit Buster v5.0 2011 -
Usec Radix v1.0.0.13 IAT hook in explorer.exe

XueTr

inline and IAT hooks in svchost.exe (PID: Ï, Î)
IAT hook in explorer.exe
inline and IAT hooks in lsass.exe (PID:Ê, Ò, Í, Ë )
(IAT hooks in every process use the hooked function)

Tool with hook detection capabilities Results on Flame
CMC CodeWalker (2008) - (BSoD during test)
Gmer (1.0.15.15641) inline hook explorer.exe
NoVirusThanks Anti-Rootkit v1.2 - (detects only unrelated Message hooks)
McAfee Rootkit Detective 1.0 (2005-2007) -
RKDetector v2.0 IAT API Hooks Analyser -
Rootkit Unhooker LE v3.7.300.509 inline and IAT hooks in explorer.exe
Sysinternals RootkitRevealer -
TrendMicro Rootkit Buster v5.0 2011 -
Usec Radix v1.0.0.13 IAT hook in explorer.exe

XueTr inline and IAT hooks in explorer.exe
(IAT hooks in every process use the hooked function)

As it has been shown above, even the most advanced contemporary targeted campaigns use traditional
techniques to hide their presence. The reason for this lies in the fact that code injection into user space
processes guarantees long-term compatibility between different OS versions, and enables to easily utilize a
wide variety of OS functionalities. While some of the tested anti-rootkit tools could detect this anomalous
behaviour as Table 2.7 shows it, these tools are easy to be evaded by scanning their in-memory presence. In
the following, we suggest a new approach to pinpoint code injection attacks by using paging event analysis.
The suggested framework is transparent, generic and accurate enough to mitigate code injection attacks in
the long run.

Later, we suggest a new system monitoring tool in Section 2.3, which is on-the-fly installable and is
tunable in terms of transparency and granularity. On-demand installation can be an important requirement
for machines in critical infrastructure which are targeted by recent cyber weapons (e.g., Stuxnet).
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2.2 Membrane: Detecting Malware Code Injection by Paging Event
Analysis

Recent years’ targeted attack have shown that even the most advanced systems can be compromised. Some
of these targeted attacks used sophisticated intrusion techniques [CERT.PL, accessed on Nov 13 2014] and
others were quite simple [AlienVault, accessed on Nov 13 2014]. These malware attacks typically employed
a sequence of steps to compromise a target system. A majority of these malware codes have information
gathering and information stealing capabilities. Once they have access to their target, these malware codes
typically perform a number of operations to cover their traces and remain undetected. Intuitively, the more
the malware can persist in the target system, the more information it can collect. Often, the attacks persist for
years in the target systems and the attackers get access to a substantial amount of confidential information
(as reported for example in [Mandiant, 2013]). It is reasonable to assume that these long-term operations
leave a noticeable trace, yet many examples show that the complexity and rich features of contemporary
operating systems leaves ample space for the attackers to operate.

Code injection is one of the key techniques that malware employs to achieve persistence. Code injection
happens when the malware adds or replaces the functionality of existing code to execute its added compo-
nents. It is typically possible as, for example, the Windows operating systems provides various methods
(e.g., legitimate API functions, registry entries) to achieve this. Thus, code injection usually exploits the
conditions given by a legitimate process. That is why code injection is used to achieve desirable properties,
such as evasion of detection or bypassing restrictions enforced on a process level.

There has been efforts to develop various memory and disk forensics techniques to pinpoint system
anomalies caused by such malware infections [Idika and Mathur, 2007]. One of the biggest problem with
current memory forensics techniques is that they only utilize memory locations that were actively used
by the OS at the moment of acquisition. That is, important information about injections can be lost if
the malware or part of it was inactive when the memory was grabbed. Furthermore, the rich feature set
of Windows allows miscreants to build unique injection techniques (e.g., Flame’s injection mechanism)
that evades signature-based protections. Thus, the understanding of Windows memory management is a
promising avenue to detect when malicious code is injected into already running processes.

For this reason, we design and implement Membrane, an anomaly-based memory forensics tool to de-
tect code injection attacks by malicious software. Membrane performs detection by analyzing the cardinal-
ity/number of memory paging events. We aim at detecting the paging events as symptoms of code injection
instead of the code injection actions. Our approach is fundamentally different from existing methods that
aim at detecting one or the other code injection technique.

Our cardinality-based analysis is advantageous for several reasons: (i) this is a simple technique, (ii) it is
a less researched area that can provide new insights into malware detection, (iii) can be used in combination
with other detection techniques to maximize the confidence of detection, and (iv) arguably, evasion against
this method is difficult (see Section 2.2.5).

We make the following contributions in this work:

• We explore the realm of Windows memory management and systematically identify key paging func-
tions. We are the first who build upon these paging events in such details to detect malicious behavior.

• We design and implement Membrane, an efficient tool to detect code injection attacks. Membrane is
based on the popular memory forensics framework Volatility [Volatility, accessed on Nov 13 2014].
Our approach is different from approaches in related work, because we focus on detecting the paging
events (symptoms) of malware code injection behavior instead of the code injection action itself. This
way, we provide a more generic solution that can detect a wide variety of code injection attacks. This
versatility of detecting code injection could significantly raise the bar for miscreants to implement
persistent malware attacks.

• We further design and implement a live monitoring version of Membrane called Membrane Live
by extending a recently published virtual machine introspection-based malware analysis tool called
DRAKVUF [Lengyel et al., 2014]. This tool is used solely for evaluation purposes, and to compare
the performance of snapshot and live monitoring-based approaches.
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This part of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2.2.1, we give an overview of Windows
memory management, code injection techniques employed by malware and mitigation techniques designed
against such attacks. Section 2.2.2 describes our measurement system configuration mentioning our con-
tainment policy. In Section 2.2.3, we present Membrane and give details of our measurement methodology.
Section 2.2.4 shows the efficiency of Membrane to detect code injection attacks. We discuss evasion tech-
niques and other concerns in Section 2.2.5.

2.2.1 Background and related work
Malware can use a wide range of means to take control over a system and hide its presence. Due to its
versatility, code injection is commonly used by contemporary malware. The user space is much easier to
manipulate and gives more freedom for the attacker to hide their code. The API functions provided in the
Windows operating system give ample space for malware operations. Code injection is still very popular
in spite of the effort that has been spent on developing defenses. Recent advanced targeted attacks, most
prominently infostealers, still used this technique to surpass defenses and ensure an extended operation. To
achieve this goal, the malware employs more complex code injection techniques that go beyond the simple
use of operating system functions (e.g., the Flame malware described in 2.2.1). In this section, we first
present code injection techniques, then the Windows memory management that enables malware to inject
code. Next, we discuss mitigation techniques against code injection. We close the section with a case study
of an advanced targeted attack: the Flame malware.

Code injection techniques and types

Code injection attacks in Windows can be split into six main categories: techniques that use 1) known
Windows functions, 2) detours, 3) AppInit DLLs, 4) DLL preloading, 5) process replacement or 6) kernel
driver loading.

Code injection using native Windows functions. First and quite surprisingly, Windows provides all the
necessary options for code injection. In fact, this is a fundamental feature of the operating system [Butler
and Kendall, 2007]. A wide range of user mode (e.g., VirtualAllocEx, WriteProcessMemory)
and kernel mode functions (e.g., KeAttachProcess, ZwAllocateVirtualMemory) can be used
to inject into processes. DLL injection can be achieved by using, for example VirtualAllocEx and
WriteProcessMemory to allocate private memory in a target process to store the name of the DLL to
load. Then, CreateRemoteThread is called to start a new thread in the virtual address space of the tar-
get process. At this point, LoadLibrary is defined as a function to be invoked in the target process with a
parameter pointing to the name of the DLL being inserted before. This techniques was used in a recent tar-
geted malware operation called Ephemeral Hydra [FireEye, accessed on Nov 13 2014]. Instead of spawning
a thread in the target process, malware can manipulate an existing thread by adding an Asynchronous Proce-
dure Call (APC) object to the APC queue of this thread, as implemented for example in an updated version
of the ZeroAccess malware [Eset, accessed on Nov 13 2014]. Similarly, to CreateRemoteThread,
LoadLibrary is invoked from this point on. To hijack an existing thread SetThreadContext is used
typically, while SetWindowsHookEx allows an attacker to install an application-defined hook procedure
into a target process. It is important to emphasize that all of the WinAPI functions in the presented tech-
niques can be changed to their kernel mode counterparts to insert user mode code into processes. In this
way, kernel-mode rootkits get extra functionalities without sacrificing their stealthiness.

Code injection using detours. Detours is a library implemented by Microsoft back in 1999 providing
a rich feature set to insert DLL into running processes or program binaries. While runtime insertion is
achieved by Microsoft’s proprietary hooking mechanism called inline hooking, binary patching is per-
formed by creating a new section named .detours between the export table and debug symbols. This
.detourssection contains the original PE header, and a new Import Address Table (IAT) which con-
tain the extra DLL to be loaded. Finally, Detours modifies the PE header to point at the new IAT. This
functionality was used by, for example, Duqu and Stuxnet [Bencsáth et al., 2012b].
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AppInit DLLs. Miscreants can also insert various DLL paths into the AppInit DLLs registry value,
which forces newly created processes to load those DLLs. One limitation of this techniques is that it cannot
be used for certain command line tools which did not load user32.dll. This technique was employed
by, for example, the Virantix trojan [MalwareInfo.org, accessed on Nov 13 2014].

DLL preloading. DLL preloading is another notorious technique, which enforce legitimate binaries to
load illegitimate DLLs when the program starts. More precisely, when an application intends to load DLLs
without specifying an absolute path, Windows searches for that DLL in given locations. If the attacker can
take control over one such a location it can force the application to load a modified version of the original
DLL. This allows the malicious code to run in the context of the user starting the application. This technique
was used by, for example, TeamSpy [Kaspersky Labs, accessed on Nov 14 2014] and PlugX [Haruyama
and Suzuki, accessed on Nov 14 2014] which loaded illegitimate DLLs into the TeamViewer legitimate
application and Windows System Preparation (Sysprep) tool (sysprep.exe), respectively.

Process replacement. Another technique is called process replacement where malware launches a le-
gitimate process, but replaces its memory content when the image file was mapped into memory. This
hide-in-plain-sight technique was used by, for example, the Duqu targeted attack [Bencsáth et al., 2012b]
which started additional system processes (i.e., lsass.exe) and replaced their memory content.

Kernel driver loading. For completeness, we mention pure kernel rootkits which load a new kernel driver
or hijack an existing one. They operate without using any user-space component. Writing reliable kernel
rootkits is challenging, however, as it is difficult to control simple functionalities from the kernel space such
as network communication. Another challenge for malware writers is that the kernel is quite volatile and this
requires that the kernel space malware is well-written. Even the simplest programming mistakes can crash
the entire operating system and lead to detection by the defenders. Additionally, recent Windows operating
systems enforce code signing for kernel drivers, whose evasion requires an extra effort from attackers (e.g.,
Flame, Duqu [Bencsáth et al., 2012b]).

In this work, we focus on detecting code injection techniques in the user space. We do not focus
on malware manipulating only the kernel functionality. As discussed above, this operation requires more
substantial effort from attackers. We note that our method does detect kernel-space malware with user-space
components.

Windows memory management

In order to understand, how different code injection attacks modify the state of memory, we introduce
some important details about Windows’ internal memory management. This will lead us to create our code
injection detection technique in Section 2.2.3.

The virtual memory management unit of an operating system offers a transparent access method to
physical addresses located in the host physical memory or the hard disk (e.g., in a pagefile). For Windows
operating systems [Russinovich et al., 2012], this functionality is maintained by the hardware Memory
Management Unit (i.e., hardware MMU) and a proprietary memory management kernel component which
is called memory manager in [Russinovich et al., 2012]. In this work, we refer Windows’ internal memory
manager as the software Memory Management Unit (i.e., software MMU). The hardware MMU uses multi-
level translation tables (i.e., page tables) to resolve virtual memory addresses pointing to pages which are
loaded into the physical memory (i.e., valid pages). The software MMU, however, is used for invalid pages
(e.g., memory is allocated, but never used), thus extra operation needs to be performed by the OS to, for
example, bring them into the physical memory. More precisely, Windows defers to build hardware page
tables, until a page is first accessed by a thread. This approach of the OS is also called demand paging.

Hardware supported memory management. When a virtual address points to valid pages, the hardware
MMU uses multi-level translation tables, where the number of levels is influenced by the architecture. For
example, on a 32-bit OS with 4-KB pages and Physical Address Extension (PAE) the hardware MMU uses
four levels. For the clarity of presentation, in this section we only discuss the 32-bit non-PAE case where
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each process owns a single page directory and multiple page tables. When a context switch occurs, the OS
consults a kernel structure (i.e., KPROCESS) to retrieve the physical address of the process page directory.
This address is loaded into a privileged CPU register called CR3, which allows the hardware MMU and
software MMU to start the translation for process private virtual addresses. Page directory entries (PDEs)
store the state and location of all the page tables belonging to a process. Due to Windows’ lazy memory
management, page-tables are built on demand, so only a small set of page tables are created in reality for
processes. Similarly to page directories, page tables are built up from page table entries (PTEs) containing
the location (i.e., page frame number) of the referenced page and certain flags which indicate the state and
protection of the corresponding page [Russinovich et al., 2012]. We refer to the state of PTEs and PDEs as
paging entry types.

Software supported memory management. When the hardware MMU intends to access an invalid page,
indicated by a status flag in the corresponding PTE, a page fault occurs which has to be handled by the OS.
More precisely, when a hardware PTE is invalid it is referred as a software PTE, because the software MMU
takes care of it by checking other PTE status flags to determine how to evaluate this software PTE. This
evaluation process will be discussed later in Section 2.2.3. Because Windows defers to build hardware PTEs
until, for example, an allocated memory is first accessed, it has to record the allocation information inter-
nally. To achieve this, the software MMU maintains a self-balanced tree called Virtual Address Descriptors
(VAD) tree [Hand et al., 2007] for each user-space process and stores the root of it (i.e., VadRoot) to help its
traversal. Thus, whenever a memory is allocated, for example, by the NtVirtualAllocate native func-
tion, Windows adds a new VAD entry to the VAD tree of the allocator process. Each VAD entry describes
a virtually contiguous non-free virtual address range including protection information and the type of this
range (e.g., copy-on-write, readable, writable). Windows makes a difference between (i) dynamically allo-
cated memory and (ii) memory which contains data from files. The former is called private memory and
reflects allocations on the heap or stack, the the latter one is called file-backed or mapped memory as it is
associated with files which can be mapped into the address space from data files, executables images (e.g.,
PE files) or page files [Willems, 2011].

Mitigating code injection attacks

Windows implements various protection mechanisms, for example, a private virtual address space for pro-
cesses to mitigate code injection attacks. But, it also allows to use simple API functions to circumvent
such protections. For instance WriteProcessMemory can write into a target process when called with
appropriate privileges. As WriteProcessMemory invokes kernel mode code in the context of the target
process no address space restriction is violated. In this subsection, we present various techniques preventing
and detecting code injection attacks and discuss their merits and limitations.

Prevention. Various preventive methods have been designed in recent years to thwart the execution of
illegitimate codes. First and foremost, code pages are marked as read-only in order to guarantee code in-
tegrity. In that way, miscreants are not able to place illegitimate codes into such locations under normal
conditions. Additionally, Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN), ac-
cessed on Nov 1 2014] has also been proposed to prevent malicious code execution. Yet, code integrity
protection and DEP (i.e., W ⊕X protection) can be circumvented if attackers find memory locations which
are both executable and writable. According to Sotirov et al. [Sotirov and Dowd, 2008], finding such lo-
cations is fairly easy (for example, the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) allocates pages for Java objects with
RWX permission bits set). Additionally, highly privileged codes (e.g., running in kernel mode or privileged
access tokens were acquired) can easily change page protections or access system processes to enable the
insertion of user-mode codes which run stealthy from this point on.

Another method commonly employed by commodity operating systems is to randomize the address
space of processes and the kernel by using Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [The Pax team,
2003]. Unfortunately, several attacks became known even against fine-grained space randomization al-
gorithms [Snow et al., 2013; Hund et al., 2013]. Furthermore, attackers can choose from a long list of
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information leaking techniques to locate known OS functions [Serna, 2012; Sotirov and Dowd, 2008;
VUPEN Security, accessed on Nov 1 2014; Strackx et al., 2009].

Recent targeted attacks have demonstrated that preventive approaches might not be able to block attack-
ers. Thus, we assume that attackers succeed in compromising the target system and focus on detecting their
activity.

Detection. Malware writers have a wide variety of options available to traverse defenses at the target
system including exploits, drive-by-downloaders or hide-in-plain-sight techniques. We believe that it is
reasonable to assume that malware can potentially get through defenses, especially in case of targeted at-
tacks. Hence in this work we focus on detecting post-mortem malware operation, that is, when the malware
already infected the target system and tries to remain persistent to gather information or perform other
malicious activities.

When focusing on detecting code injection, we clearly have to identify which type of code injection
technique we intend to detect.

Shell code injection detection. As traditional signature based approaches [Jordan, 2005] have failed to
tackle highly metamorphic and polymorphic samples, recent work focuses on behavior-based anomaly de-
tection. First attempts used software emulation [Polychronakis et al., 2007] for this purpose. To address the
shortcomings (e.g., non-native code execution) of emulation, Snow et al. [Snow et al., 2011] implemented a
framework based on hardware virtualization, called ShellOS. Willems et al. [Willems et al., 2012] proposed
a dynamic analysis system to detect and extract illegitimate code by setting critical pages non-executable to
trap into their modified page fault handler when illegitimate code intends to execute.

Code injection detection. In memory forensics, integrity protection of user-space code using crypto-
graphic hashes has been proposed by White et al. [White et al., 2013] to detect in-memory code placed
by malware. The proposed hashing algorithm matches the in-memory code with its binary counterpart.
The problem with integrity checking is that dynamically allocated memory locations (e.g., heap) cannot be
verified in this way due to its alternating nature. Srivastava and Giffin [Srivastava and Giffin, 2010a] design
and develop a hypervisor-based system using virtual machine introspection, Pyrenée. This aggregates and
correlates information from sensors at the network level, the network-to-host boundary, and the host level
to identify the true origin of malicious behavior. While Pyrenée’s host-based sensor checks code injection
mechanisms from the perspective of processes, Membrane is a system-centric approach which makes our
detection mechanism more generic. For this reason, Membrane includes the detection of widely-used code
injection techniques such as AppInit DLLs or DLL preloading previously overlooked by related work.

The Volatility memory forensics tool [Volatility, accessed on Nov 13 2014] offers the malfind plugin
to find malicious or hidden code segments from memory dumps. Malfind crawls process VADs and looks
for entries with suspicious protection bits (i.e., RWX) and type. This plugin has been used successfully
to find traces of Zeus [IBM Security Intelligence, accessed on Nov 13 2014], Stuxnet [Dieterle, accessed
on Nov 13 2014], or Poison Ivy [Volatility Labs, accessed on Nov 13 2014]. In contrast to malfind which
checks only VAD entries, Membrane tracks per process memory modifications from the perspective of the
OS. This guarantees more fine-grained information than previous approaches.

Case study: Flame

In this section, we quickly show a case study about the Flame [Bencsáth et al., 2012b] targeted attack,
which is still one of the most advanced samples being identified to date. Flame employs an entirely unique,
but sophisticated thread injection method to hide its malicious activity via a chain of system processes.
This unique technique allows Flame to completely mimic the behavior of a normal windows update pro-
cess by the runtime patching of services.exe, explorer.exe and iexplore.exe. As Flame
uses iexplore.exe for network connection [CERT.PL, accessed on Nov 13 2014], it can evade many
malware scanners by default.

To guarantee persistence, Flame registers its main component called mssecmgr.ocx as a Local Sys-
tem Authority (LSA) Authentication Package, which is loaded by lsass.exe during runtime and infects
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winlogon.exe to take control over login events. The name lsass.exe refers to Local Security Au-
thority Subsystem Service which is responsible for logging on users, enforce security policies, handles
access tokens and password changes. In short, Flame misleads the OS by registering a new, malicious
”logon” service to take control over the entire system.

For demonstration purposes, we infected a 32-bit Windows 7 machine with Flame malware to see what
kind of page type modifications it causes. Surprisingly, the fine-grained process injection method it used
to stay silent, entirely distorts the normal memory usage of system processes. Figure 2.1 shows that the
number of certain page types (the PTE types detailed in Section 2.2.3) increases significantly when Flame
is present.

Figure 2.1: Cardinality of different paging events in services.exe, winlogon.exe and explorer.exe on a clean
and a Flame-infected 32-bit Windows 7 system.

This observation started us on a quest to use memory usage anomalies to detect code injection attacks.

2.2.2 System details

We built a dynamic execution environment for Membrane to systematically detect code injection by con-
temporary malware as shown in Figure 2.2. We instrument virtual machines (VMs) using VMware’s ESXi
to run malware samples with various operating system and network settings. Designing a containment
policy for prudent malware experiments is essential [Rossow et al., 2012]. We describe our containment
policy inspired by and following the guidelines of [Kreibich et al., 2011; Rossow et al., 2012] along the
description of our system components. For the detection of code injection malware, we designed and im-
plemented Membrane, a snapshot-based memory forensics tool to investigate system changes and detect
malware activities by extending the capabilities of Volatility.

System configuration

We implemented our execution environment for Membrane on two identical physical machines with Intel
Core i7-4770 CPUs, 32 GBs of memory and VMware ESXi 5.5 OSs. Host machine (ESX1) runs our VMs
and takes snapshots, and the other one (ESX2) is responsible to retrieve information from these snapshots
and perform analysis by Membrane which enables detection. We choose VMware ESXi as its provides
a rich feature set which can be easily adopted to our needs. This rich feature set manifests in, for exam-
ple, various interfaces (e.g., vSphere API, command-line tools) which allow us to instrument VMs (e.g.,
reboot, halt, take snapshots). Unfortunately, the VMware ESXi hypervisor is not open-source and cannot
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Figure 2.2: Execution and test environment for Membrane

be patched directly. We used a controller VM (CTRL) to invoke VMware vSphere API via the psphere
python module. This module is a native binding to control VMware ESXi environments. We executed
our tests on multiple VMs with different OS configurations (WinXP, Win7 1, Win7 2) to test the robust-
ness of our approach against system changes. While WinXP and Win7 1 are 32-bit Windows XP and 7
installations, Win7 2 is a 64-bit Windows 7 OS. As Windows XP and 7 as are the most popular OSs used
currently [NETMARKETSHARE, accessed on Feb 18 2015], we test Membrane on them.

We also set up a Xen-based host system (Xen) with Debian Linux 3.2.60-1, and installed Mem-
brane Live, which is our extension for the DRAKVUF [Lengyel et al., 2014] malware analysis system using
Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI). Membrane Live implements the same functionality as Membrane,
however, it records numerous paging events after every invoked kernel function which DRAKVUF hooks.
This allows us to understand the in-depth behavior of different code injection attacks in together with the
anomaly they cause. To achieve this, we set up another guest environment called Win7 3 that we monitored
with Membrane Live. Note that the rest of the section discusses the implementation details of Membrane,
as we used Membrane Live only for further evaluation purposes, and to compare the performance differ-
ences between live and snapshot based monitoring. For further details of our machine configurations see
Table 2.9.

Passive inter-VM communication

We implemented a secure communication between the CTRL and the analyzed VMs with a carefully se-
lected containment policy. More precisely, we had to securely copy malware samples into the VM and save
results for later analysis while avoiding the infection of other benign systems on the network. Employing
any in-memory-, or network-based approach to span the inter-VM communication gap would have carried
the high-risk of infection. For this reason, we use a virtual disk for bidirectional communication such that it
is permanently registered as a SCSI device for analyzed VMs and mounted on-demand for the CTRL VM
as shown in Figure 2.2.

To thwart simultaneous write attempts to the same disk, the analyzed VM is first turned off and the
virtual disk is mounted to the CTRL VM, which copies there all the goodware samples with autoinstallation
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Table 2.9: Machine configurations we used in our malware detection and analysis system. Virtual machines
WinXP, Win7 1 and Win7 2 are running on the ESX1 host machine and are used for snapshot based mal-
ware detection. Win7 3 runs on our Xen installation and used by Membrane Live. Note that Win7 2 was
configured with 1 and 4 GBs of memory for more complete evaluation. Note that the default setup comes
with 1 GB of memory, so the other case is explicitely mentioned when used.

Type Name
CPU
cores

Memory
size

Platform OS

Host
ESX1

ESX2

Xen

4

4

4

32 GB

32 GB

32 GB

64-bit

64-bit

64-bit

ESXi 5.5 U1

ESXi 5.5 U1

Xen 4.4.1

VM

CTRL

WinXP

Win7 1

Win7 2

Win7 3

4

1

1

1

1

4 GB

512 MB

1 GB

1/4 GB

3 GB

64-bit

32-bit

32-bit

64-bit

64-bit

Ubuntu 14.04

Windows XP SP3

Windows 7

Windows 7

Windows 7

(see Table 2.11). Next, these installers are registered into an autorun location to be launched, when the
analyzed VM is turned on. The CTRL VM unmounts the virtual disk and invokes the vSphere API to turn
on and off the analysis machine to have all the registered applications installed. Because this virtual disk is
registered as a default device for the analysis VM, we do not have to bother with additional configurations
to have the VM detect our changes.

Then, the CTRL VM simply mounts again the corresponding virtual disk to put a malware and ad-
ditional standalone applications (see Table 2.11) into an autorun location. Thus, when the analyzed VM
is launched for the next time, the malware, the previously installed and additionally registered standalone
benign applications are started automatically. This approach allows us to simulate realistic system environ-
ments fairly well.

Network setup and network containment policy

We instrumented our experiments with two different network configurations to study the activation behavior
of various malware samples. The two configurations are the following: (i) no Internet connection is enabled,
(ii) real Internet connection is enabled with a carefully crafted containment policy following the suggestions
of Rossow et al. [Rossow et al., 2012]. When Internet connection was enabled, we used NAT with the
following containment policy: a) we enabled known C&C TCP ports (e.g., HTTP, HTTPS, DNS, IRC) b)
we redirected TCP ports with supposedly harmful traffic (e.g., SMTP, ports not registered by IANA) to
our INetSim network simulator [INetSim, accessed on Nov 10 2014] we also configured, and c) we set
rate-limitation on analyzed VMs to mitigate DoS attacks.

Mitigated artifacts/biases

By default, dynamic execution environments contain various artifacts (e.g., facets of virtualization) that
malware can simply detect and leverage to bias their normal execution. We carefully examined our system
and evaluated some potential virtualization-specific discrepancies. To do so, we used a small tool called
HideArtifacts created by Máté Bene, which collected and successfully removed six types of virtualization-
specific artifacts by, for example, modifying VMware-related registry entries, masking the hypervisor
present bit of the CPUID command, changing MAC addresses to hide vendor information.
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Table 2.10: Comparing the advantages and disadvantages of snapshot and live monitoring based systems

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

High-privilege-level live monitoring  G#   G#

Snoop-based live monitoring G#  #   

High-privilege-level snapshots    G# G#

Snapshot-based vs. live monitoring

To decide whether to implement our malware detection approach as a snapshot-based or live monitoring
forensics tool, we formulated a set of requirements for the monitoring system as follows: (R1) ability to an-
alyze existing live systems, (R2) provide high transparency, (R3) scalability, (R4) resistant against transient
attacks and (R5) come with minimal performance overhead. Let us repeat our previous assumption that the
determined attackers will eventually succeed even against well-protected target systems (e.g., the HBGary
incident, intrusion into Lockheed Martin’s computer network, etc.). We summarize a critical evaluation of
snapshot-based and live monitoring against our monitoring requirements in Table 2.10. All the examined
approaches satisfy requirement (R1) as live systems can be monitored by means of on-demand virtualiza-
tion [Fattori et al., 2010a; Pek and Buttyan, 2014], or snoop-based approaches [Moon et al., 2012]. At the
same time, secure memory snapshots can be easily taken periodically by various means [Reina et al., 2012;
Srivastava et al., 2012]. These live system monitoring approaches have some drawbacks, though. Out-of-
the-guest malware analyzers (e.g., Ether [Dinaburg et al., 2008b]) face transparency concerns [Pék et al.,
2011a] (R2), hardware-based snoopers [Moon et al., 2012] cannot scale well (R3) to the increasing demands
of a production environment. Snapshot based solutions [Azab et al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2010] are vulner-
able to transient attacks [Moon et al., 2012], thus malware can restrict its activity to the period between
two snapshots (R4). This issue can be avoid by a narrow time period or randomly chosen snapshot timing.
Snoop-based approaches do not influence native system performance [Moon et al., 2012], virtualization-
based live monitoring [Lengyel et al., 2014; Pek and Buttyan, 2014] and snapshot-based solutions [Azab et
al., 2010a; Wang et al., 2010] have a slightly noticeable effect (R5).

None of the examined memory forensics approaches satisfied every system requirement. We decided
to implement Membrane as a snapshot-based monitoring system using hardware assisted virtualization,
and mitigated potential transient attacks by setting reasonably small time windows. However, in order to
compare the advantages and disadvantages of Membrane with live monitoring tools, we implemented a live
version of Membrane called Membrane Live, which builds upon VMI to search for code injection anomalies
real-time.

Snapshot creation

When we prepared an analyzed VM, we took memory and disk snapshots by means of the CTRL. Secure
and transparent memory acquisition has been researched for a long time [Rutkowska, 2007] and various
approaches [Srivastava et al., 2012; Reina et al., 2012] have been suggested over these years. In contrast
to known in-guest acquisition techniques where memory images can be manipulated by in-guest malicious
codes [Milkovic, 2012], we apply out-of-the-guest memory acquisition which mitigates known issues. To
do so, we use our CTRL to invoke VMware’s vSphere API functions which create full-fledged memory
from given VMs. Disk snapshots are acquired to retrieve the corresponding page files for the memory
snapshots for in-depth analysis, which can be performed later manually. In this way, per process virtual
address spaces can be restored entirely [Lázár, 2014], which allow analysts to understand the injected
functionalities in-depth (e.g., swapped memory locations, and thus functionalities are restored).

CTRL also controls snapshot creation, for example, by setting proper time windows to satisfy require-
ments (R4) and (R5). Physical machines can also be integrated into our workflow, however, they should be
first converted into VMs by using, for example, VMware Converter. In that way, we satisfy requirement
R1, too.
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2.2.3 Methodology
In this section, we describe our methodology to process and evaluate various malware datasets as shown in
Figure 2.3. To do so, we select key features of paging events and train a random forest classifier to detect
code injection behavior. These candidate features are later evaluated and filtered to pick the most relevant
ones suitable to detect code injection. In the testing phase, we repeat the training phase, but samples are
classified (i.e., detected as malicious or not) only with the chosen features.

Collecting samples

To train our system, we first collect samples for our benign and malicious datasets.

Goodware. In order to automatically create Windows-based environments with a representative num-
ber of diverse benign applications installed and started, we had to find goodware applications that (i) are
standalone or (ii) can be installed without human intervention and start automatically at system start-up.
Considering the first requirement, standalone applications (e.g., Putty, notepad.exe) can easily be registered
as a start-up process, so they are launched after system boot. As Windows environments do not support
package managers (e.g., like apt-get in Debian-based distributions) we used a third-party service called
Ninite [Ninite, accessed on Nov 12 2014], which wraps conventional install packages for automatic instal-
lation (i.e., no human interventions is required). This way, we could create unique installation packages
for 19 different applications from 7 different categories and start 13 different standalone programs from 4
categories as shown in Table 2.11. Thus, our goodware dataset contained 32 different programs.

Malware. Considering malicious samples, we work with one dataset of generic malware and one dataset
of targeted malware samples. We collect the generic dataset from a large set of generic malware samples
retrieved from public and private malware data feeds3. Our initial generic dataset comprised of 9905 sam-
ples, however, our thorough dataset preparation process (see Section 2.2.3 for details) resulted in a balanced
dataset of 1095 binaries adequate to start and analyze their runtime behaviour. Out of these, we have found
194 active malware samples that exhibited code injection.

For testing targeted malware, we manually selected 7 malware samples from active targeted campaigns
excluding malware whose C&C servers have been sinkholed or shut down.

Preparing datasets

We place and start various goodware (i.e., legitimate applications) on benign VMs. We prepare malicious
VMs by adding one malware sample to the randomly installed goodware programs. Then, we acquire
memory snapshots and save them for later analysis. In the next step, we process these snapshots to retrieve
per process cardinality of paging events as candidate features. Important to note that we do not need disk
snapshots to retrieve features related to swapping (i.e., page files), as these paging events can be deducted
from the information stored in the memory.

In this section, we describe our dataset preparation process for malicious samples. We carefully fol-
lowed the guidelines of Rossow et al. [Rossow et al., 2012] in order to be as unbiased as possible in the
evaluation of our malware detection approach. In this process, we started with a large dataset of malware
samples and gradually filtered them down to active malware samples showing a code injection behavior.
We summarize our prudent data preparation practices in Table 2.12

Removed goodware. First and foremost, we wanted to make sure that our generic malware dataset does
not contain any goodware. To achieve this, we checked the SHA1 hashes of all of our samples on Shad-
owserver.org’s Bin Check web interface [Shadowserver, accessed on Nov 12 2014] and successfully filtered
out 2 goodware out of 9905 submitted hashes. Second, we uploaded all of our samples before analysis to
VirusTotal [VirusTotal, accessed on Nov 12 2014] and found that 784 were labeled by less than 4 of the
anti-virus products. This does not necessarily mean that all of these binaries are legitimate. On the contrary,
most of the AV products execute only signature-based analysis extended by specific heuristics which can
3 The identity of the data feeds are removed to preserve anonymity.
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Figure 2.3: Methodology
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Table 2.11: Goodware applications we used for our training and evaluation phases. Standalone applications
are associated with the no Autostart flag. Note that AV software was not installed on malicious VMs.

Application Version Autostart Category
Trillian
Pidgin
Skype
AIM
Yahoo
GoToMeeting
Digsby
WebEx
Thunderbird

5.5.0.15
2.10.9
6.21.0.104
7.5.14.8
11.5.0.0228
6.4.3.0.1764
91.30295
729.2014.8.1
17.0.9

yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

Messaging

Avira
Avast
AVG

14.0.7.306
9.0.2021.515
15.0.5315

yes
yes
yes

Security

Java
Flash updater
Silverlight updater

7.0.670.1
15.0.0.152
5.1.30514.0

yes
yes
yes

Runtimes

LogMeIn
TeamViewer

4.1.4408
9.0.32494.0

yes
yes

Utilities

K-Lite Codecs
Quick Time

10.8.0
7.75.80.95

no
yes

Media

Dropbox
OneDrive

2.10.30
17.3.1171.0714

yes
yes

Online Storage

Inkscape 0.48.5 no Imaging
uTorrent
qBittorrent

3.4.2.35141
3.1.10

yes
no

File Sharing

Registry Editor
Notepad
Windows Help
Windows Mail
Internet Explorer
Windows Journal
WordPad
WM Player

6.1.7601
6.1.7601
6.1.7601
6.1.7601
11.0.9600
6.1.7601
6.1.7601
12.0.7601

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Windows
Applications

also be evaded by unknown targeted attacks (e.g., Duqu, Flame) or highly polymorphic samples (e.g., Nim-
nul, a Zeus variant). Still, we removed these samples so as not to include any ambiguous samples. Note
that the samples in the targeted datasets are manually selected and did not contain any legitimate binaries.

Balanced families. When malware samples are randomly chosen into a dataset, families of polymorphic
samples can disproportionately dominate over other families and cause significant measurement bias. To
mitigate this, we first retrieved the VirusTotal AV labels of Kaspersky, Symantec and Microsoft for all the
samples in our initial generic dataset. Similarly, to Rossow et al. [Rossow et al., 2012], we concluded that
this distribution over malware families is far from uniform, so we had to manually balance our dataset.
After the selection process, our generic dataset contained samples with at most 5 samples per family as
shown in Table 2.13. We mark targeted samples with a õ symbol, where families Snake, Shale, Epic and
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Table 2.12: The number of distinct malware samples after each stage in the dataset preparation process. We
started with 9,905 malware samples obtained from various malware feeds. Our prudent dataset preparation
resulted in 194 active malware samples that exhibited code injecting behavior.

Stage Count
Select malware samples 9,905
Remove goodware with BinCheck 9,903
Remove unknown with VirusTotal 9,121
Balance families 1,095
Select active + hide artifacts 658
Select code injecting malware 194

Table 2.13: Breakdown of code injector malware families used in our cross-validation and testing phases.
Labels were obtained from VirusTotal and belong the Kaspersky’s classification. The Sample/Family col-
umn shows the number of distinct samples we choose from a given family. Some families (e.g., Foreign)
appear both in the cross-validation and the test-only dataset, but the evaluated samples are different.

Family Sample /
Family

Family
Volume

CROSS-VALIDATED MALWARE DATASET

Magania, Shakblades, Banload, Genome, PePatch, Bicololo, Autorun, Starter,
PornoBlocker, FakeAv, Vaklik, Yahos, Rector, KillFiles, Cosmu, Joleee, Yod-
dos, Fraudpack, VBNA, Abuse, Qvod, Ekafod, Lamer, HDrop, Xtrem, Daws,
Inject, MimimiBot, Homa, Pincav, Carberp, Capper, QQPass, Geral, BHO,
MicroFake, KeyLogger, Dycler, Nyara, MemoryInjector, NSAnti, Utanioz,
PMax, DarkShell, Injector, Flystud, DNSChanger, Koobface, Delf, Sharik,
Lapka, IRCNite, Yakes, Fipp, Chiem, MultiPacked, Pasta, Diple, Hamweq,
Tdss, QQDragon, Mufanom, Sasfis

1 36.42%

Taworm, Runouce, Scar, Turkojan, Siscos, Lebag, Buzus, Redyms, Bublik,
Qhost, Ngrbot, ShipUp, Klez, Hupigon, Oficla, PornoAsset, Small, Sality,
Jorik, Mahato, Cidox, Androm, DarkKomet, AutoRun

2 28.90%

Pophot, Obfuscated, Otwycal, Xtreme, SpyEyes, Poison, Parite 3 12.14%
Swizzor, Palevo, TDSS, Bifrose, OnLineGames, Refroso, Foreign 4 13.87%
Mydoom, Nimnul, ZeroAccess 5 8.7%

TEST-ONLY MALWARE DATASET

Androm, Aspxor, CryptoDef, Disfa, FakeSysDef, Mydoom, Palevo, Tofsee,
Yakes,, NgrBot, Generic, Obfuscated, Flameõ, Snakeõ, Shaleõ

1 50.00%

Cossta, Inject, SpyEyes, Zbot, Epicõ, Turlaeõ 2 40.00%
Foreign 3 10.00%

Turlae belong to the Uroburos campaign revealed by G Data in 2014 [G DATA SecurityLabs, accessed on
Nov 1 2014].

Handling moot samples. First, we examined how many of these prepared samples expose any malicious
behavior. Similarly to [Rossow et al., 2011], we found that a large fraction (450 out of 1095) of collected
samples did not expose any behavior (e.g., did not start). To activate more malware, we used the tool called
HideArtifacts, which successfully found and mitigated six types of artifacts caused by VMware ESXi. As a
result 13 extra malware started that belonged to four different malware families. Samples that could not be
started (i.e., dead samples) were subsequently removed from our dataset.
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Selecting code injecting malware. At this point, we select code injectors from our balanced dataset
containing 658 different samples. To do that, we wrote a simple in-guest tool which looks for memory
locations in system processes with RWX permission bits set. If a potential place is found, we search for
strings in that memory area. According to our observations, this is a good indicator for real code injection
attacks, as these strings can be either associated with name of the library to be injected or configurations
used by the malware. The reader might note that this approach is not sufficient enough to find all the code
injector samples, however, we tried to be as accurate as possible to eliminate false alarms.

That is, we mounted the virtual hard disk of the analyzed VM as Figure 2.2 shows it, and copied our
code injection selector tool along with a selected malicious sample to the disk. We put these software
automatically into an autorun locations to be started at system boot. If we observed code injection, we
put the candidate sample into our final generic dataset. At this point, our generic dataset comprised of
112 families and all in all 194 distinct code injector samples. Some of these malicious samples worked
only on Windows XP, but could not inject anything on Windows 7 and vica versa. A single malware typi-
cally injects into multiple processes. Our samples mainly targeted explorer.exe (i.e., 128 injections),
iexplore.exe, svchost.exe, services.exe, lsass.exe and winlogon.exe, but we saw
injections into csrss.exe, lsm.exe or smss.exe as well.

Family based dataset separation. We did the following steps to clearly separate our training and test-
only datasets. Our training dataset is processed by K-fold cross-validation, that is, we divide our cross-
validation dataset into K equal parts. After division, we iterate through each part and the selected part
is validated by using the other parts4. Table 2.13 shows, that we selected distinct 171 generic samples
from 95 different families into our cross-validation. Additionally, we selected 23 generic samples from 17
families and 7 targeted samples from 5 families into our test-only dataset. Note that we never used our
targeted samples for training, but they were classified with the same features and parameters we used for
the evaluation of generic samples.

Feature creation

The observations in Figure 2.1 strongly suggest that code injection attacks have a significant effect on the
frequency of different paging events. Thus, we use the frequency of various paging events to set up detection
features.

Membrane internals. We carefully investigated Windows-specific page types and their corresponding
translation process to restore our features from paging events. Albeit, most of these page types are docu-
mented with a certain level of granularity [Kornblum, 2007; Willems, 2011; Russinovich et al., 2012], some
of them are still not well understood. Our implementation currently supports both x86 PAE enabled and
x64 images. While we tested the former case on 32-bit Windows XP and 7 OSs, the latter was verified on
64-bit Windows 7 and 8.1 snapshots. As a result of our translation process we are capable of restoring 28
different paging events as shown in Table B.1 in Appendix.B.

Our translation process works as follows. We first natively open the memory snapshot file (i.e., .vmsn)
with Volatility. We then locate VadRoot values for running processes by iterating through the EPROCESS
kernel structure. VadRoot stores the virtual address of the process VAD tree [Hand et al., 2007]. At this
point, we traverse the VAD tree by locating VAD entries which describe all the valid virtual addresses
belonging to the process virtual address space. From this point on, we need to resolve all these virtual
addresses by slicing them into page-sized buffers.

As a next step, we modified Volatility’s internal address translation process as follows. Whenever a new
process virtual address is retrieved by Volatility, it starts to resolve the address by traversing the process
page tables. Similarly to the hardware MMU, it returns the corresponding physical address if all the page
table entries (e.g., PDE, PTE) were valid. If it encountered an invalid entry (e.g., Software PTE), it raises
an exception or returns with zero values. Thus, we had to implement the software MMU here to retrieve
exact paging entry types. To do that, we tried to be as accurate as possible, to cover all the possible cases.
4 The reader might wonder why we separated a distinct dataset for only testing, when the cross-validation process also does it. As our
final generic dataset is not large, we wanted to make sure that our classification process works good enough to find samples that have
never been participated in any training phase.
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As Membrane Live builds upon DRAKVUF [Lengyel et al., 2014] and LibVMI [LibVMI, accessed
on Nov 2 2014] it was not convenient to traverse VAD trees, so we opted for another method to do the
translation. More precisely, we retrieve the current value of the CR3 register after every traced kernel
function. We then use the traditional translation process of the MMU to find paging table entries. By
retrieving paging entry status bits, we could restore the different paging event types.

Paging event type restoration. We assume that code injection attacks can radically change the cardinality
of different paging events. Thus, we use this per paging event cardinality information to set up our features.

A page directory (e.g., PDE, PDPTE) or page table entry (i.e., PTE) is called valid, when it points to
a page loaded into the physical memory. Such entries are maintained by the hardware MMU, and we call
these entries generally hardware paging entries. However, when an entry is invalid (e.g., the referenced
page is swapped), the software MMU (i.e., Windows’ internal memory manager) takes care of it, thus, we
generally call all these translation entries software paging entries.

Paging event types

We identify various paging events by dissecting and evaluating paging entries. These events comprise our
feature set we used to train our random forest classifier. For example, Figure 2.4 [Russinovich et al., 2012]
shows the status bits of x86 hardware PTEs whose state can be associated with different paging events.
Important to highlight that a PTE is handled by the hardware MMU when the Valid bit is set. Otherwise,
the software MMU evaluates the PTE whose bits vary from PTE subtype to subtype as, for example, the
pagefile PTE demonstrates it in Figure 2.5 [Russinovich et al., 2012]. We furthermore summarized all of
our restored features in Table B.1 in Appendix.B.

Hardware paging events. There can be various paging events concluded from the status of valid hard-
ware paging entries as Figure 2.4 [Russinovich et al., 2012] shows it.

• Copy-on-write (Cw) paging events, for example, are indicated by the copy-on-write bit (Cw) in the
hardware PTE translating the virtual address being referenced. Copy-on-write PTEs are used when
multiple processes load the same data, and Windows points process references to the same physical
memory (e.g., DLL is loaded). However, if a process modifies that location a private copy is created
for that process.

• Writable (W) paging events are indicated by the set write bit in hardware paging entries which point
to writable pages.

• Accessed (A) paging events are concluded from the set accessed bit in hardware paging entries.

Software paging events. Depending on the status of given bits in software paging entries, Windows
interprets the entry as one of following software paging subtypes being mentioned in [Russinovich et al.,
2012; Willems, 2011]. We discuss only those cases below, which turned to be relevant in our feature
selection process (described in Section 2.2.3).

• Zero subtype refers to a software paging entry with all the bits cleared. This entry refers to memory
allocations which have already been reserved and committed by the OS, but have never been accessed.
That is why the OS defers to build a real hardware paging entry for the translation of a given virtual
address. Thus, if the corresponding Zero entry is a PTE, we call the feature Zero PTE. This is
associated with the number of such entries in the virtual address space of the analyzed process at the
moment of snapshot acquisition. While previous works [Russinovich et al., 2012; Willems, 2011]
mention only this concrete software paging entry, we observed that other types (e.g., Zero PDE) also
exist, so we included them also into our restoration process.

• Demand Zero PTE (Dz) refers to the demand paging mechanism of Windows as pages of empty
memory allocations are filled with zeros when they are first accessed. Until then, Windows creates
software PTEs to store status information (e.g., cached). Our corresponding feature is called Demand
Zero
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• Mapped File Prototype (Mfp). When a data or image file (e.g., DLL) is mapped for the first time
into the memory, Windows creates an internal datastructure called Prototype PTE to share these
mapped files between different processes. This differs from copy-on-write paging events which occur
whenever the memory of a mapped file is written. Prototype PTEs contain all the information to
restore the corresponding mapped file. Upon the first access of the related memory location, this
Prototype PTE is used as a template to create a real hardware PTE [Willems, 2011]. When the
corresponding PTEs of the mapped file are invalidated, Windows creates a so-called *Prototype PTE
in the per process private address space which points to the originally created Prototype PTE. When
we see the traces of such paging event we recalculate the corresponding feature which we call Mapped
File Prototype.

• Valid Prototype (Vp). Until this point we were talking about different types of software paging
entries. However, Windows also maintains various kernel objects to help demand paging such as
the aforementioned structure called Prototype PTE. As this Prototype PTE is handled similarly to
other PTEs, it can be interpreted as valid or invalid similarly to software or hardware PTEs. In the
former case, the Prototype PTE points to a page which resides in the physical memory, while the
latter one indicates that further operations has to be performed by the OS. We introduce the feature
Valid Prototype to describe valid Prototype PTEs.

Figure 2.4: Valid x86 Hardware PTEs

Figure 2.5: x86 software PTE pointing to a page in a pagefile

Feature selection

After evaluating possible paging events, we defined 28 different features under Windows 7 and 23 features
under Windows XP as shown in Table B.1. We selected these features to train our system. Thus, we
had an X matrix with m rows and 28/23 columns, where m is associated with the number of different
code injector malware samples. As our training set is relatively small, we used various methods for better
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evaluation. First, we used feature scaling to represent our features on the same scale (i.e., we used the
interval of [0− 1]). Then, we applied feature reduction to avoid overfitting by calculating the Gini index of
our normalized features (as presented in Figure 2.6). The Gini index shows the inequality among the values
of a frequency distribution. In our case, per process frequency distributions are defined by the cardinality
of given per process paging events in n consecutive memory snapshots. The lower this index is, the more
equal the values are in a frequency distribution.

For later classification, we selected features that had smaller index than the mean of all indexes. This
resulted in using features Zero PTE, Demand Zero, Valid Prototype, Mapped File Prototype and Copy-on-
write under Windows XP. The selected features under Windows 7 are Zero PTE, Accessed, Demand Zero,
Writeable, Owner, Writethrough, Cache disabled, Pagefile, Valid Prototype, Valid, Dirty and Mapped file.
The process noise under Windows 7 is higher than in Windows XP (as discussed in Section 2.2.4), thus we
needed more features for classification.

Figure 2.6: Gini index of our restored features under Windows XP. We used features with smaller index
than the mean of all feature indexes.

Figure 2.7: A decision tree used by the random forest classifier. Clearly, when the cardinality of Copy-
on-write (Cw) paging events in a given process is higher than a threshold (i.e., x), it is classified to be
malicious. Otherwise, we examine the cardinality of Zero PTE events and decide in accordance with its
threshold (i.e., y). When the number of Zero PTE events is higher than the decision threshold y, we examine
Valid Prototype events also.
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Detecting code injection

After selecting the prominent features we used random forest classification to detect code injection. Ran-
dom forest is a bag of randomly split decision trees. We can collect the trees with this method and the
majority voting of the trees will classify a given sample. Figure 2.7 shows one such a decision tree used in
the classification process of the random forest algorithm.

Initially, we followed the hint obtained from the execution of the Flame malware shown in Figure 2.1.
We first took single snapshots of malware infected VMs to see if we detect some of the features we identified
in Section 2.2.3.

We then created multiple snapshots periodically from the same infected VM to understand in detail how
code injection attacks modify the number of paging events and how the OS manipulates them over time.
There are various reasons to perform this measurement. First, single snapshots could miss the activation
of execution-stalling malware which defer their parasitic behavior until a certain event occurs (e.g., no
keyboard press for 5 minutes for Duqu). Second, malware could retrieve further components and inject them
into other system processes as well. This behavior can only be detected if we repeatedly take snapshots.
Third, Windows OSs use various memory optimization methods, for example, to conserve physical memory.
These optimization routines could also affect our features.

To measure the accuracy (ACC) of our classification process, we calculate the ratio of all the correctly
classified machines per all the machines we tested. More precisely, ACC = TP+TN

P+N , where TP , TN refer
to the number of successfully identified infected and clean VMs, and P , N indicate the number of infected
and benign machines, respectively.

Furthermore, we calculate true positive rates (TPR) to denote the ratio of correctly classified infected
machines compared to all the infected machines we tested (i.e., TPR = TP

P ). Finally, the false positive rate
(FPR = FP

N ) is used to denote misclassification of benign machines, where FP means that an infected
machine bypasses detection and is marked as clean.

2.2.4 Analysis
We now present our result detecting code injection behavior in contemporary malware. We then apply our
code injection detection method for a dataset composed of generic malware samples as well as hand-picked
samples from recent targeted attacks.

Detecting malware

First, we created a cross-validation dataset from generic malware samples to test our tool with the features
selected in Section 2.2.3. To make sure that the feature selection is not biased towards our training dataset,
we also compiled a test-only dataset from a mix of generic malware and confirmed targeted attack samples.

Birds-eye-view analysis. We first created sample runs on our test machine WinXP VM with only legiti-
mate applications installed (presented in Section 2.2.3) as a benchmark. In another set of experiments, we
infected these systems with samples from selected malware families (i.e., ZeroAccess, StartPage, Small,
Sality, QQPass, Krap, Jorik, IRCNite, IRCBot, Geral). In all cases, we took snapshot of the virtual disk
and memory to see how the system changes its behavior due to a malware activity. Note that we rebooted
and reverted the VM into clean state before each execution. What we saw here is that certain features (e.g.,
the cardinality of certain paging events such as Copy-on-write, Zero PTE, Demand Zero) significantly di-
verted from benign executions in these cases. To strengthen our belief that code injection attacks cause
these derails, we repeated our evaluation process 13 times in case of malware codes and 54 times in case of
the clean system. In this way, we could estimate certain statistics (e.g., median, standard deviation) to see
whether these features can be used to detect the activity of malware. Figure 2.8 shows how the cardinality
of certain paging event changes in explorer.exe on Win XP for different generic malware executions.

Detailed analysis. Then, we executed an extensive set of experiments with the two network containment
configurations described in Section 2.2.2. Out of the 194 generic code injector malware, 128 samples tar-
geted explorer.exe which turned to be the most popular injection target. That is why our classification
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(a) Copy-on-write (b) Demand Zero (c) Zero PTE

Figure 2.8: Recorded numer of paging events in explorer.exe running in our WinXP environment.
Each dot on horizontal lines shows the number of paging event in a given snapshot. The first horizontal
line shows the points of 54 clean executions, thus only legitimate applications were installed when memory
snapshots were taken. All the other horizontal lines, represent 13 different code injector malware from 10
different families. The vertical straight line corresponds to the median of clean executions, while the dashed
lines depict the standard deviation

algorithm works with these samples. Our evaluation process comprises three parts: (i) code injectors are
evaluated on VMs with preinstalled and started benign applications with K-fold cross-validation in ac-
cordance with our methodology detailed in Section 2.2.3, (ii) same as the previous point, but no benign
processes are installed and started, (iii) the best performing random forest classifier is chosen from the
cross-validation process to evaluate our test-only dataset.

In cases (i) and (ii), we infected our prepared Windows XP (i.e., WinXP) and Windows 7 (i.e., Win7 1)
environments in each network containment configuration. After retrieving snapshots with Membrane, we
run our classification algorithm to find malicious infections. Note that we put equal number of benign and
infected snapshots into each cross-validation process. Table 2.14 summarizes our results and strengthens
some of our key observations. As we discuss in Section 2.2.4, running processes raise the noise of certain
system processes. This observation manifests in lower detection ratio as the (i) and (ii) versions of Win7 1
show it.

While the detection rates are fairly good in case of Windows XP, the results are worse for Windows
7 snapshots due to the increased baseline paging event activity of explorer.exe in Win7 1. We can
increase the detection accuracy by stopping legitimate processes and thus offloading explorer.exe. We
see this increase when the TPR in Table 2.14 increases from 75.92% to 86%.

Considering case (iii), we could detect all the generic samples in our test-only dataset in both environ-
ments by using the best classifier chosen by the cross-validation process. Note that we also detected all the
targeted samples of our test-only dataset, however, they were executed only under Win7 1. Further analysis
on the detection of our targeted samples is discussed in Section 2.2.4.

Interestingly, however, the state of network connection slightly increased the detection accuracy on
Win7 1 setups, and decreased it on WinXP. One of the explanations could be that injected payloads on
Windows 7 downloaded extra components, which added extra process noise that was easier to detect. At
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Table 2.14: Detecting generic code injecting malware on our WinXP and Win7 1 VMs with different
network connections in explorer.exe. Variable K in the head row determines the different cross-
validation procedures we used. We also calculated the decision accuracy for our test-only generic dataset
by choosing the best classifier from each K cross-validation iteration. Note that the FPR value cannot be
evaluated for our test-only generic dataset as only malicious samples were tested there. The first column
“Internet” indicates the status of the network connection we used for our evaluation process. Mark # in-
dicates no network connection, and  is associated with enabled network connection in accordance with
our previously discussed containment policy. Note that the targeted samples of our test-only dataset were
executed only under Win7 1.
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100
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100

-
-

100
100

100
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-
-

the same time, the number of cross-validation rounds (i.e., K) slightly influences the detection accuracy
and TPR.

While explorer.exe is the most popular target of injections according to our dataset, there are many
other system processes with lower noise (e.g., services.exe or winlogon.exe) that are known to be
also preferred by miscreants. A combined detection over several processes could further increase accuracy
for malware that injects into multiple processes (e.g., Flame). We did not do this extensive study as it was
not our focus.

Evaluation

Ratio definition. In order to manually evaluate prominent features, we calculated the ratios between
the median of clean and malicious feature vectors in a given p ∈ P process, where P represents all the
processes in a given execution environment (e.g., WinXP, Win7 1). This approach also allows us to define
how the execution environment and the examined process can influence detection accuracy. More precisely,
we define
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(f)
p )

µ(M
(f)
p )

(2.1)

as the median ratio for process p ∈ P , where f ∈ F feature points to one of the 28/23 different paging
entry types (i.e., F ), we restored. Due to the limited number of snapshots we work with, we use median
instead of expected values. Malicious frequencies for f feature, process p and n snapshots are denoted by
M

(f)
p = (m

(f)
p1 ,m
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p2 , ...,m
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For instance, let us assume that we have three snapshots, where f = Cw, p = winlogon.exe under
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Figure 2.9: Evaluating targeted samples injecting into explorer.exe with features Zero, Demand Zero
(Dz), Accessed (A) and Writable (W) in Win7 1.

Win7 1, we have G(f)
p = (73, 75, 77) and M (f)

p = (145, 150, 151). Clearly, if we set the decision threshold
to t = 0.7, the median ratio rµ = (75/150) = 0.5 shows malicious activity. Thus, the more malicious the
activity is, the closer are the ratios to zero for most of the features. In some exceptional cases, however,
malicious activity decreases feature cardinality (e.g., number of non-executable pages) when the illegitimate
code starts running. In that case the ratio can be higher than one.

Similarly to median ratio, we define the standard deviation ratio to estimate the noise of certain features
in given setups:
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(f)
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(2.2)

Evaluating targeted malware detection. In the next series of experiments, we evaluate recent targeted
cyber attacks enlisted in Table 2.13 on Win7 1, all injecting into explorer.exe. We allowed Internet
connection and maintained our containment policy. We took periodic snapshots for 2 hours, one in each 5
minutes (i.e., n = 24). We believe that this 2-hour time window is long enough to evade execution-stalling
malware [Kolbitsch et al., 2011]. As Figure 2.9 shows, most of the feature cardinalities increased (i.e., rµ
ratio is lower than one) after the VM was infected. While Demand Zero paging events are flapping, Zero
PTEs remained relatively stable in most of the cases, except for Flame.

Injecting into services.exe. We furthermore evaluated samples injecting into other system pro-
cesses. We opted for services.exe as it is a popular target and demonstrates well the advantages
of our approach. We created single snapshots from each sample of a given malware family. Then, we cal-
culated the median ratio to evaluate our results. As Figure 2.10 shows, most of the examined paging events
increased significantly, especially the Zero feature for the samples of ZAccess. Interestingly, the number
of Demand Zero entries decreased for the samples of Mydoom and Redyms, which can be attributed to the
commitment of previously allocated pages that are not accessed normally by services.exe. As the ra-
tios are lower than in case of explorer.exe injections, we conclude that the target process influences the
detection accuracy. This observation is also strengthened by the baseline ratios we discuss in Section 2.2.4.

Identifying baseline paging behavior. We profiled various execution environments for baseline paging
event behavior to understand why detection rate decreases in the special case when the malware injects into
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Figure 2.10: Evaluating multiple samples from different malware families injecting into services.exe
with features Zero, Demand Zero (Dz), Accessed (A) and Writable (W) in Win7 1.

explorer.exe on Win7 1. Then, we carefully calculated the median and standard deviation ratios of
certain per process features for different system processes. More precisely, we first recorded 24 snapshots
in 2 hours (i.e., one snapshot in every 5 minutes) with Membrane from our WinXP, Win7 1, Win7 2 execu-
tion environments without starting additional processes. To determine whether additional physical memory
decreases system process noise, we also configured our Win7 2 VM with extra RAM installed. We call that
configuration Win7 2+ (see Table 2.9 for details). Then, we repeatedly recorded 24 snapshots, but started
additional benign processes (e.g., Internet Explorer, MS paint, Windows Media Player, Skype, Avira, uTor-
rent, Steam, Yahoo chat client, Pidgin) as well. We furthermore watched youtube videos, started windows
update on Win7 1 for realistic analysis. At this point, we calculated some of our features and compared the
results between the two executions. To demonstrate how system noise is influenced by running processes,
we started only an MS calculator in the first n = 24 snapshots for Win7 1c, and launched a Dropbox client
application for the second run.

Furthermore, we similarly recorded these paging events by comparing two entirely clean execution
traces with n = 400 entries in Win7 3c by using Membrane Live. Our results are summarized in Table 2.15.
For any feature (i.e., Zero - Zero PTE, Cw - Copy-on-write, Dz - Demand Zero, Vp - Valid Prototype, Mfp
- Mapped File Prototype, A - Accessed, W - Writable), the closer the ratio indicator to one the compared
traces are more similar.

Our most important observations are the following:

• O1 - System process noise is influenced by other running processes. One of the noisiest processes
is explorer.exe indicated by the low standard deviation ratio in Table 2.15 (i.e., rZeroσ = 0.051,
rV pσ = 0.039, rWσ = 0.033) in Win7 1. As explorer.exe is responsible for launching graphic
shell for users after successful login and we started various applications (i.e., Skype, Avira, uTorrent,
Steam, Yahoo chat client, Pidgin), watched youtube videos and started windows update on Win7 1,
this behavior is not surprising. On the other hand, it means that explorer.exe should be handled
with further considerations (see Section 2.2.5).

However, when we repeated that experiment by starting only a Dropbox client (i.e., Win7 1c), some
of the noises dropped significantly (i.e., rZeroσ = 1.728, rV pσ = 0.423) by keeping fairly good me-
dian ratios (i.e., rZeroµ = 1.046, rDzµ = 1.056 ). At the same time, other system processes (e.g.,
winlogon.exe, services.exe) are not influenced by other processes with that extent. For ex-
ample, another popular injection target services.exe comes with rZeroµ = 0.958 rZeroσ = 0.613,
rWµ = 1.001 and rWσ = 0.31 on Win7 1.
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• O2 - System process noise is influenced by the operating system version. Execution environments
WinXP and Win7 * share some common features (i.e., Zero PTE, Demand Zero, Valid Prototype).
By comparing these features we concluded that the baseline ratios of WinXP are closer to one than
in its Win7 * counterparts for almost all the system processes. While rZeroσ = 0.051, rDzσ = 0.121,
rV pσ = 0.039 for explorer.exe on Win7 1, rZeroσ = 0.711, rDzσ = 1.328, rV pσ = 0.89 on WinXP.
Median ratios are quite similar, however: rZeroµ = 1.044, rDzµ = 0.819, rV pµ = 1.151 on Win7 1 and
rZeroµ = 1.024, rDzµ = 0.998, rPvµ = 0/0 on WinXP. Note that the latter ”0/0” indicates the both of
the compared samples have zero medians. This difference also holds for other system processes such
as winlogon.exe: rZeroσ = 0.543, rDzσ = 0.021, rV pσ = 0.659 on Win7 1 and rZeroσ = 0.964,
rDzσ = 1.571, rV pσ = 0.738 on WinXP.

• O3 - System process noise is not influenced by the size of RAM under low system load. In
order to determine how the size of RAM influences system process noise, we performed analysis on
our 64-bit Windows 7 execution environments with 1 and 4 GBs of memory (i.e., on Win7 2 and
Win7 2+). Important to emphasize that we started only some basic applications (i.e., sticky notes
and Internet Explorer) in both setups. While the median ratio is a bit better for given processes (e.g.,
explorer.exe) and features (e.g., Zero, Demand Zero) on Win7 2+, in other cases this ratio is
better on Win7 2. Additionally, sometimes the standard deviation ratio diverted more from 1 on
Win7 2+ than on Win7 2. For instance, rZeroσ = 1.161 on Win7 2 and rZeroσ = 0.444 on Win7 2+
for winlogon.exe. At the same time, as Table 2.15 shows, most of the ratios are close to 1 which
can be associated with a fairly low process noise. Important to emphasize that larger RAM could still
result in lower process noise when the system is under heavy load.

• O4 - System process noise is not influenced by the analysis environment. We also recorded base-
line ratios with Membrane Live to compare them with that of Membrane. Results of Win7 3c being
executed on Membrane Live correlate fairly well with other ratios of similar setups (i.e., Win7 2 and
Win7 2+) on Membrane. Important to emphasize, however, that each of the 24 snapshots of Mem-
brane based environments took 2 hours to record, the execution traces of Membrane Live correspond
to smaller time windows. The reason for this lies in the fact that we evaluated paging event cardinal-
ities with the granularity of system call invocations. This took us different amount of time for each
system process as they perform different tasks. Furthermore, we observed that in case of Membrane
Live the starting cardinalities of certain features may vary when the system is rebooted. This likely
stems from the differences in implementation details between Membrane and Membrane Live. While
Membrane uses built-in kernel structures (e.g., VAD tree, EPROCESS) to retrieve all the legitimate
per process virtual addresses and translate them to physical addresses, Membrane Live crawls only
page tables to restore features (e.g., active processes is deducted from the value of CR3).

The missing link between code injection attacks and paging events. As we discussed in Section 2.2.3,
we used Gini index to find which paging events are the most relevant to detect code injection. In order to
understand why these paging events were chosen by our algorithm, we explored the details of Windows
internals by using various resources [Russinovich et al., 2012; Willems, 2011; ReactOS, accessed on Nov
8 2014] as well as the static and dynamic analysis of the Windows 7 kernel. For dynamic analysis, we used
WinDbg. In this way, we could understand how certain WinAPI, and thus, kernel functions influence per
process paging entry types.

Table 2.16 shows an example for a typical code injection attack using a certain sequence of WinAPI
functions. More precisely, we first call VirtualAllocEx to allocate a private memory in the target
process to store the name of the DLL we intend to load into that process. The corresponding kernel function,
NtAllocateVirtualMemory creates and initializes a single VAD entry with RW protection bits set,
zeroes out the PTE (i.e., zero type software PTE is created) of the allocated memory range and sets up the
page fault handler (#PF) (i.e., MmAccessFault kernel function). The NtProtectVirtualMemory
kernel function is also called after NtAllocateVirtualMemory, which sets software PTE protection
bits, thus the software PTE is changed to be Demand Zero (Dz). When WriteProcessMemory tries
to access the page, the page fault handler is invoked. At this point, the page fault is caught, hardware
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Table 2.15: Baseline ratios for the WinXP, Win7 1, Win7 1c, Win7 2, Win7 2+ execution environments by
analyzing and comparing n = 24 snapshots with Membrane. Baseline ratios for Win7 3c was recorded and
analyzed by Membrane Live by comparing execution traces with n = 400 entries. Ratios for unselected
features (i.e., with no or minimal information gain) in given execution environments are marked with ”-”.

Features
Process VM Ratios Zero Cw Dz Vp Mfp A W

explorer

WinXP rµ 1.024 1.166 0.9980 0/0 0/0 - -
rσ 0.711 0.903 1.328 0.890 0 - -

Win7 1 rµ 1.044 - 0.8190 1.151 - 1.0410 1.090
rσ 0.051 - 0.121 0.039 - 0.189 0.033

Win7 1c rµ 1.046 - 1.056 1.214 - 0.821 0.796
rσ 1.728 - 3.172 0.423 - 0.700 0.097

Win7 2 rµ 0.960 - 1.1050 1.9420 - 1.274 1.017
rσ 0.638 - 1.803 0.688 - 1.294 1.204

Win7 2+ rµ 1.003 - 1.009 1 - 1.005 1.0040
rσ 1.028 - 1.671 0/0 - 2.794 1.223

Win7 3c rµ 0.998 - 1.051 1 - 1.380 1.052
rσ 1.621 - 1.436 0/0 - 1.553 1.6230

services

WinXP rµ 1.000 1.2380 1.001 0/0 0/0 - -
rσ 0.905 0.891 1.056 1.106 1.341 - -

Win7 1 rµ 0.958 - 1.000 1.442 - 0.859 1.0010
rσ 0.613 - 0.160 1.1100 - 0.304 0.310

Win7 1c rµ 0.9710 - 1.001 0.689 - 0.949 0.897
rσ 0.475 - 0.471 0.5440 - 0.997 1.0610

Win7 2 rµ 0.994 - 0.914 2.5 - 1.1310 1.001
rσ 0.961 - 1.734 2.786/0 - 1.2530 1.1220

Win7 2+ rµ 1.062 - 1.299 1 - 0.973 0.991
rσ 0.703 - 0.650 0/0 - 0.7450 0.854

Win7 3c rµ 1.0000 - 1.019 1.000 - 0.813 0.999
rσ 0.930 - 0.983 0 - 0.898 0.930

winlogon

WinXP rµ 1.002 1 0.997 1.000 1 - -
rσ 0.964 1.001 1.571 0.738 1.242 - -

Win7 1 rµ 1.004 - 1.013 1.041 - 0.880 0.969
rσ 0.543 - 0.021 0.659 - 0.628 0.456

Win7 1c rµ 0.998 - 1.002 0.88 - 0.9240 0.9040
rσ 1.262 - 1.288 0.913 - 0.9010 1.100

Win7 2 rµ 1.000 - 1.007 1 - 1.058 0.998
rσ 1.161 - 1.296 0/0 - 1.0200 1.0680

Win7 2+ rµ 0.993 - 0.992 0/0 - 1.032 1.002
rσ 0.444 - 0.209/0 0/0 - 0.539 0.428

Win7 3c rµ 1 - 1 1 - 1.0000 1
rσ 1 - 0/0 0/0 - 0.913 1

lsass

WinXP rµ 0.993 0.920 0.995 0.5 0 - -
rσ 0.967 0.831 2.632 0.851 8.944 - -

Win7 1 rµ 1.0090 - 1.009 1.085 - 1.024 1.118
rσ 0.801 - 0.051 0.594 - 0.290 0.159

Win7 1c rµ 0.959 - 1.0060 0.856 - 0.900 0.891
rσ 0.853 - 1.087 5.709 - 1.664 2.526

Win7 2 rµ 1.009 - 0.992 1 - 1.211 1.001
rσ 1.147 - 1.315 0/0 - 1.135 3.611

Win7 2+ rµ 1.001 - 1.002 0/0 - 1.511 1.001
rσ 1.263 - 1.224 0/0 - 1.412 2.695

Win7 3c rµ 0.999 - 0.973 1 - 0.999 1.0000
rσ 0 - 1.026 0/0 - 1.477 0.579
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PTE is created and initialized (i.e., Valid and Write hardware PTE bits are set) using the previously created
VAD entry as a template. This lazy memory allocation mechanism allows Windows to build page tables
for only accessed pages. When #PF finished, the execution is handed to the NtWriteVirtualMemory
kernel function, which writes the name of the malicious DLL to be loaded by the target process. Note
that NtAllocateVirtualMemory and NtWriteVirtualMemory run in the context of the target
process, that is why they are allowed to write process-private memory locations. As the allocated pages
were accessed and modified, the hardware MMU now sets the accessed (A) and dirty (D) bits on the PTE,
respectively. In the next step, CreateRemoteThread is called by setting the newly created thread’s start
address to the LoadLibrary WinAPI function. At this point, LoadLibrary is invoked by the newly
created thread with the name of the malicious DLL to be loaded. As the table shows, LoadLibrary
invokes various kernel functions. By doing so, first a file handle is returned by NtOpenFile, that is
handed to NtCreateSection to create a Section object for the the corresponding DLL. Due to the lazy
memory management of Windows no hardware PTE is created at this point, however, only Prototype PTE
kernel structures are initialized. As it has already been discussed in Section 2.2.3, this structure is used
by the OS to handle shared memory between different processes. We emphasize here, that PPTEs are
initialized with EXECUTE_WRITECOPY protection masks (i.e., we note that with the RWX and Cw marks
in the Table) to enable Copy-On-Write operations. To support memory sharing the DLL is now mapped
as view of the section object (i.e., file-backed-image is mapped) by the NtMapViewOfSection kernel
function, which also creates a VAD entry by using the Prototype PTEs and sets up the page fault handler to
build hardware PTEs when the mapped DLL is first accessed. Finally the opened file handler was closed by
NtClose.

If certain parts of the injected DLL is not used currently, the OS swaps the corresponding pages and cre-
ates *Prototype PTE entries which point to the original Prototype PTEs. In this way, the memory manager
can quickly load back the page when it is referencesd again, and uses the Prototype PTE as a template to set
the protection masks to build a new hardware PTE. As Table 2.16 shows it, the presented injection technique
creates Zero software PTEs and hardware PTEs with Valid, Writable, Accessed, Dirty and Copy-on-Write
bits set. This example shows fairly well, how some simple WinAPI functions influence the management of
memory in Windows OSs. At the same time, this rich behaviour allows us to observe how different code
injection methods manipulate per process PTEs.

Evaluating injection methods. In our next experiment, we implemented three different injection methods
based on (i) remote thread creation, (ii) thread hijacking and (iii) APC queues. We furthermore implemented
a server application in a DLL that we injected into both explorer.exe and services.exe. This
DLL exfiltrated data from the infected Win7 1 machine. Note that case (iii) halted services.exe so
we neglected it in our evaluation. We created n = 24 snapshots from each executions and calculated the
corresponding median ratios. As Figure 2.11 shows, case (i) and (ii) affects the same features in the same
way. Additionally, the same malicious activity can be detected with higher accuracy in services.exe
than in explorer.exe.

The missing link between injected functionalities and paging events. To understand how the injected
malicious functionalities influence process paging events, we implemented some of such functionalities
and inserted them with the remote thread injection technique into winlogon.exe as Table 2.17 shows it.
This process (i.e.,winlogon.exe) seemed to be a good option, as it has low baseline noise, and thus, it is
easier to detect malicious activities inside it. To calculate the corresponding median and standard deviation
ratios we recorded n = 24 snapshots in 2 hours from each of the cases and compared them with Win7 1c.

First, we injected a keylogger into our target processes by starting an infinite loop which records all
the keystrokes in an internal buffer. Interestingly, this functionality is quite silent and only the number of
writeable pages increases enough (i.e., rWµbaseline

= 0.90 and rWµkeylogger
= 0.53). As only a small buffer is

required to store keystrokes, which can be flushed into a few pages, this functionality seems to be difficult
to detect on its own.

Our second injected functionality is a server application which reads a small text file with the size
of a few KBs and keeps exfiltrating it to its client. We intentionally chose a file which is small enough.
This allows us to see if this functionality can be detected by our approach. As Table 2.17 demonstrates
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Table 2.16: Injecting DLL into a process by using Ê VirtualAllocEx, Ë WriteProcessMemory,
Ì CreateRemoteThread and Í LoadLibrary WinAPI functions. Note that the correspoding ker-
nel functions of VirtualAllocEx and WriteProcessMemory are executed also in the context of
the target process. In this way, Windows guarantees that no address space violation occurs between the
originator and target processes when loading the new DLL. Note that the start address (sa) parameter of
CreateRemoteThread means the start address of operation when the new thread is created. While
the HW PTE column indicates the hardware PTE bits being set when the corresponding kernel function is
called, the SW PTE column refers to the software PTE subtype used to handle invalid pages. Similarly,
column PPTE and VAD entry is associated with the status of Prototype PTEs and VAD entries. While
the upper part of the table refers to the memory region allocated for the name of the DLL, the lower part
indicates table entry changes for the memory region allocated for the DLL itself.

Win
API Parameters Kernel function Memory

type
HW
PTE

SW
PTE PPTE VAD

entry
TABLE ENTRY CHANGES ON THE MEMORY REGION OF THE DLL NAME

Ê protection=RW NtAllocateVirtualMemory private Zero RW
NtProtectVirtualMemory private Dz RW

Ë size=len(dll name)
#PF (NtWriteVirtualMemory) private V,W RW

NtWriteVirtualMemory private
V,W,
A,D RW

Ì
sa=
&LoadLibrary NtCreateThreadEx private

V,W,
A,D RW

TABLE ENTRY CHANGES ON THE MEMORY REGION OF THE DLL

Í dll name

NtOpenFile

NtCreateSection
R,W,
X,Cw

NtMapViewOfSection mapped Zero
R,W,
X,Cw

R,W,
X,Cw

NtQuerySection mapped Zero
R,W,
X,Cw

R,W,
X,Cw

NtClose mapped Zero
R,W,
X,Cw

R,W,
X,Cw

#PF (on first access) mapped
V,W,
Cw

R,W,
X,Cw

R,W,
X,Cw

it, the processes noise increased fairly well (e.g., rDzσbaseline
= 1.288 and rDzσdataexfiltration

= 0.42). On
the other hand, mean ratios dropped, thus, key feature cardinalities increased (e.g., rWµbaseline

= 0.90 and
rWµdataexfiltration

= 0.02). The reader might also realize that the key paging event, Zero PTE, also increased.
This is not surprising if we recall Table 2.16. As the exfiltrated file needs to be mapped into the process
address space and Windows uses lazy evaluation, only Zero PTE entries are created until the file is first
accessed.

Finally, we implemented a registry traversal functionality which iterates through all the HKEY * keys
and adds certain new values under them. According to Table 2.17, the process noise is increased in together
with the number of writeable pages.

In summary, we conclude that even very simple malware functionalities can be pinpointed in system
processes with low noise. However, we also highlight that even clean processes are affected by the global
memory management of Windows, especially when the system is under heavy load.

Performance

In order to have a better understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of live monitoring based code
injection detection and snapshot based-approaches, we compared the performance degradation of Mem-
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Figure 2.11: Evaluating different code injection methods on explorer.exe and services.exe with
features Zero, Demand Zero (Dz), Valid prototype (Vp), Accessed (A) and Writable (W) in Win7 1.
The injection methods are based on: (i) CreateRemoteThread, (ii) SetThreadContext and (iii)
QueueUserAPC.

brane and Membrane Live. Without running any performance monitoring tool, we observed that Membrane
Live entirely undermine system performance which manifests in unresponsive GUI and poor user experi-
ence. The reason for this lies in the fact the Membrane Live resolves all the paging events after certain
kernel functions (i.e., Nt*). Doing this for 28 different paging events is fairly burdensome. Naturally, de-
creased monitoring granularity can help to satisfy (R5) much more. Still, we believe that snapshot based
monitoring turns to be a better option to detect code injection anomalies. We also executed PassMark’s
Performance Test tool [Passmark Software, Last accessed March 26 2012] on Membrane while being under
the load of snapshot acquisition. We observed that the CPU, memory and disk performance dropped from
the default 2369, 1980 and 648 values to 993, 1691 and 131, respectively. After snapshot creation, which
takes only a few minutes, the system performed normally again.

2.2.5 Discussion

Systems under heavy load

Our results showed that our experiments on the WinXP operating system were fairly accurate with a very low
false positive rate. We noticed, however, that occasionally on Win7 the baseline operation of the system was
dependent on the realistic system load. This meant that heavy system use (e.g. watching Youtube videos,
installing and starting of various applications or stress-testing the memory) caused a significant increase
in the number of paging events (for example, the explorer.exe process produced a high number of
Copy-on-Write and Demand Zero paging events on a Win7 1). This somewhat reduced the efficiency of
detection. As explorer.exe is taking care of the graphic shell, every newly spawned GUI application
can raise process noise. That is a key observation especially for Windows 7 systems, where our detection
ratio was lower.

Clearly this increase in the number of paging events only appeared when the system was under a heavy
load. One can circumvent this anomaly by establishing baseline cardinality of paging events under normal
system load (e.g. in a nightly operation). Assuming that the system is not under a permanent load, we can
wait until it returns to normal load and perform the detection then.
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Table 2.17: Compering paging event cardinalities between different injected malware functionalities (i.e.,
Ê Keylogger, Ë Data exfiltration, Ì Registry operations) and the clean execution of Windows 7 (i.e.,
Win7 1c) for winlogon.exe. Column WinAPI calls highlights some of the key WinAPI functions
we called in a given functionality. All the functionalities were injected into the target process by using
CreateRemoteThread detailed in Table 2.16.

Malware
func.

WinAPI calls rZeroµ rZeroσ rAµ rAσ rDzµ rDzσ rWµ rWσ

Ê

CreateFile �

GetAsyncKeyState �

MapVirtualKeyEx �

GetKeyNameText �
WriteFile �

CloseHandle �

0.98 0.86 0.98 0.89 1.01 1.22 0.53 1.83

Ë

socket
bind
listen
accept �
recv �

CreateFile �

ReadFile �

send �

CloseHandle �

0.86 0.58 1.07 0.59 0.01 0.42 0.02 0.28

Ì

RegOpenKeyEx(HK*)
RegQueryInfoKey
RegEnumKeyW �

RegSetValueEx �

RegEnumValueW �

RegOpenKeyExW �

RegQueryValueExW �

RegCloseKey �

RegCloseKey

0.99 0.72 0.77 0.72 2.78 1.15 0.02 0.76

Countering evasion

Legitimate software sometimes uses code injection to achieve more functionalities [Srivastava and Giffin,
2010a]. For example, the Google toolbar uses DLL injection for legitimate purposes. Debuggers, such as
the Microsoft Visual Studio Debugger also exhibit this behavior. Our tool detects the fact of code injection,
but it cannot judge if it was for legitimate purposes. To filter out the false positives caused by legitimate
applications, we can mark them and compile a whitelist. This whitelist can be constructed for example by
using cryptographic hashes to user space memory allowing the identification of known code [White et al.,
2013]. These legitimately injecting applications could then be excluded from analysis.

Unfortunately, this solution would open the door for malware to evade detection by injecting code into
the whitelisted applications. We can counter this option by applying our memory paging event analysis
on the application process instead of the system processes. We can first establish a baseline for a clean
operating system running the code injecting legitimate application. Then, we proceed as follows. First,
we run Membrane comparing the baseline behavior without code injection with the system behavior. If
Membrane indicates an alarm, we check if any of the legitimate code injection mechanisms are running on
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the system. If such an application exists, then we run Membrane against the baseline behavior established
earlier for this application. If Membrane still raises an alarm that is a good indicator that a malware in-
fected the system, otherwise the previous alarm was a false alarm caused by the legitimate code injecting
application.

2.3 Towards the Automated Detection of Unknown Malware on Live
Systems

An important limitation of existing host-based anomaly detection approaches is that they require either to
run the system to be analyzed in an isolated (usually virtualized) environment, or to install some analysis
tools on the analyzed system itself. In the first case, one needs to create a virtualized copy of the analyzed
system and its original environment (e.g., other servers in the same network) in order to run both together
in the isolated analysis environment. Note that if the copy of the analyzed system runs alone, then the
malware may detect the change in its environment and modify its behavior in order to escape detection.
Creating a faithful copy of the operating environment of the analyzed system, however, is a major problem
that requires a lot of resources and may cause interruptions in the operation of the live system. There is also
a high risk that the copy will actually not be sufficiently faithful, which may jeopardize the entire malware
detection process. In the second case, when some analysis tools are installed on the analyzed system itself,
the problem is that the analysis will not be transparent, meaning that the installed analysis tools may be
detected by the malware. In addition, in some environments such as, for instance, in IT systems of critical
infrastructures, neither interruption of operation nor installing arbitrary software on the system are allowed.

We propose a new system monitoring approach that enhances either the transparency or performance
of existing methods (e.g., Nitro [Pfoh et al., 2011] and Ether [Dinaburg et al., 2008a]). In addition, my
approach does not require to create a copy of the system to be analyzed, neither it requires the installation
of analysis tools on the analyzed system itself. Thus, it is free from all limitations of prior approaches.
My approach takes advantage of the increased availability of hardware assisted virtualization capabilities
of modern CPUs, and its basic idea is to launch a hypervisor layer on the live system on-the-fly, without
stopping and restarting it or any of the running applications. This hypervisor runs at a higher privilege
level than the OS itself, thus, it can be used to observe the behavior of the analyzed system in a transparent
manner, without installing any analysis tools on the analyzed system itself. At the same time, the live
system stays in its original operational environment, so the malware may not detect any suspicious change.

In this Section, I describe my design and implementation of such an on-the-fly virtualization platform,
and we also propose a novel system call tracing method that can be used to observe the behavior of the
analyzed system with configurable tradeoff between transparency and granularity. My proof-of-concept
implementation leverages AMD64 processors with SVM (Secure Virtual Machine) technology and 64-bit
Windows Vista/7 operating systems.

2.3.1 Related work

Typical AV products try to detect known malware by signature based methods which are clearly not us-
able for detecting unknown malware. Therefore, many AV companies and researchers are proposing new
approaches to detect unknown malware. Here, we summarize the approaches that are the most similar to
the approach that we propose in this work, and highlight the differences with respect to our approach.

McAfee DeepSAFE [McAfee, ] technology provides real-time kernel memory and CPU event protec-
tion using hardware-assisted virtualization technology. This is technically similar to our approach, but
DeepSAFE must be installed on the system permanently, which leads to constant performance degradation.
In contrast to this, our work allows for system monitoring on an on-demand manner. While this will not
allow for preventing successful attacks, it can still be used for detection. Another approach, which is being
more similar to our work, is called HyperDbg [Fattori et al., 2010b]. It allows for the live installation of
an analysis framework under a running OS using hardware virtualization. However, the original goal of
HyperDbg was not the monitoring of unknown malware, but it was proposed as a general-purpose testing
and debugging tool.
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While previous solutions offered these monitoring capabilities from the host [Pfoh et al., 2011; Dinaburg
et al., 2008b], or from another trusted VM [Srivastava and Giffin, 2010b], a dedicated environment (e.g.,
KVM, Xen) had to be installed for them. On the contrary, our approach enables monitoring without any
interruption in the OS operation, which is suitable for systems that do not permit downtime. In addition, our
approach makes it possible to configure either the granularity or the level of transparency of our monitoring
framework which can be very useful for catching unknown malware which is armed with virtualization
specific anti-debug capabilities [Pék et al., 2011b; Paleari et al., 2009b].

As mentioned in the introduction, the problem of detecting unknown malware belongs to the field of
Host Based Intrusion Detection (HIDS). HIDS systems try to detect suspicious modifications made by
hostile codes in user/kernel space data structures and user/kernel space code, or the unintended use of
existing code base. Our work complements these approaches by running these monitoring mechanisms
within an on-the-fly installable analysis framework. While it has been shown in [Lanzi et al., 2010] that
system calls alone are insufficient for malware detection on their own, we believe that our approach can be
completed with other building blocks suitable for detecting unknown malware behavior.

2.3.2 On-the-fly virtualization

As mentioned in the introduction, our system monitoring approach is based on on-the-fly virtualization,
which allows for launching a thin virtualization layer below the running OS without system downtime. Our
solution is based on New Blue Pill [Rutkowska and Tereshkin, 2007], which was originally introduced as an
offensive approach to take over the control of a system, but we modified it for our purposes. In this section,
we first shortly introduce New Blue Pill, and then we describe the modifications we made.

Introducing New Blue Pill

The original Blue Pill [Rutkowska, 2006] was developed by Joanna Rutkowska for COSEINC. Later, a
completely new version called New Blue Pill (NBP) [Rutkowska and Tereshkin, 2007] was designed and
implemented by Alexander Tereshkin. Here, the author uses the AMD64 Secure Virtual Machine (SVM)
extension to virtualize the running OS on the fly. While NBP requires no modification in the BIOS, boot
sector or system files to operate correctly, it does not survive OS reboot. For this reason, a kernel mode
driver is installed that enables the SVM mode as a first step. From this point on, the required SVM instruc-
tions are available for the driver. After that, NBP prepares virtual machine data structure (Virtual Machine
Control Block) to be used by the running OS to store its state when context change occurs. Finally, the
native OS starts to execute in guest mode when the VMRUN instruction is executed by NBP.

Extending New Blue Pill with tracing capabilities

In order to have a hypervisor-level on-the-fly installable system monitoring framework, we modified the
New Blue Pill as Figure 2.12 depicts it. First of all, we tightened the semantic gap between the hypervisor
and the monitored OS by means of virtual machine introspection (VMI) [Garfinkel and Rosenblum, 2003].

Secondly, we implemented the proposed system call tracing method for 64-bit systems. To achieve this,
we exploit a hardware support available only in 64-bit processors, which makes it possible to enable/disable
system calls for a running OS. If system calls are disabled in a processor and a SYSCALL instruction
is executed an invalid opcode exception #UD is raised. Whenever, a sensitive or privileged instruction
is executed by the guest mode OS (e.g., SYSCALL in our case) a VMEXIT is generated which can be
handled by the hypervisor. To identify the nature of VMEXIT, an exitcode is written into the Virtual
Machine Control Block that can be later read by the hypervisor. For this reason, we registered traps for
the related VMEXITs that are handled whenever the corresponding exceptions are raised in the guest mode
OS. When an #UD is intercepted, we extract the required features from the guest’s memory and enable
system calls again. In this way, the system call can be successfully re-executed when the handler returned.
By re-enabling system calls, we also guarantee a more transparent execution environment in contrast to
earlier approaches [Pfoh et al., 2011], which disable system calls for the entire analysis process. This
seems to be a subtle difference, but it can be exceptionally useful against attacks (e.g., [Pék et al., 2011b;
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Figure 2.12: Extending New Blue Pill with monitoring capabilities.

Paleari et al., 2009b]) which generate invalid opcodes to detect virtualization or debuggers. So as to re-
enable system call monitoring, we set a hardware breakpoint on instructions chosen by the analyst. The
place of breakpoint (user-, or kernel space) influences the type of data structure we can extract as well
as the granularity of our monitoring process. Thus, we register a trap for hardware breakpoint related
VMEXITs to catch the system calls being executed by the guest mode OS.

This is achieved by the built-in debugging feature of NBP as it sends messages to a kernel-level debug
window list, which can be read by adequate applications such as DebugView. Note that this kernel-level
debug window list can also be reached via a kernel debugger such as WinDbg. More details about our
system call tracing method is discussed in section 2.3.3.

64-bit CPU modes

The 64-bit mode of various vendors (AMD, Intel) comes with slightly different considerations. First of
all, AMD extended the original x86 architecture with 64-bit mode (long mode) and supports previous
architectures (e.g., 32-bit protected mode) in legacy mode [AMD, 2011]. On the other hand, the Intel
64 architecture introduces the IA-32e mode which is a new 64-bit mode supporting two submodes: the
32-bit compatibility mode and the 64-bit mode. Note that in the rest of the Section we focus on the AMD
long mode, however, the concepts can be easily adapted to IA-32e 64-bit mode as well. The most important
difference between the two platforms is that IA-32e still supports the SYSENTER instruction in 64-bit
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mode, however, AMD64 does not and raises an invalid opcode exception #UD if being used. Nevertheless,
both of the platforms support the SYSCALL instruction in 64-bit mode, which makes our methods general.
Furthermore, NBP supports hardware virtualization extension of Intel processors (Intel-VT) as well, so our
concept could work on that architecture as well.

2.3.3 Proposed system call tracing method for x64
In contrast to previous out-of-the-guest system call tracing methods introduced by Ether [Dinaburg et al.,
2008a], we designed and implemented a new, and general method that is fully compatible with 64-bit
systems. In 32-bit mode the SYSENTER instruction is used to prepare fast system calls, which reads the
corresponding kernel address from the SYSENTER_EIP MSR register and the target code segment from
the SYSENTER_CS MSR. However, the SYSENTER instruction is not supported by AMD64, so we rely
on another fast system call instruction (SYSCALL) that is compatible with both Intel and AMD processors.
Note that in case of AMD64, the SYSCALL instruction can be executed in legacy modes (16-bit and 32-bit)
as well, however, on Intel processors, it is supported only in 64-bit mode.

In the following we introduce the details of our novel system call tracing method for 64-bit mode.
To monitor the system calls of an unmodified target OS from the hypervisor, we have to observe context
changes induced by VMEXITs. However, similarly to SYSENTER, SYSCALL does not generate VMEXIT
by default when being executed, thus this problem have to be solved by a specific method. One way to
handle this issue is advised in [Dinaburg et al., 2008a] for the SYSENTER instruction. By translating this
concept to SYSCALL, we have to modify the target address of this instruction, which is stored in *STAR
registers (STAR, CSTAR, LSTAR), to an address being paged out. When the processor accesses this
address, a page fault is raised (#PF) and a VMEXIT context change occurs. By catching the page fault in
the hypervisor, the original jump address of SYSCALL is reloaded into *STAR and it is re-executed. The
problem with this solution is that the overwhelming number of page faults generated in an OS during its
normal operation induces a large performance degradation which makes the OS drastically slower. More-
over, due to swapping, the number of raised page faults increases significantly on machines with lower
memory capacity. Furthermore, a system with more processes generates more page faults as well.

For this reason, we have to figure out another approach, where the number of VMEXITs do not depend
on the hardware and the number of executed applications. Our new method, similarly to [Pfoh et al.,
2011], is based on invalid opcode exceptions instead of page faults to mitigate the performance degradation
problem of previous solutions. As a first step of our implementation, we unset the SCE (system call enable)
bit of the guest’s EFER register, which makes SYSCALL instructions unknown for the processor. As a
consequence, when being executed, an invalid opcode exception (#UD) is generated that induces a corre-
sponding VMEXIT (VMEXIT_EXCEPTION_UD). At this point, the system call number can be retrieved
in the hypervisor from the EAX register and the guest’s user-space data structures via the GS selector (see
below for more details on data structure extraction). As the #UD exception does not increases the instruction
pointer (RIP), we do not have to bother with alignments to re-execute the SYSCALL. In contrast to [Pfoh
et al., 2011], we enable here the EFER.SCE bit again for higher transparency. However, depending on the
chosen transparency-granularity tradeoff, later we disable this bit again. This can be achieved in one of the
following ways:

1. Set up a timer which checks the state of the bit periodically and modifies it if necessary

2. Unset the bit when other type of VMEXITs occur

3. Generate another VMEXIT for this reason

Naturally, all of these methods have advantages and disadvantages: A constant timer offered by 1) has
a constant performance overhead, and have to be fine-grained enough to catch all the required syscalls.
Case 2) promises better performance than 1) and 3) as a result of piggybacking, however, there is no di-
rect control here on VMEXITs to gain a given system call granularity. For this reason, we chose option
3), which puts extra performance overhead to our solution, but makes the transparency of our analysis
controllable. Note that in Section 2.3.5, we demonstrate that the suggested method still offers acceptable
performance loss. Thus, when an invalid opcode exception is handled, and the required features are ex-
tracted by reading the guest memory, a hardware breakpoint is inserted (by means of debug registers DR0
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and DR7) to an address that has to be reached before the next chosen system call depending on the chosen
transparency-granularity level. This breakpoint can either be placed on a user-, or kernel-space code, how-
ever, it predestinates if user-, or kernel-level objects can be extracted when handling it. See Figure 2.13 to
read the details of the invalid opcode exception handler algorithm.

When the guest’s instruction pointer reaches our hardware breakpoint, a VMEXIT_EXCEPTION_DB
is raised in the processor that is handled by our registered trap. This handler disables system calls again
by disabling EFER.SCE for the guest mode OS and deletes the breakpoint. Finally, OS objects can be
extracted here as well. The details of this algorithm is described in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.13: Algorithm for handling invalid opcode exceptions.

Figure 2.14: Algorithm for handling debug exceptions.

In order to extract the required features for a usable system call tracer, we revealed OS-level data struc-
tures by means of virtual machine introspection [Garfinkel and Rosenblum, 2003]. In contrast to previ-
ous solutions, where mainly Windows XP operating systems were monitored (e.g., Ether [Dinaburg et al.,
2008a] or Lares [Payne et al., 2008]), the current process was extracted from fragile user-space data struc-
tures such as Thread Information Block (NT TIB) [Srivastava and Giffin, 2010b], or via low-level paging
information [Pfoh et al., 2011], we show how the more robust, kernel-level data structures can be extracted
from a 64-bit Windows 7 OS.

The first main difference is that 64-bit operating systems use flat memory model, so different segment
registers (e.g., stack) are treated with the same base: 0 [AMD, 2011]. Another difference is that user and
kernel-space data structures can be accessed via the GS register instead of FS as in the x86 Windows NT
family. Furthermore, the well known offset values between kernel objects also vary in different Windows
versions. On top of this, data structures reside at varying addresses due to Address Space Layout (Load)
Randomization (ASLR) in Windows Vista and later versions. It means, that only consecutive memory reads
allow us to get sufficient information. For example, in Figure 2.15, we show how the current process name
(EPROCESS.ImageFileName) can be extracted via the GS segment register at kernel mode in case of
a 64-bit Windows 7. Furthermore, many other kernel structures (e.g., KPCR (Processor Control Region))
can be extracted relatively easily via the kernel mode GS. In order to extract user-level data structures, the
processor has to be in user mode. Thus, when a SYSCALL is invoked, the processors checks if system calls
are enabled, and if they are not, an #UD exception is generated before a context change could have occurred
to CPL=0. That is, our #UD handler is an ideal place to extract user-level data structures as the guest mode
OS is still in user mode.
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Figure 2.15: 64-bit Windows 7 data structures.

2.3.4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our system on an AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core 6000+ processor with 6 GB of
RAM and 64-bit Windows 7 operating system. We use relatively large RAM capacity so as to demonstrate
that the OS raises too many page faults even in this case, which is unacceptable on mission critical systems.

Tracing malware

To evaluate our system we downloaded all the in-the-wild 64-bit samples from Offensive Computing [Of-
fensive Computing, Last accessed March 26 2012], which were available at the time we did the evaluation.
We searched this database for both the ”win64” and ”w64” strings, but only some samples were provided
with the following labels: Win64.Rugrat.A, Trojan.Win64.A, Win64.Shruggle.1318, W64/BackdoorW.(C
and D) and w64/Gael.A. Note that AV labels can be confusing as different vendors can identify the same
malware differently. The small number of 64-bit malware samples indicates that we are at the very begin-
ning of a new era in the field of malware research and defense.

In order to successfully install our system, we had to disable the driver signing feature in Windows 7,
however, this is an unnecessary step if we signed our driver with a trusted CA. Note that driver signing
was built into the Windows operating system from Vista, in order to eliminate drivers with unknown origin.
On the other hand, driver signing turns to come with problems due to the appearance of malware signed
by legitimate private keys (see e.g., Stuxnet and Duqu [Bencsáth et al., 2012c]). After downloading these
samples, we started them in our isolated test environment on a sanitized physical machine. Then, we
installed our tool and verified the execution of samples by observing known system call traces.

2.3.5 Performance

#UD versus #PF

Another important contribution of this work is to demonstrate that our system call tracing method guarantees
better performance than the well-accepted method [Dinaburg et al., 2008a; Srivastava and Giffin, 2010b]
applied on x86 systems. First of all, we registered traps for #UD and #PF in the hypervisor to measure the
number of invalid opcode exceptions and page faults that occur in a system by default. To demonstrate the
performance differences between the two methods, we first counted the number of page faults and invalid
opcode exceptions generated by the same system under various conditions. To achieve this, we registered
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a trap handler for #UD in NBP, and we used TraceView, available as a part of the Windows Driver
Kit [Microsoft, Last accessed April 02 2012], to count the number of page faults at the same time. Note that
we could not measure the number of #PF with NBP due to the low response time of the monitored system.
Our measurements demonstrate that the number of page faults highly depends on the configuration of the
machine such as the processes being launched.

Table 2.18: Counting the number of page faults and invalid opcode exceptions being raised under native
operation on two CPU cores. The examined time interval is 2.5 minutes, and the statistics are calculated
from samples with 12 elements.

#UD #PF
Configuration Mean Std Mean Std
1. No extra process 0 0 16935 15839
2. Extra processes 0 0 43547 24155

To verify that extra processes increase the number of page faults, we measured the number of exceptions
right after the reboot of the target system and after starting the following applications: Wireshark, Foxit
Reader, Internet Explorer 8, Process Explorer, CPUID CPU-Z, CPUID Hardware Monitor and MobaSSH
Server. We summarized our results in Table 1. The most interesting part of our measurement is that we did
not observe any invalid opcode exceptions (even with lengthened time window of 30 minutes) under the
normal operation of the OS. On the other hand, as we can see the number of page faults highly depend on
the active processes.

Benchmarking syscall tracing

Table 2.19: Results of Passmark CPU performance test for the unmonitored, blue-pilled and monitored
system. The first column lists the operations executed by the test, while the numbers show the mean and
standard deviation of execution times.

Native Blue-Pilled Monitored
Operations Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
1. Integer Math (MOps/Sec) 344.5 2.40 346.0 1.13 228.0 82.35
2. Floating Point Math (MOps/Sec) 1072.3 8.30 1072.4 5.63 742.3 226.88
3. Find Primes (Thousand Primes/Sec) 322.9 3.22 323.7 1.14 220.1 74.44
4. SSE (Mill. Matrices/Sec) 9.4 0.06 9.4 0.10 6.3 2.17
5. Compression (KBytes/Sec) 2063.1 42.84 2072.6 6.99 1333.1 430.76
6. Encryption (MBytes/Sec) 9.7 0.03 9.7 0.03 6.1 2.08
7. Pyhsics (Frames/Sec) 95.9 1.98 95.6 1.99 63.7 17.57
8. String Sorting (Thousand Strings/Sec) 1243.6 27.86 1254.0 11.46 843.1 235.83

We also measured the performance loss of our system call tracing method by means of the Passmark
Performance Test [Passmark Software, Last accessed March 26 2012]. We executed the tests 12 times in
each configuration, and calculated the corresponding statistical metrics (mean and standard deviation) for
them. We evaluated the performance of the CPU in native operation, when it is Blue-Pilled and when it is
monitored by our extension.

As Table 2 and Figure 2.16 demonstrate, NBP itself does not cause performance overhead to the system,
so it offers ideal preconditions for our monitoring extension. When monitoring the system, the observed
performance loss ranges between 30.7% (Floating Point) and 35.4% (Compression), which is still accept-
able in practice as the OS actually remains usable. Note that we configured our system-call tracer to per-
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Figure 2.16: Statistics of CPU performance test for the unmonitored and monitored system. The bars show
the mean value for the corresponding CPU operations in collaboration with their standard deviation.

Table 2.20: Results of Passmark Memory performance test for the Unmonitored, Blue-Pilled and Monitored
system. The first column lists the operations executed by the test, while the numbers show the mean and
standard deviation of execution times.

Native Blue-Pilled Monitored
Operations Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
1. Allocate Small Block (MBytes/Sec) 3348.4 33.0 3322.8 26.21 3067.1 217.8874
2. Read Cached (Mbytes/Sec) 1351.5 2.44 1351.7 2.22 1350.6 2.9738
3. Read Uncached (Mbytes/Sec) 1290.5 3.03 1286.7 2.92 1283.9 21.3572
4. Write (MBytes/Sec) 1256.8 8.67 1240.4 21.55 1243.9 43.5518
5. Large RAM (Operations/Sec) 2212.7 11.71 2193.4 27.83 2242.9 52.1760

form maximally, thus we re-enabled system call monitoring right after the previously evaluated SYSCALL
instruction. However, the performance degradation of the monitored system was still influenced by the
executed debug print operations to verify the result of traces. Furthermore, we benchmarked the memory
overhead of the system as well under the same conditions. As Table 3 and Figure 2.17 show, our monitor-
ing extension induces negligible memory overhead in the range of 0.1% (Read Cached) and 8.5% (Allocate
Small Blocks).

2.4 Conclusion

The main message of this chapter is that the white hat community should catch up on all fronts: (i) code
signing as a preventive measure has limitations and the current practice raises questions concerning the
effectiveness of code signing as a means to establish trust in software, (ii) more research should be de-
voted to heuristic anomaly detection tools to complement signature based scanners, and (iii) new concepts
and mechanisms are needed that help information sharing between victims of incidents and the anti-virus
industry to help incident handling and forensic analysis.
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Figure 2.17: Statistics of Memory performance test for the Unmonitored, Blue-pilled and Monitored sys-
tem. The bars show the mean value for the corresponding CPU operations in collaboration with their
standard deviation.

That is, we argued that code signing as a mechanism to establish trust in a piece of software has limi-
tations, and one should not fully trust the code even if it is signed. The problems with code signing can be
traced back to issues such as negligent key management and misaligned incentives of different parties to
more strictly enforce key management policies. We also argued that in order to increase the effectiveness
of anti-virus products in detecting previously unknown malware, they should be extended with anomaly
detection capabilities, similar to those provided by rootkit detection tools. We identified the lack of sharing
incident related information and forensics data by victims of attacks as a major barrier for effective threat
mitigation at a global level, and the difficulty of producing sanitized forensics information as a main related
technical challenge. We also identified the asymmetry of information available to the attackers and to the
defenders as the main reason of recent failures in protecting my IT infrastructure from targeted malware
attacks. It may never be possible to completely remove this asymmetry, but we believe that there are helpful
techniques to at least decrease it.

Then we presented the brief analysis of Duqu and Flame, two pieces of malware that have been used
recently in state sponsored cyber espionage operations mainly in the Middle East. We also briefly mentioned
Gauss, a malware based on the Flame platform. By participating in the initial technical analysis of both
Duqu and Flame, I got a solid understanding of their operation. Our analysis results suggest that Duqu
is very closely related to the infamous Stuxnet worm, while Flame and Gauss appear to be more distant
cousins of Stuxnet.

Besides presenting how these pieces of malware work, we also described the results of some experi-
ments aiming at the detection of Duqu and Flame manually and by using freely available rootkit detection
tools. We argued that both Duqu and Flame could have been detected by vigilant system administrators
earlier, as they produce detectable anomalies on the infected system. However, those anomalies are not
immediately visible, and their discovery requires some tools and know-how.

To mitigate this problem, we present a new approach as well as a memory forensics tool called Mem-
brane to detect code injecting behavior of malware programs. Instead of detecting the various code injection
actions, our tool focuses on identifying the paging events caused by code injection. With this simple tech-
nique, we are able to detect a wide range of malware code injection techniques. Our results show that
we are able to identify 75-98% of code injecting malware samples on Windows machines, depending on
the system load and the targeted process. In summary, our Membranetool raises the bar for miscreants to
employ code injection attacks.
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Our tool produces some false positives if the system process is active under heavy load. In future work,
we will study how detection can be further improved. We will also investigate if Membrane can be extended
to detect kernel-only code injection attacks.

Furthermore, we propose an on-the-fly installable system monitoring framework by extending the New
Blue Pill HVM rootkit to meet the requirements of live systems that do not tolerate downtime. We also
designed and implemented a novel system call tracing method that promises long-term compatibility with
current 64-bit systems as well as allows for configurable granularity and transparency for catching system
calls. In contrast to previous methods that mainly used page faults, our approach is based on system call
invalidation which offers more acceptable performance. Moreover, we demonstrated how user-, and kernel
level data structures could be extracted from a 64-bit Windows 7 system, which is essential to tighten the
gap between the hypervisor and the guest OS. Our results can be used as building blocks for automated
malware detection on live systems, for example, by extending the retrieved information via VMI to be
suitable for tools such as AccessMiner [Lanzi et al., 2010].
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Chapter 3
New Attacks against Hardware
Virtualization

3.1 Introduction
In this introduction, we first give a short overview about virtualization generally, and detail the adversary
model we defined for hardware virtualized environments in our survey paper [Pék et al., 2013]. Then,
in Section 3.2, we design and implement various software attacks using direct device assignment to see
whether contemporary virtual machine monitors are armoured well against such threats. Then in Sec-
tion 3.3, we show various methods to detect hardware assisted virtualization and out-of-the-guest malware
analyers (e.g., Ether [Dinaburg et al., 2008a]).

3.1.1 Overview of virtualizaiton concepts
A virtual machine (VM) is an abstraction of computing resources presented to services to allow them to
operate simultaneously on the same physical hardware infrastructure. VMs can be classified into two main
categories: process and system virtual machines as Figure 3.1 depicts it. A process VM executes an individ-
ual process and thus its lifetime is identical to the lifetime of the corresponding process. Examples for such
VMs are found in well-known development platforms such as Microsoft .NET and Java VM. Extending this
concept, system virtualization corresponds to a VM that provides a complete operating system with multi-
ple processes. The process or system being executed in a VM is called guest, while the underlying platform
that allows a VM to run is defined as host. System virtualization provides a complex layer to services
implementing both hardware virtualization1 and hardware emulation. Hardware virtualization includes
approaches where the hardware and the software is built upon the same instruction set, while hardware
emulation can apply different instruction sets. In this chapter, we focus on the security issues of hardware
virtualization. We note, however, that some platforms, e.g., Xen [Takemura and Crawford, 2007], Kernel-
based Virtual Machine (KVM) [KVM, 2007], heavily use hardware emulators (e.g., QEMU [Bellard, 2005;
Bellard, 2008]) for device virtualization, therefore security of hardware virtualization cannot be discussed
fully separately from hardware emulation.

Note that operating system-level virtualized platforms such as OpenVZ [OpenVZ, 2005], FreeBSD jail
[FreeBSD, 2000], Oracle Solaris Containers [Oracle, 2004] cannot be placed into Figure 3.1 as they do not
allow to run VMs with a kernel version that is different from that of the host system. As a consequence,
they do not provide true virtualization. KVM is also an interesting technology, as it virtualizes the Linux
kernel, but also supports hardware assisted virtualization2.

1 Virtualization of operating systems or computers 2 Enables a proprietary execution scheme: non-sensitive instructions are ex-
ecuted on the physical processor directly, while sensitive ones are intercepted by the hypervisor, residing at a higher privilege level
(ring -1), and executed by the virtual processors implemented in the hypervisor
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of virtualization concepts

Another combined solution is the VMware ESX/ESXi platform, which either uses binary translation
or hardware assisted virtualization depending on both the guest operating system and the processor ar-
chitecture, in order to achieve optimized performance [VMware, 2009a; VMware, 2011]. Furthermore,
both native (also known as bare-metal) and hosted virtual platforms can use paravirtualization3, binary
translation4 or hardware assisted virtualization to reach greater throughput and CPU utilization. For in-
stance, VMware installs paravirtualized drivers, e.g., paravirtual SCSI adapters (PVSCSI) for ESX/ESXi
guests [VMware, 2012], while the new MS Virtual PC exploits the rich feature set of hardware assisted
virtualization [Microsoft, 2012].

A unique and interesting idea is presented by NoHype [Keller et al., 2010a], which assigns dedicated
physical resources to VMs (processor core, memory partition, etc) by removing the hypervisor. Therefore,
NoHype eliminates the attack surface exposed by the hypervisor, but offers a viable solution for secure
cloud computing as it supports multitenancy and resource utilization. See sources [Smith and Nair, 2005;
Adams and Agesen, 2006; Alliance, 2008] for more detailed information about virtualization.

Hardware virtualization allows the sharing of hardware resources via hypervisors, i.e., software compo-
nents that intercept all hardware access requests of the VMs and mediate these requests to physical devices.
In many cases a hypervisor is commonly referred to as the host which should not be confused with the
host operating system responsible for managing guest VMs and controlling hardware resources. We use a
high level system model depicted in Figure 3.2c in order to handle various system virtualization platforms
uniformly. Note that this is a certain type of generalization as the location of these layers differs from im-
plementation to implementation. Later, in Section 3.1.1, we explain the figure in details. Here we separate
three software layers: guest VMs, the host operating system, and the hypervisor. In the rest of the section
we discuss the main components of a hardware virtualized environment extended by network virtualization
functionalities.

Guest environments

Each single Virtual Machine, which comprises a stack made up from an operating system and its applica-
tions, defines a guest environment. All the guests are isolated from each other, while they use the same

3 Paravirtualization is a type of virtualization that requires modified guest OSs to replace its non-virtualizable instructions to special
hypervisor system calls (hypercalls) 4 Binary translation is the only solution that uses neither CPU hardware virtualization extension
nor OS assist to virtualize sensitive or privileged instructions. Similarly to the concepts of other binary translators the VMM (or
hypervisor) translates privileged OS requests and caches them for repeated use, while user mode instructions are executed natively
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(a) Native virtual platform (b) Hosted virtual platform (c) Our notation

Figure 3.2: Main types of hardware virtualization

virtual platform provided by the hypervisor. The interface published by the physical platform is uniform,
and used by all the VMs to access real hardware resources. An important feature of this environment is that
guests must run at reduced privilege level in order to allow the hypervisor to control their operations.

Host (privileged) operating system

A host operating system always has a more privileged role than guest VMs to be able to manage them and
control hardware resources either directly or via the hypervisor. Note that management functionalities are
not bound to host operating systems, therefore, we discuss them later separately in Section 3.1.1. The host
operating system can either be a native operating system (e.g., in case of VMware WS), or a privileged VM
(e.g., in case of Microsoft Hyper-V [Microsoft, 2008] or Xen). In addition, certain virtual platform (e.g.,
VMware ESXi [VMware, 2007], Citrix XenServer [Citrix, 2007]), do not employ real host operating sys-
tems, only a small hypervisor and a management interface are provided to allow administrators to remotely
configure the virtual server. Note that the term host operating system can be confusing in case of native
platforms, as it refers to a privileged guest VM (e.g., Xen (dom0), Hyper-V (root partition)). However, we
use this nomenclature in order to handle specific security issues (e.g., guest to host OS escape) conveniently
in the rest of the chapter.

Hypervisor and Virtual Machine Monitor

As it has been introduced above, the hypervisor is a software component that intercepts all hardware access
requests of the VMs and mediate these requests to physical devices. A hypervisor typically implements a
virtual machine monitor (VMM) component as well to manage VM hardware abstraction.

The tasks of the VMM include the selective control of hardware resources, the provision of replicated
platforms and the sharing of hardware resources between guest operating systems. Moreover, VMMs can
manage and maintain the applications on the guests. If a guest invokes privileged instructions, they are first
intercepted by the VMM, which checks the authenticity of instructions and performs them on behalf of the
guest. It is the VMM’s responsibility to ensure that these aforementioned operations remain transparent for
guests. It is important to emphasize that there exist hypervisors (e.g., SecVisor [Seshadri et al., 2007]) that
do not involve VMM functionalities.

Hypervisors and also hardware virtualization come with two main types: native (type 1) and hosted
(type 2). Native (bare-metal) hypervisors (see Figure 3.2a) run directly on top of the hardware, thus they
have full control over hardware resources such as CPUs, memory, devices and so on. Therefore, they have
to provide an abstraction layer for guests by adding virtual processors that allow guest codes to be executed.
Furthermore, CPU scheduling, interrupt handling, I/O control and memory management are also essential
tasks to fulfil. A hosted hypervisor (see Figure 3.2b) runs as a process on top of an existing host operating
system. It monitors the requests of the guest, and dispatches them to an appropriate API function. Thus, the
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architectural position of the hypervisor and the host operating system is swapped in case of native and hosted
virtual platforms. This is the reason why the boundaries of the hypervisor are indicated with a dotted line
on Figure 3.2c. Examples for native virtual platforms include VMware ESX/ESXi, Xen, Microsoft Hyper-
V, while hosted virtual platforms include VMware Workstation/Server/Player [VMware, 1999], Microsoft
Virtual PC [Microsoft, 2006], Oracle VirtualBox [VirtualBox, ], etc. At the same time, KVM raises hot
debates whether it is a hosted or a native (bare-metal) platform [VirtualizationReview, 2009]. Note that
VMware ESXi has replaced VMware ESX a few years ago and only legacy systems use it still, however,
most of their concepts are the same. See source [VMware, 2009b] for more information about VMware
ESX/ESXi.

Management interface

In order to configure and manage guest VMs, vendors provide management interfaces for their products.
These allow privileged users to create, delete, modify both virtual machines and virtual infrastructures.
Management interfaces reside at various levels in the software stack depending on the virtualization tech-
nology. One possible way to classify management interfaces (and also virtualization technologies) is to
examine whether they can be bound to a host operating system or not. In the first case, the management
interface is a component of the host operating system (e.g., VMware ESX, KVM, Xen, Microsoft Hyper-V
hosted virtual platforms). In the second case, the virtualization technology provides a management console
(and a small local console with decreased functionality) to which the administrator can remotely connect
with a management client, for example, VMware vSphere Client (formerly VI Client) so as to configure
VMs of the virtual server. Examples for this include technologies such as VMware ESXi, Citrix XenServer,
Microsoft Hyper-V Server. Furthermore, a management interface might also have a web front-end for
an increased availability. These different management interfaces allow administrators to manage a virtual
infrastructure at different levels.

Network

Virtual servers are not meant to be isolated nodes to run multiple VMs simultaneously, but they are net-
worked in order to add higher efficiency and performance. In virtual networks, one can connect VMs in
the same way as one does with physical networks, in addition, networking is feasible within a single virtual
server host and across multiple hosts, too. That is, network virtualization abstracts traditional networking
components, e.g., switches, routers, etc, as virtual appliances 5 in order to interconnect VMs. For example,
virtual switches can reside in the hypervisor (vmkernel in case of VMware) or in the host operating sys-
tem (Dom0 in case of Xen), each of them is mapped to a physical interface of the virtual server host and
interconnect multiple VMs to communicate over the same protocol. More precisely, hypervisors provide
host-only (internal-to-host) virtual networks that allow for network communication between guests on the
same virtual server. This is realized by means of virtual switches inside the hypervisor (or Dom0 in case
of Xen). However, these internal networks can have operational disadvantages, because traditional network
tools designed for physical switches and nodes may not work properly with them.

Virtual Security Appliances (VSA) typically consist of a hardened operating system and a security
application (e.g., IDS, firewall, anti-virus software), and they aim at guaranteeing the same level of trust
as their physical counterparts. In some cases they can be plugged into the hypervisor in order to make the
virtual platform more secure.

Similarly to physical networks one can also construct VLANs6 in virtual networks. In addition, VMs
can come with one or multiple virtual Ethernet adapters each of which with distinct IP addresses and MAC
addresses providing flexibility, scalability and redundancy. In the following, we distinguish multiple types
of networks that typically appear in a well-designed virtual infrastructure. See Figure 3.3 for an illustration
of the different types of networks as they may appear in a virtual infrastructure. We further distinguish here
Virtual Servers from Virtual Management Servers as the latter have management interfaces to remotely
control other VMs.
5 A pre-packaged software component that runs inside a VM with specific functionality 6 Logical grouping of stations or switch
ports to form separate LAN segments
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Figure 3.3: System architecture including different types of networks and adversaries

• Public Network (PUN). A public network provides an interface to reach VMs and their exposed
services from the public Internet.

• Production Network (PDN). A production network carries the data traffic that belongs to customer
VMs in the internal network of the virtual environment.

• Physical Management Network (PMN). Virtual server hosts provide physical management ports
which allow administrators to manage the systems remotely. Thus, they can reboot, halt, and reinstall
their system. Note that physical management communication differs from its virtual counterpart.
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• Virtual Management Network (VMN). Refers to any virtual network that carries traffic between VMs,
support services (e.g., databases, directory services, update services, etc), and management interfaces.
Basically, it transports management information to remotely configure a virtual infrastructure through
added services. Note that a VMN typically enables customers to configure multiple VMs that can
even run on the top of different virtual servers.

• Restricted Virtual Management Network (RVMN). A restricted virtual management network allows
for only one VM to be manipulated, thus the customer cannot carry out infrastructure level configu-
rations such as managing virtual switches, VM migration and so on.

• VM migration Network (VMMN). For easier system deployment virtual solutions support VM migra-
tion between virtual server hosts. That is, the state of VMs can be snapped and moved to another
virtual host to create the same identical virtual environment.

• Physical Production Storage Network (PPSN). It is responsible for transmitting selected customer
data located on the physical hard disks of virtual servers to a network-based storage (e.g., Network
Attached Storage (NAS) or Storage Area Networks (SAN)).

• Physical Management Storage Network (PMSN). Used to transport physical management traffic to
archive them on a network-based storage dedicated to management data. Note that we suppose a
separate storage for management data as it is highly sensitive, thus, physical separation is suggested
here.

• Virtual Storage Network (VSN). It is used to transport customer data (e.g., virtual machine disks),
to a network-based storage for the sake of a more resilient, redundant and convenient data storage,
recovery, and backup.

Storage

Storage virtualization abstracts away physical storage components and provides a single storage device that
can be reached directly or over the network. However, this conceptual simplicity comes with the price of en-
hanced data management and distributed access requirements. Due to the high complexity and diversity of
different physical storage subsystems (e.g., Fibre Channel (FC) SAN, iSCSI SAN, Direct Attached Storage
(DAS) and NAS) virtualization has to cover a huge semantic gap to present them uniformly to guest OSs.
For example, VMware implements datastores that enable the allocation of storage space for VMs to trans-
parently access a wide variety of physical storage technologies. A VMware datastore physically can either
be a Virtual Machine File System (VMFS) volume or a directory mounted as a Network File System (NFS).
VMFS is a Clustered File System (CFS) that can be accessed simultaneously by multiple physical servers.
Furthermore VMware supports Raw Device Mappings (RDM) technology that allows virtual machines to
read and write to an existing volume (iSCSI or FC) directly7 [VMware, 2008]. A VMFS volume can con-
tain several virtual disks, representing a virtual hard drive for a virtual machine that can be distributed on
one or more physical storage subsystems [VMware, 2010]. Each virtual disk appears as a SCSI device for
the virtual machine without taking into account the real physical connection (RAID, SCSI, iSCSI, NFS or
FC). Any file access to the virtual hard drive initiated from the guest OS results in the physical access to the
virtual disks [Scarfone et al., 2011]. Note that various vendors use various file format extensions for virtual
disks: .vmdk for VMware, .vhd for Xen and Microsoft Hyper-V, .vdi for Oracle VM VirtualBox and so on.

3.1.2 Adversary model
We classify attackers into two main categories: network and local attackers, though the two may overlap.
In our taxonomy, we also adopt the traditional hacking models, black box and grey box, where the former
refers to an attacker without any network or physical access to the target system, while the latter supposes
an internal attacker with certain privileges (LAN or computer access). We further distinguish white-box
attacks, where a malicious user is an insider who has administrative privileges. In the following we define
the corresponding terms for virtualized environments.
7 RDM can work either through a VMFS mapping file or directly without using the datastore
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Network adversary

We suppose that a network adversary is able to sniff, block, inject or modify the network communication,
however, he is unable to break cryptographic primitives. That is, we build upon the traditional Dolev-Yao
network threat model [Dolev and Yao, 1981]. We refer to attacks initiated by a network adversary who
resides outside of the target system with no prior information about it as black box (BB) attacks.

Local adversary

The distinction of local adversaries requires a more fine-grained approach as their capabilities highly depend
on the access rights granted for them. For this reason we define three separate attack models according to
the access rights of the local adversary.

• guest grey box (GGB): An adversary who owns privileged rights to one designated guest VM can
initiate guest-grey-box attacks against the virtual infrastructure. Note that he does not access any
management interfaces and does not have any prior information about other customers or the organi-
zation of the target system.

• infrastructure grey box (IGB): In an IaaS model, customers typically hire multiple VMs at the same
time which they can control through a management interface (e.g., VMware vCenter) provided by
the cloud operator. Thus, a malicious customer may get access to multiple VMs that he can control
at will. A local adversary with these rights can initiate infrastructure-grey-box attacks to compromise
other customers or the whole system.

• white box (WB): The malicious user can be an employee of the cloud operator as well who has either
physical access to internal resources (e.g., virtual server hosts), or he can manage certain servers
remotely. This is a practical problem, as large systems are supervised by multiple administrators.
Thus, it is important to examine the attack that a malicious privileged user can carry out against the
system.

Table 3.1 gives a detailed overview of the possible attack vectors according to the access rights of the
adversary. One can see vertically the possible targets, while horizontally the adversary’s access privileges
are indicated in accordance with the type of attack he can initiate. That is, we structure these threats
according to the targeted system. These can be the guest OS, the host OS, the hypervisor, the management
interfaces, and various networks (communication, management, and storage). Figure 3.3 depicts adversaries
who can launch various attacks (BB, GGB, IGB, WB) depending on their access rights to resources.

In the following, we focus on more specific topics in hardware virtualization and show how direct device
assignment can be used to perform various types of attacks presented above.

Then, in Section 3.3, we suggest various detection methods against hardware assisted virtualization
in accordance with a timing attack against the out-of-the-guest malware analysis framework Ether. These
attacks show that hardware virtualization brings various concerns that need to be handled more properly in
the future.

3.2 On the Feasibility of Software Attacks on Commodity Virtual
Machine Monitors via Direct Device Assignment

In the last ten years, a large number of papers [Seshadri et al., 2007; Wang and Jiang, 2010; McCune
et al., 2010; Gordon et al., 2012; Azab et al., 2010b; Keller et al., 2010b] have been presented to either
secure, or enhance the performance and capabilities of VMMs. Several works [Wojtczuk and Rutkowska,
2011; Wojtczuk, 2008c; Wojtczuk, 2008b; Rutkowska and Tereshkin, 2008; Lone Sang et al., 2010; Patrick
Stewin and Iurii Bystrov, 2012] also mention and implement possible attacks. Unfortunately, most of them
are described only from a theoretical point of view, and only a few have been actually implemented and
thoroughly tested in realistic settings. Moreover, even when a proof-of-concept implementation exists, it is
often difficult to understand what the prerequisites are for the attack to work, what the real impact is, and to
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ACCESS/ATTACK
Target Internet/BB Guest OS/GGB,(IGB) Host OS/WB

g
CVE-2012-0392
CVE-2012-0392

[Ristenpart et al., 2009]
[Suzaki et al., 2011]

g	 CVE-2009-2267

h [Shelton, 2005]

CVE-2007-4591
CVE-2007-4593
CVE-2007-4993
[Wojtczuk, 2008a]
[Kortchinsky, 2009]

h	
CVE-2010-4295
CVE-2010-4296

vmm [Wojtczuk et al., 2008] [Wojtczuk et al., 2008]
mi CVE-2007-4993

n [Dwiendi, 2004]

[Oberheide et al., 2008]
[Dwiendi, 2003]
[Dwiendi, 2005]
[Dwiendi, 2004]

ACCESS/ATTACK
Target Management interface/IGB Networks/GGB,IGB Physical,PMN/WB

g CVE-2009-3731 [Oberheide et al., 2008]
g	
h CVE-2009-3731

h	

vmm
[Wojtczuk and Rutkowska, 2009]
[Wojtczuk et al., 2009a]

mi
CVE-2009-3731
CVE-2009-0518

n

[Oberheide et al., 2008]
[Dwiendi, 2003]
[Dwiendi, 2005]
[Dwiendi, 2004]

Table 3.1: This table shows vertically the possible targets that can be compromised by an adversary with
access privileges enumerated horizontally. Note that the type of attack (BB - black box, GGB - guest grey
box, IGB - infrastructure grey box, WB - white box) that an adversary can launch is remarked after each
access privilege. Possible attack targets are indicated by symbols as follows: guest OS (g); intra-guest (g	);
host OS (h); intra-host (h	); virtual machine monitor (vmm); management intarface (mi); communication,
management and storage networks (n). Cells contain references to practical examples.
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which extent the results can be generalized to other environments and/or VMMs. Most of these questions
are difficult to answer, and it is not uncommon also for experts to disagree on these points. Finally, to
make things even more complex, current VMMs are rapidly evolving. Each new release contains new
technologies that can potentially introduce new vulnerabilites as well as new countermeasures that can
make existing attacks obsolete.

For example, several techniques have recently been introduced to increase the efficiency and security
of I/O operation for guest virtual machines (VMs). Direct device assignment (also known as device pass-
through) is such a mechanism, where the VMM assigns a device exclusively to one VM instead of sharing
it with other virtual machines. This is achieved by directly mapping the device into a VM address space,
redirecting the corresponding interrupts to the correct VM. Clearly, assigning the hardware to be directly
controlled by a VM improves the performance. At the same time, this approach also introduces a wide range
of security problems that eventually led hardware manufacturers to introduce hardware assisted protection
extensions for the CPU and chipset.

In this work, we demonstrate a wide range of known and unknown attacks that can be launched via
device passthrough. First, we chose to re-implement attacks that have been proposed by security researchers
in order to systematically study their impact and their limitations against recent versions of Xen and KVM
virtual machine monitors. We believe that repeating experiments is fundamental in computer science, as
well as in many other scientific fields (e.g., physics) to validate the results of different researchers. For this
reason, we carefully replicated our tests under seven different VMM configurations.

Second, we complemented the existing attacks by exploring new directions and unknown corner cases.
In particular, we propose two novel attacks, one based on the modification of the Peripheral Component
Interconnect express (PCIe) configuration space and the other based on the creation of host-side Non-
Maskable Interrupts (NMIs). More precisely, our interrupt attack is the consequence of a misunderstanding
between the hardware and software. In addition, it is the only interrupt attack to date that works on config-
urations in which all available hardware protections are turned on. By discussing our results with vendors,
we realized that our attack is pervasive and especially affects Intel based server platforms.

To perform our experiments, we implemented several tools designed to reveal configuration weaknesses,
VMM vulnerabilities, or deeper hardware problems. Some attacks were manually tested, for example by
remapping specific I/O memory ranges and trying to read or write them. In other cases, however, it was
impossible to manually cover the space of all possible values, so we implemented a fuzzer, called PTFuzz,
to thoroughly explore different problems.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We re-implement a wide range of previously proposed attacks to evaluate the threat that they carry
on contemporary VMMs.

• We introduce two novel attacks for passthrough devices: A new variation of an attack against the PCIe
configuration space and an interrupt attack that violates the security settings in all tested configura-
tions. While the former was discovered manually, the latter was revealed by a fuzzer, called PTFuzz,
that we built to automatically reveal low-level problems during DMA operations. In addition, PTfuzz
revealed another unexpected hardware behavior during testing interrupt attacks.

• We test all the attacks on various configurations of two commodity VMMs (Xen and KVM), and
discuss how different features contribute to the security of these VMMs. On the one hand, our
experiments show that it can be quite difficult to properly configure a VMM to operate securely.
In addition, we show that in some circumstances the overall security can only be guaranteed by
disabling device passthrough for untrusted guests. On the other hand, once the system is properly
configured, most of the attacks (except our new interrupt attacks) are either ineffective or restricted
to the attacker’s virtual machine.

3.2.1 Background
Direct device assignment

One of the main tasks of the VMM is to control how guest virtual machines can access physical I/O de-
vices. Three main approaches exist to perform this task: emulation, paravirtualization and direct device
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assignment (also known as direct access or passthrough). The first two techniques share virtualized I/O
devices among multiple virtual machines. On the contrary, the passthrough approach assigns one physical
device exclusively to one VM that has full control and direct access to most parts of the assigned hard-
ware. This has the advantage of significantly reducing the main bottleneck of virtual environments: the
overhead of I/O operations [Liu, 2010; Liu et al., 2006; Raj and Schwan, 2007; Willmann et al., 2007;
Yassour et al., 2008].

Unfortunately, direct device assignment also raises several security concerns. In fact, bus mastering
capable directly assigned devices can initiate DMA transfers, and have access to arbitrary memory loca-
tions [Wojtczuk, 2008c]. A malicious virtual machine may misuse them to access the memory of other
VMs. Moreover, buggy device drivers can also be the root cause of system instability [Ball et al., 2006;
Herder et al., 2007; LeVasseur et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2008]. These problems can be mitigated by
using an IOMMU, as explained later in this section.

PCI/PCIe address space access

On the x86 architecture, a PCI device can be accessed in two different ways: using a Port Mapped I/O
(PIO) or using a Memory Mapped I/O (MMIO) mechanism. Each PCI device configuration is stored in the
device configuration memory. This memory is accessible either by using special PIO registers or through
an MMIO space.

The configuration space is typically accessed by the BIOS or the operating system kernel to initialize or
configure the Base Address Registers (BAR). Base Address Registers are defined by the PCI standard and
used to specify the address at which the device memory is mapped in the PIO or MMIO address spaces.

Access to configuration space registers is usually emulated for fully virtualized guests, and in some
cases also for privileged VMs. In this case, whenever a guest accesses a configuration space, the request is
intercepted by the VMM, which incurs a significant performance overhead. Therefore, in order to improve
the performance, some VMMs (e.g., KVM) allow to directly pass PIO or MMIO accesses [Yassour et al.,
2008], except for the accesses targeting the device configuration memory.

Hardware IOMMU

To improve the isolation, performance, and security of I/O devices, hardware supported I/O Memory Man-
agement Units (IOMMUs) were introduced [Intel, 2006]. In particular, Intel VT-d [Intel, 2011c] provides
hardware support for DMA and interrupt virtualization. DMA virtualization (a.k.a. DMA remapping) en-
ables system software to create multiple isolated DMA protection domains by allocating a subset of the
host physical memory to a specific domain.

The DMA isolation is performed by restricting memory access from I/O devices to a specific physical
memory domain set. More precisely, the DMA isolation mechanism is able to exclusively assign a set of
physical pages to a particular I/O device. For this purpose, the VT-d architecture defines a multi-level page
table structure for the DMA address translation.

Interrupt remapping

In a multiprocessor environment, hardware interrupts are handled either by the per-processor Local Ad-
vanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (LAPICs) or by the external I/O APIC, which is part of the
system chipset. LAPICs are responsible for receiving and sending local interrupts from various sources,
including special pins in the processor, the APIC timer, or the performance-monitoring counters. LAPICs
can also receive interrupts via the Inter-Processor Interrupt (IPI) mechanism to get notifications from other
processors.

Finally, interrupts can also originate from external interrupt sources (e.g., I/O devices) that are connected
to the I/O APIC. In this case, the I/O APIC translates these requests to corresponding interrupt messages
using its redirection table, and delivers them to the target LAPIC. The LAPIC then decides whether to
forward the interrupt to the processor or not.

There are two main types of interrupts that can be generated by I/O devices: legacy interrupts
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and Message Signaled Interrupts (MSI). Legacy interrupts use dedicated wires, while MSI interrupts
use an in-band mechanism. MSIs are created by a DMA write to the memory mapped LAPIC region as
step (1) and step (2) of the numerical path in Figure 3.6 show it. Such interrupts encode their own attributes
(interrupt vector, destination processor, delivery mode, etc.) into the address and data of the DMA request.
Basically, it means that a guest VM with a directly assigned device can also use this mechanism to signal
an MSI to a physical processor via a simple DMA write operation. However, this can be fatal for a system
as an arbitrary interrupt vector could be called from unprivileged guests [Wojtczuk and Rutkowska, 2011].

To protect against such interrupt-based attacks, Intel introduced the interrupt remapping architecture as
a part of the VT-d technology (see block IR in Figure 3.6). This mechanism is responsible for isolating and
routing device interrupts to corresponding virtual machines. More precisely, when VT-d is turned on, all
the interrupt requests (both MSI and legacy interrupts) are extended with a source-id attribute to identify
the device that issues the interrupt request. Moreover, the new, remappable MSI format uses only simple
attributes such as the index value that points out an entry in the so-called interrupt remapping table to find a
requested interrupt vector. In this way, the device cannot call an arbitrary interrupt vector directly, but only
after the validation of the hardware. After successful validation, interrupts are remapped by the hardware
module to the corresponding physical interrupt vectors with the proper attributes (e.g., delivery mode).
However, if Extended Interrupt Mode (x2APIC mode) [Intel, 2011c] is disabled, old, compatibility-format
MSI interrupts can still be generated if VMM software enables them during runtime.

A closer look at commodity VMMs

Since direct device assignment has a large impact on the overall system security and performance, we
discuss that in more detail in the case of the two VMMs we use in our tests: Xen and KVM.

Xen. Xen supports two types of passthrough modes: the software-only Xen PCI passthrough for par-
avirtual guests, and the hardware IOMMU based passthrough available for both paravirtualized and fully
virtualized (HVM) guests. The software-only paravirtual Xen PCI passthrough requires VMM intervention
to handle DMA requests [Barham et al., 2003].

From a security point of view, software-only paravirtual Xen PCI passthrough gives full control over
the device, which allows a compromised paravirtualized guest to write arbitrary machine memory locations
using a DMA attack.

In contrast to that, the hardware IOMMU based passthrough allows for remapping all the DMA requests
by the corresponding DMA remapping hardware units. As Xen enables device passthrough for HVM guests
only when hardware based IOMMU is turned on, it is a more secure solution. In this work, we test only the
hardware IOMMU based passthrough model as this is the preferred configuration in current public clouds.
In addition, the software-only paravirtual passthrough is well-known to be insecure as it does not use a
hardware IOMMU, we therefore do not evaluate it in this work.

KVM. KVM guests normally use either emulated devices or virtio devices to perform I/O operations.
Virtio is an efficient I/O virtualization abstraction layer that allows the development of paravirtualized
drivers for guests.

Similarly to Xen, direct device assignment is only allowed when the hardware based protection (either
Intel VT-d or AMD-V) is turned on. In this setting, PCI/PCIe devices can be assigned directly to a guest
VM, thus allowing these devices to be used almost at native speed with minimal I/O overhead.

3.2.2 Setup and test configuration

In this work, we describe the implementation, validation, and execution of three classes of software-based
virtualization attacks based on direct device assignments. The attacks we present are based on abusing the
PCI/PCIe configuration space to generate device memory collisions, on performing unauthorized memory
access through DMA and MMIO regions, and on generating interrupts to the VMM from a guest VM.
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Default Values Our Xen Setup Our KVM Setup
Feature Xen KVM Dom0 HVM-1 HVM-2 HVM-3 HVM-4 Host OS HVM-1

Ê 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Ë 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 NA
Ì 3 3 3 7 7 3 3 3 3

Í 7 NA 7 3* 7 7 7 3 7

Î 3 3 3 7 7 7 3 3 3

Table 3.2: Test Configurations from the perspective of certain features (i.e., Ê VT-d DMA Remapping,
Ë VT-d Dom0 DMA passthrough, Ì VT-d interrupt remapping, Í Direct Configuration Space Access,
Î x2APIC mode on the Host). The table shows both the default and test configurations in our Xen 4.2 and
KVM 3.5 setup on an Intel Core (Quad) i5-2500 CPU 3,30 GHz CPU and Q67 motherboard chipset. While
the Default Values column is placed only for comparison purposes, the Our Xen Setup and Our KVM Setup
columns summarize those configurations we tested our attacks on. For example, the HVM-4 configuration
on Xen means that all the hardware protection features were enabled in this configuration, but we did not
give direct configuration space access to the passthrough device being attached to the Xen guest VM. The
sign NA, refers to a cell that cannot be evaluated in the given configuration.
*Direct PIO access to device configuration memory was granted explicitly.

Threat model

In our experiments, we run each attack against different hardware and VMM configurations, according to
two possible attack scenarios. In the first scenario, we assume that the attacker has full access to a guest
machine configured with a pass-through device. This is a common setup for IaaS cloud providers that offer,
for example, direct access to video cards (e.g., Amazon EC2 Cluster GPU).

In the second scenario, we assume that the attacker is able to control or compromise the privileged VM
(e.g., by exploiting vulnerabilities such as CVE-2008-3687, or CVE-2007-4993). Even though this case is
certainly more difficult to achieve, it still represents an important threat model that needs to be carefully
evaluated. In fact, the privileged VM is often a large piece of software, therefore, it is more prone to
contain vulnerabilities that can be exploited by an attacker. However, unrestricted access to the privileged
VM does not give full privileges over the physical machine [Wojtczuk, 2008c]. For example, VMMs (e.g.,
Xen) execute the privileged VM (Dom0) with the role of a host OS, and strictly divide the physical address
space and privileges between Dom0 and the VMM. In other words, the VMM is specifically designed to be
protected against a malicious privileged VM.

We also launched our attacks on KVM’s host OS to identify the differences with Xen’s Dom0. However,
we performed this test only for completeness, as host OS privileges on KVM are equivalent of having entire
control over the VMM as well.

VMM and hardware setup

For our experiments, we installed the last versions of Xen and KVM available at the time we ran our
tests (i.e., Xen 4.2 and KVM 3.5). Table 3.2 shows the default boot settings for both VMMs and the
configurations we used in our tests.

Xen 4.2 came with a set of new virtual machine management tools named XL that support passthrough
devices by default.

KVM enables both DMA and Interrupt remapping by default, as well as the x2APIC mode if it is sup-
ported by the hardware. x2APIC combined with interrupt remapping is known to be a secure configuration
against interrupt attacks [Wojtczuk and Rutkowska, 2011]. Device passthrough is instead not enabled by
default, but it can be manually turned on by the administrator.

Properly configuring a VMM can be a daunting and confusing task, even for experienced system ad-
ministrators. For example, hardware IOMMU requires the support from the CPU, the BIOS, and the moth-
erboard chipset. Unfortunately, these dependencies are not always correctly documented for VMMs. For
example, our original test machine was equipped with an i5-2400 CPU (with IOMMU support), but con-
tained a BIOS and chipset (H67) without IOMMU support. Both KVM and Xen refused to put our network
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card in passthrough mode in this setup. However, after updating the BIOS to a new version with IOMMU
support, KVM let us put the device in passthrough mode. This means that in practice KVM trusted the
Advanced Configuration and Power Management Interface (ACPI) data structures reported by the updated
BIOS, but did not pay attention to the real chipset capabilities. This may carry serious threat for integrated
devices which have no PCIe Function Level Reset (FLR) capabilities [Intel, 2011a]. More precisely, an
integrated device assigned to a guest VM can be configured to send DMA requests continuously to memory
addresses belonging to the host OS/privileged VM. While the device is assigned to the guest VM, all these
requests are blocked by the IOMMU hardware. When the device is reassigned to the host OS/privileged
VM, the VMM first resets the device via an FLR or bridge-level reset, and then reconfigures the IOMMU
hardware to allow device access to the host OS/privileged VM memory. However, if the VMM cannot reset
the device (e.g., FLR capability is missing), the device keeps sending DMA requests which now overwrite
host OS/privileged VM memory addresses.

In conclusion, KVM lets the administrator believe the device is in a secure passthrough mode, while
the support is actually incomplete. To prevent this issue, system administrators are advised to carefully
check whether the CPU, the BIOS and the motherboard chipset support hardware IOMMU. This is a clear
example of configurations problems related to properly setting up passthrough devices. For this reason,
we executed our attacks on another machine with Intel i5-2500 CPU, Q67 chipset and Intel VT-d support
enabled in the BIOS. The machine was equipped with an Intel 82579LM PCIe network card that was used
as passthrough device for the experiments. The guest OSs were running Linux kernel 2.6.32-5-amd64 and
3.5.0.

Results overview

In the rest of the Section, we use an abbreviated notation to refer to the scenario and the target of each
attack. We use the following notation:

• Guest-to-VMM (g⇒vmm) attacks.
This is the most critical scenario, in which an attacker controlling a guest VM can launch an attack
against the system VMM.

• Guest-to-Host (g⇒h) attacks.
An attacker, with full control on a guest virtual machine, can compromise the host OS/privileged
VM. Even though it is not as powerful as the previous one, the consequences of this attack are often
as serious.

• Host-to-VMM (h⇒vmm) attacks.
As we explained above, the VMM is often separated and protected from the privileged guest VM
(e.g., Xen Dom0). In this attack, an attacker who was able to gain control in the privileged guest OS
can escalate her privileges in the machine by launching an attack against the VMM. As we highlighted
before, we tested our attacks on KVM host OS only to show the differences with the Xen Dom0 case.

• Guest-to-Guest (g⇒g) attacks.
These attacks aim at compromising a target guest VM starting from a separate guest VM controlled
by the attacker.

• Guest-to-Self (g	) and Host-to-Self (h	) attacks.
These are less severe scenarios in which the attack is confined inside the attacker’s virtual machine.
For this reason, we also refer to these attacks as intra-guest and intra-host attacks. In most of the
cases, since the attacker has already root privileges on the same virtual machine, the consequences
of these attacks are negligible. However, we still report these cases for completeness. Also, they
may still be relevant if the attacker does not fully control the machine, but can exploit a vulnerability
that allow her to run the attack, or the system has to provide some security properties in an untrusted
environment (e.g., as presented by Zhou et al. [Zhou et al., 2012]).

The previous classification is based only on the originator and target of each attack. We intentionally
use this approach, instead of a more traditional one based on the possible consequences of each attack (e.g.,
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Denial of Service (DoS), code execution, information leakage, etc), because it better summarizes the results
of our tests in terms of violating the isolation property. In fact, our main goal is to clarify which attack works
under which conditions. The fact that it can be later used to DoS the VMM, or steal some information from
other virtual machines, highly depends on other environmental conditions that are not under our control
(e.g., the presence of other vulnerabilities in the system, and the capabilities and motivation of the attacker).
However, we will briefly describe and comment on the possible consequences of each successful attack,
case by case, in the next three sections.

Prev. Xen KVM
Attack Reference Status Host HVM-1 HVM-2 HVM-3 HVM-4 Host HVM-1

PCI/PCIe Configuration Attacks
Ê [Duflot and Absil, 2007] C* h	 g	 g	 g	 g	 h	 g	
Ë - NEW h	 NA g	 g	 g	 h	 g	
Ì [Zhou et al., 2012] NC h	 g	 g	 g	 g	 - g	***
Í [Zhou et al., 2012] NC h	 NA g	 g	 g	 h	 g	

Unauthorized Memory Access
Î [Zhou et al., 2012] NC h	 g	 g	 g	 g	 h	 g	
Ï [Wojtczuk, 2008c] C** h	 g	 g	 g	 g	 h	 g	

Interrupt Attacks
Ð - NEW h	 g⇒vmm g⇒vmm g⇒vmm g⇒vmm g⇒vmm g⇒vmm

Table 3.3: Overview of the results of the attacks implemented in our study. These attacks are performed
by: Ê PCI/PCIe configuration space access (PIO), Ë PCIe configuration space access (MMIO), Ì I/O port
overlapping (PIO), Í I/O memory overlapping (MMIO), Î Unauthorized MMIO memory region access,
Ï DMA and Ð NMI
* The attack was previously confirmed as h	, g⇒h, and g⇒vmm against an old version of Xen.
** The attack was previously confirmed as h⇒vmm, against an old version of Xen without DMA remapping
hardware.
*** KVM detects the port overlapping and kills the guest. The state of CPU registers is also dumped in the
Host OS.

All the attacks, presented in this work are summarized in Table 3.3. The second column (Ref ) reports
the original source in which the attack was first proposed. The table also shows the Previous Status of the
attack, (i.e., whether we found any evidence that the attack had been successfully implemented before our
study). A value of NC (not confirmed) means that the attack was only theoretically described, C (confirmed)
means that it was already tested in practice by other authors, and NEW means that the attack is proposed
for the first time in this work.

Each cell in the table lists the results of a given attack against a particular configuration of Xen and
KVM, according to the abbreviations introduced above. Whenever the attack was not applicable, it is
marked as NA.

Finally, we mark in red color the most critical results, i.e., any successful guest-to-host or guest-to-
VMM attacks. We do not highlight here the unexpected hardware behavior we discovered while carrying
out interrupt attacks. The unexpected behaviors are described in Section 3.2.5.

The next three sections present an in-depth analysis of the three classes of attacks and the result of our
experiments.

3.2.3 Device memory collision attacks
In this section, we systematically examine how a VM can access the configuration space of directly assigned
devices, and what security risks are associated to these actions. In particular, by re-configuring a device,
an attacker can create a conflict with another device. Therefore, without enforcing the proper PCI/PCIe
configuration space access restrictions, an attacker could ex-filtrate data from one virtual machine to another
that is under her control. Moreover, unmediated PCI/PCIe configuration space accesses can result in either
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privilege escalation [Duflot and Absil, 2007] or DoS attack against the host/privileged VM. All the attacks
we present are implemented by modifying the e1000e device driver of an Intel 82579LM PCIe network
card.

PIO attack against the PCI/PCIe configuration space. Duflot et al. [Duflot and Absil, 2007] described
the dangers of enabling a VM to directly access the configuration registers of a PCI device via the PIO
space. The authors showed that delegating PIO access to userspace or a guest virtual machine can lead to
several attacks, such as privilege escalation between isolated virtual machines.

According to the literature, KVM emulates PIO accesses (using QEMU code [Intel, 2011b]), thus,
accessing directly the configuration space I/O ports is not possible in normal circumstances. Xen originally
allowed direct access to the PIO configuration space from Dom0, but this was eventually emulated as
well [bib, a]. However, direct access can still be allowed to fully virtualized guests (HVM) via a guest
configuration option. There is no clear conclusion still (e.g.,[Rutkowska, 2010]) whether certain guest VM
configurations are insecure if direct PCI/PCIe configuration space accesses are enabled for passthrough
devices.

For this reason, we decided to test this condition to show what the real risks are in a practical scenario.
In our experiments, we modified the e1000e network driver to overwrite the PIO Base Address Register
(BAR) in the configuration address space of arbitrary devices (identified by their source-id) by writing to
the 0xcf8 I/O port. The goal of our test was to address PCI devices that were invisible from our VM. We
tested our attack in various setups as shown in Table 3.3, but all cases turned out to be ineffective on current
Xen and KVM versions. The reason is that PIO configuration space accesses are always emulated, no
matter what configurations we used. In other words, we could access only the devices of our VM, therefore
restricting the attack to an intra-guest or intra-host scenario.

MMIO attack against the PCIe configuration space. PCI Express (PCIe) devices have an extended
configuration space that can be accessed via traditional memory operations (i.e., MMIO). To test this situa-
tion, we implemented a new device configuration space attack that can be launched via the MMIO with the
goal of manipulating the memory mapped registers of the target device.

Similarly to the PIO access attack, we addressed the PCIe configuration space of the targeted devices by
using their source-id [Fleming, 2008], and then tried to modify some of their configuration registers (e.g.,
BAR). Again, we were not able to address devices that were not in the scope of our VM, thus the attack is
limited to an intra-guest or intra-host scenario.

PIO overlapping attack. Zhou et al. [Zhou et al., 2012] proposed several device-related attacks that
could affect already compromised operating systems.

For example, PIO overlapping is similar to the PIO configuration space attack, but in this case the
attacker can only reconfigure the configuration space of a specific device she controls. In particular, by
changing the PIO BAR register of a directly assigned PCI/PCIe device, an attacker can overwrite the BAR
value with the one of another device attached to another VM. In this way, the device memory of the two
devices will overlap, leading to data ex-filtration from one device to the other.

To test this attack, we modified our e1000e PCIe network card driver by changing the PIO BAR value
of the card with the value of the keyboard. We observed unresponsive keyboard and mouse under Xen both
in case of Dom0 (with dom0-passthrough mode enabled) and HVM guests.

On a KVM host, however, the port overlapping was successful but without any apparent effect. Inter-
estingly, when the attack was launched from the KVM guest (HVM-1), the host kernel detected our overlap
attempt, and killed the guest VM instantly. Additionally, the host OS provided a clear debug message about
a hardware error that occurred during the registration of the I/O port read operation for the keyboard.

MMIO overlapping attack. In an MMIO overlapping attack (Figure 3.4), an attacker controlling one
guest VM with an assigned passthrough device can access the device memory space of another device
attached to another VM.

The attack was implemented by changing the MMIO BAR values of our PCIe passthrough network
card to overlap with the BAR value of a graphics card. In all configurations, we observed that the Ethernet
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Figure 3.4: MMIO overlapping attack. An attacker on VM1 sets the MMIO Base Address Register (BAR)
value of a passthrough device (PT device1) to that of another device (PT device 2), assigned to VM2. As a
result of this manipulation, the attacker can get access to the device memory of PT device 2.

card became unresponsive inside the attacker VM. In contrast with the previous attack, we did not find any
mechanisms implemented in Xen and KVM to notify users about these overlapping I/O memories.

To summarize the results, all the configurations that we tested are protected against PIO/MMIO config-
uration space manipulations in both Xen and KVM.

3.2.4 Unauthorized memory access

In this section, we describe two types of attacks to access protected memory regions via unauthorized mem-
ory device requests. These attacks can be used to steal and ex-filtrate information in a cloud environment,
or to control devices assigned to other VMs.

Unauthorized MMIO region access. A device can be accessed through physical memory in two ways:
using MMIO and using Direct Memory Access (DMA). As the authors mention in [Zhou et al., 2012],
an attacker can manipulate the device behavior by writing into these memory regions. The attack can be
accomplished in two steps: 1) the attacker remaps an MMIO region, belonging to a victim device, into a
new virtual address by using ioremap nocache Linux kernel function, 2) she injects malicious code/data
into the remapped memory region by using the iowrite32() Linux kernel function. By doing so, the
memory of the victim device is manipulated and can be controlled by the attacker.

In order to test the protection mechanisms offered by Xen and KVM, we implemented a proof-of-
concept attack in which we overwrote the entire MMIO address space of a second network adapter by
modifying the e1000e driver of the attacker network card. As the second adapter, which had Internet
connection, was assigned to the same VM as the attacker network card, we could access its MMIO space.
In our tests on Xen and KVM guests, the second adapter’s Internet connection was lost and the guests
became isolated from the network.

The same experiment was also performed on our KVM host, and it completely crashed the operating
system. Therefore, we can conclude that none of the tested VMMs implemented a detection technique for
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Figure 3.5: Intra-guest DMA attack. An attacker, controlling VM1, can read/write arbitrary intra-guest
memory locations by a loopback mode passthrough device (PT device).

checking these types of unauthorized memory region modifications. However, these attacks only work in
intra-guest and intra-host scenarios.

DMA attack. User-space processes are prevented from accessing protected memory regions by a memory
controller known as Memory Management Unit (MMU). However, drivers that communicate to PCI/PCIe
devices can directly access any physical memory address space by using Direct Memory Access (DMA) op-
erations. Since the physical address space includes the whole system memory, a malicious driver could po-
tentially read and write the entire memory of the system. To prevent this from happening, hardware vendors
designed an hardware protection mechanism (called IOMMU). As we already explained in Section 3.2.1,
IOMMU is a memory management unit that maps I/O bus addresses to physical memory addresses for all
DMA memory transactions on the bus. The role of the IOMMU is similar to that of a traditional MMU: 1)
it translates the memory I/O address range of one device to the corresponding real physical address, and 2)
it prevents any unauthorized access from one device address space to another. Even though the IOMMU
establishes memory barriers among different device address spaces, which parts of the memory should be
assigned to which devices remains an open research problem [Amit et al., 2011]. Since it is not clear how
different VMMs deploy such a protection mechanism, we implemented and tested different DMA attacks
under three main threat models: intra-guest, guest-to-guest and guest-to-host.

To launch the attack, we put our passthrough network card into loopback mode similarly to Wojtczuk
[Wojtczuk, 2008c] to directly connect the card’s internal transmission buffer (TX) to the receiving buffer
(RX) (i.e., to receive all the packets that were sent by the card). We then associated a transmission (TXb)
and a receiver buffer (RXb) to the DMA channel by using the dma map single() function. This allows
us to link the guest virtual address of the transmission buffer (TXb) to the physical address that we want to
access (Figure 3.5).

After the setup phase was completed, we performed two different experiments. First, we tried to perform
a DMA operation using a physical memory location belonging to a different virtual machine. In this case
(points 2 and 3 in Figure 3.5), the DMA Remapping Engine (DMAR) successfully blocked the attack as
one VM is not allowed to access the memory of other VMs for I/O operations. We then repeated the
operation using a physical address belonging to another driver that runs inside the attacker VM (step 2’
in Figure 3.5). This time, the DMA operation succeeded as the DMA remapping was not setup to create
intra-guest protection domains. As a result (points 4 to 6 in Figure 3.5), the stolen data was transferred into
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the card’s internal TX buffer, and then into the RX buffer thanks to the loopback mode. Finally, another
DMA transaction moves the content of RX buffer to the receiver buffer in the VM (RXb), making the data
accessible to the driver (and therefore to the attacker). A similar approach can also be used to perform an
arbitrary memory write operation. We implemented our DMA attacks by extending the e1000e network
driver.

It is important to note that DMA remapping was always turned on during our attack, otherwise we could
not have put the network card into passthrough mode.

We were able to successfully run intra-guest and intra-host DMA attacks on both VMMs to retrieve the
code of the kernel pages of the guest OS. Considering the guest-to-guest case, we verify that both VMMs
implement DMA remapping correctly and does not allow inter-guest DMA operations. We obtained the
same results for guest-to-host attacks, as the protection isolated the host address space, and the guest was
redirected to its own address space.

3.2.5 Interrupt attacks

In this section, we present a number of interrupt-related attacks. In particular, we introduce a novel attack
that evades all currently available hardware and software protection mechanisms. After reporting this at-
tack to vendors, we concluded that the problem stems from a misunderstanding between the hardware and
software, and cannot be resolved by existing technologies without limiting platform capabilities. We also
describe other unexpected hardware conditions that we discovered by fuzzing DMA operations.

Interrupt attacks could be used to DoS a VMM or a privileged VM, or, in more severe cases, even to
execute arbitrary code inside them.

Abusing message signalled interrupts

Recent PCIe devices generate interrupts by using the Message Signalled Interrupt (MSI) technology. Wo-
jtczuk et al. [Wojtczuk and Rutkowska, 2011] demonstrated that MSIs can also be generated by enforcing
a device’s scatter-gather mechanism during a DMA transaction by writing to a specific MMIO space that
belongs to the LAPIC (0xfeexxxxx). In this case, the passthrough device writes specific information (e.g.,
interrupt vector, and delivery mode) to that predefined interrupt address range, which results in an interrupt
generation with the preset interrupt vector. From an attacker’s point of view, MSIs are advantageous as
they can be generated without the need to compromise the firmware of a device: only the device driver has
to be under her control. Practical interrupt attacks via passthrough devices have already been discussed in
previous works [Wojtczuk and Rutkowska, 2011], where the authors showed how an attacker could execute
arbitrary code with VMM privileges by invoking Xen hypercalls from a guest OS.

However, interrupt remapping introduced remappable-format
MSIs, which prevent an attacker from generating MSI interrupts with arbitrary interrupt vectors (i.e.,
compatibility-format MSI) as the numerical path on Figure 3.6 shows it.

The only way to entirely forbid the generation of compatibility-format MSIs is to switch on the x2APIC
mode (Section 3.2.1). In our experiments, we observed that x2APIC mode is turned on by default in KVM,
but needs to be manually selected in older versions of Xen. This is considered to be the most secure
configuration. To the best of our knowledge, we present here the first attack that succeeds when both
interrupt remapping and x2APIC mode are enabled.

Fuzzing the interrupt generation. To test for the presence of low-level problems in the interrupt gener-
ation and handling phase, we designed and implemented a tool called PTFuzz, by extending Intel’s e1000e
network driver. PTFuzz is optimized to launch any type of MSI by fuzzing both the MSI address and its
data components as well as the size of DMA requests. It works by writing data (i.e., MSI data component)
to the LAPIC MMIO range using DMA. As PTFuzz is capable of fuzzing each field of an MSI separately,
it can be fine-tuned to create both compatibility and remappable MSIs formats. The operation of PTFuzz
can be summarized in a few steps (see Figure 3.5 for context information):

1. Prepare a transmission buffer (TXb) in the guest OS, and populate it with the MSI data component.
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2. Prepare a receiver buffer (RXb) in the guest OS.

3. Change the physical address of the RXb buffer according to the MSI address component to point to
the memory mapped interrupt space (i.e., MMIO LAPIC).

4. Move the MSI data component via a DMA transaction into the card’s internal TX buffer.

5. Send the data in loopback mode into the card’s RX buffer.

6. Move the MSI data from the card’s internal RX buffer into the corresponding MMIO LAPIC address
range specified by the MSI address (0xfeexxxxx) with a given DMA request size.

7. If the MSI data component is fuzzed, then select a new MSI data value and repeat from Step 1.

8. If the MSI address component is fuzzed, then select a new MSI address value and repeat from Step 3.

Fuzzing the entire MSI data and address spaces would require an extensive amount of work to manually
verify and validate each result. For this reason, we decided to focus our effort on those MSI fields that were
either more interesting from an attacker’s point of view, or had clear constraints set by the vendors.

In particular, here we present the results we obtained by fuzzing the vector field of a compatibility
format MSI data component and the don’t care field of a remappable format MSI address component.
Whenever we observed an unexpected hardware behavior as a result of our test cases, we instrumented the
code of the VMM to collect all the information required to understand the problem in detail. The following
two sections discuss our results.

Interrupt vector fuzzing

In our first experiment, we fuzzed the vector field of the compatibility format MSI data as well as the size
of the MSI request. During the tests, we noticed that the VMM/privileged VM received a legacy Non-
Maskable Interrupt (NMI) for some values of the vector. This happens even when all the existing hardware
protections mechanisms were turned on. In addition, we got the same results when the size of the MSI
request had not conformed with the required MSI transmission size (i.e., it was not 32-bit long).

Non-Maskable Interrupts are normally generated as a result of hardware errors that must be immediately
handled by the CPU, in order to prevent system damage. From an architectural perspective, NMIs are
exceptions and not interrupts. This is a subtle, but very important difference. Interrupts are asynchronous
events that are handled when the CPU decides to do so. On the contrary, exceptions are synchronous events
that are served instantly. In our case, the most important difference is that devices do not extend NMIs with
the source-id information. As a consequence, NMIs are not subject to interrupt remapping. This is a very
significant point.

Another key observation is that we did not generate an MSI that was delivered as an NMI. Our tests
indirectly generated a host-side legacy NMI to one of the physical CPUs (i.e., Bootstrap Processor - BSP).
More precisely, as a result of performing an unsupported MSI request by a DMA transaction to the memory
mapped interrupt space, the platform blocks the MSI request and raises a PCI System Error (SERR#) which
is delivered as NMI to report hardware errors. In our case, the SERR status bit is set by the platform on
the Memory Controller Hub - MCH (BDF 00:00.0) PCI device. Thus, the unchecked host-side NMI is for-
warded to the physical CPU executing the privileged VM/host OS/VMM. Depending on privileged VM/host
OS/VMM kernel configuration, such an NMI may be handled by the privileged VM/host OS/VMM or can
result in a host software halt (panic). Figure 3.6 gives a high-level overview about the attack. When we
took a closer look at this issue, we noticed that the NMI was spawned when a compatibility format MSI is
requested with vector numbers below 16 or with an invalid request size (i.e., not 32-bit long). The reason
for the former lies in the fact that MSI cannot deliver interrupts with vector less than 16 [Intel, 2012].

All these operations are executed at the chipset level, and it took a considerable amount of time and ef-
fort to understand all the details. After discussing the problem with the Xen security group and Intel Product
Security Incident Response Team (Intel PSIRT), we concluded that we identified a platform problem that
affects all the machines which enable System Error Reporting. As System Error Reporting is an essential
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Figure 3.6: Interrupt generation by PTFuzz. This figure describes two interrupt generation cases indicated
by the numerical and alphabetical paths. On the numerical path, PTfuzz requests a legitimate MSI (1)
by a DMA write operation to the MMIO LAPIC (2) which is first verified by the DMA remapping engine
(DMAR). As a result, a compatibility-format MSI is generated (3) that is blocked by the interrupt remapping
engine (IR). The alphabetical path, however, shows our unsupported MSI request (a), which the platform
detects and blocks. However, when System Error Reporting is enabled, the platform sets the SERR status
bit on the Memory Controller Hub (MCH) PCI Device (b). As a result, a host-side Non-maskable Interrupt
(NMI) is directly delivered to the physical CPU (c) executing the privileged VM/host OS/VMM. SERR
induced NMIs, however, may cause host software halt or trigger the host-side NMI handler (d) which opens
the door for Guest-to-VMM escapes.

feature on server machines to report legitimate hardware errors for providing Reliability, Availability, Ser-
viceability (RAS), this attack seriously threatens the main security feature of hardware virtualization: the
isolation of virtual machines.

The main difference with previous interrupt attacks is that our NMI injection attack works on configura-
tions where interrupt remapping is enabled. In fact, the DMA Remapping Engine cannot protect against our
DMA write as the attacker intends to manipulate only legitimate, intra-guest physical addresses. Second,
the interrupt remapping is circumvented as NMIs are considered to be exceptions by the architecture, so no
source information is added during their delivery. Without source-id the interrupt remapping Engine is not
able to validate the interrupt. In addition, the NMI was indirectly spawned by the Memory Controller Hub
(and not by our passthrough device) which is handled by the host. Finally, x2APIC mode, which forbids to
reenable compatibility format MSIs during runtime, is also circumvented.

NMI injection evaluation. We successfully verified our NMI injection attack on both Xen 4.2 and KVM
3.5.0 in the configurations shown in Table 3.2, however, every VMM, which runs on a platform with System
Error Reporting enabled, can be affected. In order to be sure that the attack overcomes all the available pro-
tection mechanisms, we enabled DMA and interrupt remapping as well as x2APIC mode on the privileged
VM/host (this configuration was known to be safe against all known interrupt attacks).

Our physical NMI can have three different scenarios with respect to its impact depending on the con-
figuration of the privileged guest/host/VMM kernel. First, we simulate a legitimate hardware error induced
purely by software from the guest VM which is reported to the privileged VM/Host OS/VMM. As a result,
the system administrator believes that the MCH has some serious hardware problems and the motherboard
must be replaced as soon as possible. This fact on its own leads to an indirect Denial of Service attack
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against the host. Second, depending on the privileged guest/host OS/VMM kernel configuration, the sys-
tem can halt as it cannot recover from NMIs that were signalled as a result of a PCI System Error (SERR#).

Note that we could reproduce this case as well, which means a direct Denial of Service attack against
the host. Finally, if the host kernel does not halt, the attacker has still chance to execute arbitrary code on
the host by means of this host-side NMI.

To achieve this, we have to take into consideration similar interrupt attacks that were used in the past
to execute arbitrary code [Wojtczuk and Rutkowska, 2011] by exploiting a race condition. A similar race
condition could be used in our case as well:

1. Prepare a shellcode that is made of four parts: a) The code to execute in the VMM, b) reference to a
swapped page, c) padding, d) pointer to the code to execute

2. The attacker needs to count the number of pages between the location of the page fault handler entry
in the Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT) and that of the VMM stack to set the length of padding (c) in
the shellcode. This padding is used to span that distance and overwrite the page fault entry in the IDT
with a pointer (d), that points to the code (a) to be executed in the VMM.

3. Place the shellcode in the MMIO address space of the guest VM that the attacker controls. As the copy
operation from the MMIO space is slow enough (MB/s) it can be interrupted with high probability.

4. As hypercalls contain code snippets that copy memory from guest VM space into that of the VMM,
call legitimate hypercalls in a loop to catch the very moment when the corresponding function (i.e.,
copy from user()) copies the guest buffer with the shellcode.

5. Create a host-side NMI from the guest via a malformed MSI request to interrupt the hypercalls.

6. Modify a register value (e.g., rax) inside the interrupted copy operation in the hypercall by the NMI
handler (race condition) to control the length of copy operation. For example, the NMI handler can
return with a large value (e.g., error code) in the rax register which register indirectly influences the
length of copy operation (e.g., mov rcx, rax).

7. While copying the shellcode into the VMM space the hypercall handler will end up in a page fault,
as we placed a reference to a swapped page (b) into our shellcode. However, the page fault handler
entry had already been overwritten, so the injected code (a) is launched.

This exploit sequence is difficult to apply in our case because hardware interrupt handlers (e.g., NMI) do
not modify saved register states (see point 6 in the list above). Thus, they cannot influence the behavior of
the interrupted handler (e.g., hypercall). However, the NMI injection attack is pervasive and works on all
Intel platforms which enable System Error Reporting, which is a typical configuration for server platforms
(e.g., IaaS clouds).

Mitigation. As we discussed above, there is no publicly known hardware protection mechanism available
against our NMI injection attack. We responsibly reported the problems and received a Xen Security Advi-
sory (XSA-59) and a CVE number (CVE-2013-3495) from Xen and MITRE, respectively. In addition, after
a long discussion period with Xen and Intel, we concluded that there is no ideal solution available against
our attack. Considering mitigations, SERR reporting can either be disabled on the Memory Controller Hub,
or system software can block SERR error signaling due to Unsupported Request error resulting from mal-
formed MSI requests. The former advice is quite intrusive as it suppresses all the system errors coming
from the MCH, which affects legitimate hardware errors as well. At the same time, this is supported by all
the chipsets. The second option is a more fine-grained solution, however, according to recent debates [bib,
b] between Xen and Intel, it seems that the problem cannot be put to rest as software patches are required
every time a new chipset/processor is released. In addition, these patches disable SERR which may affect
legitimate requests. In summary, both of the above mitigations can be a daunting and very expensive opera-
tion especially for cloud operators who expose VM instances for public use with passthrough devices (e.g.,
Amazon EC2).
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INTR-REMAP: Request device [00:19.0] fault index 77ff

INTR-REMAP:[fault reason 32] Detected reserved fields in the decoded interrupt-remapped request

INTR-REMAP: Request device [00:19.0] fault index 8fff

INTR-REMAP:[fault reason 32] Detected reserved fields in the decoded interrupt-remapped request

DC=0

INTR-REMAP: Request device [00:19.0] fault index ffff

INTR-REMAP:[fault reason 32] Detected reserved fields in the decoded interrupt-remapped request

DC=1, DC=2

INTR-REMAP: Request device [00:19.0] fault index ffff

INTR-REMAP:[fault reason 34] Present field in the IRTE entry is clear

DC=3

Figure 3.7: Raising different types of interrupt faults on the KVM host by fuzzing the don’t care (DC) field
of a remappable format MSI address. Note that both the fault reason and the fault index values (Interrupt
Remapping Table Entries - IRTE) are changing on different DC values.

Don’t care field fuzzing

In our second test, we used PTFuzz to modify the don’t care field of remappable format MSI address. don’t
care fields should never influence the behavior of the hardware if manipulated. Interestingly, this is not the
case for remappable format MSIs. In our experiments, we combined a remappable format MSI data with a
corresponding MSI address component in a way to create an Interrupt Remapping Table index larger than
the number of entries in that table. When the fuzzer modified the don’t care field against a fully protected
KVM guest, we observed that three different types of interrupt faults were generated on the host OS/VMM
(Figure 3.7).

Interrupt remapping fault evaluation. This case is very similar to the NMI injection attack in the sense
that the attacker can spawn a partially controllable host-side hardware fault by fabricating unexpected con-
ditions. We do highlight here that this case also opens a door towards practical guest-to-VMM escapes.
Theoretical exploitation scheme can either be a similar race condition presented in Section 3.2.5 or a buffer
overflow by influencing the fault reason or the fault index values in the hardware fault handler. Until now,
we could not identify a problem in VMM software that allows for practical exploitation. At the same time,
hardware problems are orthogonal to VMM implementation bugs, thus, it is enough to find a single problem
in any VMM implementation, and the attacker can succeed.

All the above problems demonstrate the hardware does not always follow the specifications from ven-
dors or the synergy is missing between hardware and software for flawless collaboration.

3.2.6 Countermeasures

We give a brief overview on possible countermeasures against these attacks. We note, however, that we do
not aim at completeness, and we keep the discussion at a rather high abstraction level.

Secure programming

In most of the cases, malicious users exploit a software bug in virtualization products that allow them to
compromise a system to a certain extent. To avoid this, vendors need to generally mitigate such bugs by
applying well-accepted secure programming methodologies and/or formally verifying the compile-, and
runtime behavior of their products.
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Hardening the hypervisor and VMs

Hardening of the hypervisor and the hosted VMs should also be a focal point of system-wide security. That
is, latest security patches for traditional applications should be also installed both on the hypervisor and
the hosted VMs. Appropriate configuration of exposed services and security controls, e.g., web servers,
firewalls, is required as black-box attackers often exploit weaknesses in those. The main contributions in
this area are summarized elegantly in [Szefer et al., 2011] as follows.

Firstly, by minimizing the size of the code in the hypervisor one can reduce the attack surface be-
ing exposed, however, this is not a practical workaround in current virtual systems. One example for
this approach is SecVisor [Seshadri et al., 2007] that supports and secures one single guest VM, while
TrustVisor [McCune et al., 2010] allows for integrity protection of code and data in designated appli-
cation portions. Secondly, other ideas [Suh et al., 2005; Lie et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2005] offer new
processor architectures, although, these cannot be deployed into current virtual systems either. Thirdly,
to harden the hypervisor, researchers came up with various solutions [Li et al., 2010; Sailer et al., 2005;
Steinberg and Kauer, 2010]. For instance, Hypersafe [Wang and Jiang, 2010] protects the hypervisor from
control-flow hijacking attacks, while HyperSentry [Azab et al., 2010c] operates in ring -2 (System Manage-
ment Mode) that allows for stealthy and in-context measurement of the runtime integrity of the hypervisor.
Finally, exokernels such as ExOS [Engler et al., 1995] and Nemesis [Leslie et al., 1996] implement reduced
operating systems that allow more direct access to the hardware.

Note that all the above issues are addressed by the NoHype system [Szefer et al., 2011] which eliminates
the attack surface of hypervisors, thus, VMs cannot exploit its vulnerabilities. It is achieved by (1) the pre-
allocation of processor cores and memory resources to separate VMs, (2) the exclusive use of I/O virtualized
devices, (3) the support of the system recovery process with a temporary hypervisor and a modified guest
OS, (4) and the elimination of any interaction between the hypervisor and guest VMs. A similar solution is
the SICE [Azab et al., 2011] framework that does not rely on any host system (hypervisor or host OS) so
as to provide secure and isolated environments. This is achieved by means of a TCB (Trusted Computing
Base) that includes only the hardware, the BIOS, and the SMM (System Management Mode).

Restriction of physical Access

The physical or physical management network access of virtual server hosts should be restricted as much
as possible as it can simultaneously mean the access to VMs, storages, networks, hypervisors, virtual ap-
pliances and so on. Unused physical interfaces should be disabled in order to tailor the attack surface and
limit the caused damage.

Policy and isolation

Control policies of virtual environments should be implemented and maintained to provide the same level
of security as physical environments have. Furthermore, the isolation of security functions is another core
point of system-wide hardening. For the sake of example, firewall functionalities should never be combined
with private key storing on the same virtual host as it can be a single point of failure that affects the integrity
of the whole virtual environment.

Separation of roles

Administrative roles should be separated as best practices suggest. As large virtual environments are su-
pervised by multiple administrators with different roles and duties, their access rights should be restricted
to dedicated roles according to VM function, hypervisor, virtual network, hardware, application, storage
and management interfaces. For example a storage administrator should not get access to firewalls and
monitoring services, and vice versa. Furthermore, multi-factor authentication and dual or split-control ad-
ministrative passwords for various administrators should be used in order to reduce the risk of a malicious
supervisor. Role-based access control (RBAC) should be maintained for virtual components in order to
avoid unwanted access to resources.
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Separation of VMs

VMs with different security levels should be hosted on different virtual servers. A VM with lower security
requirements typically has weaker security controls which can be ideal for an attacker to compromise other
VMs with higher security requirements being hosted on the same physical hardware.

Considering the state of VMs

There are also security problems for unprotected inactive VMs. More precisely, migration path of inactive
VMs should point to secured routes that cannot be compromised by Man-in-the-Middle attackers. Inactive
VMs containing highly sensitive information should be stored and maintained at the same security level as
any other active VMs containing similar pieces of information. Backup and restoration of active/inactive
VMs should also be treated securely. Furthermore, data that are not required any more should be deleted
simultaneously in each copy of a VM.

Mitigating design discrepancies

There are design-level issues where software vendors must take the security-to-performance tradeoff into
account. For instance, in case of guest-to-guest attacks virtual environments should be critically safe espe-
cially when multi-tenancy is supported. Direct guest-to-guest attacks include the passive memory dedupli-
cation attack which can be mitigated by setting the pages of target applications read-only in the page table
entries (PTE) of the VM. So the adversary cannot measure write access latency and it cannot predict the
launch of an application. However, the VMM should know the number of same-page read-only pages in
order to prepare such a countermeasure. Another possible workaround is the obfuscation of the code image
loaded into the memory by the victim’s operating system. This concept prevents the attacker from creating
pages with the same content as those of the original application.

Virtualization rootkits (e.g., Vitriol [Zovi, 2006], New Blue Pill [Rutkowska and Tereshkin, 2007])
initiate host-to-hypervisor attack to manipulate the runtime behaviour of the hypervisor. Unfortunately, hy-
pervisors do not provide run-time protection against such malcodes. Technically speaking, timing analysis
is one option to detect the presence of a certain variant of this malware, however, there are other enhanced
implementations that resist timing analysis. As the sanitization of an infected hypervisor is not trivial, pre-
ventive countermeasures have to be employed including the installation of most recent security patches,
although, it still does not solve the problem of white-box attacks.

Securing the network

Certain network discrepancies, such as sniffing and snooping of migration and storage traffic, can be mit-
igated by appropriate secure communication channels such as SSL or IPsec. Traditional L2 networks and
stations are implementing defence methods against a wide spectrum of attacks, however, virtual networks
still carry the threat of such attacks as there can be either design or implementation level flaws in their
software components. VLAN hopping can be mitigated by disallowing Virtual Guest Tagging, configuring
ports forwarding tagged traffic to be trunks and transmitting only ceratin tagged frames. Furthermore, un-
used ports inside VLANs transmitting valuable traffic should be put to another unused VLAN, disallowing
the attacker to plug or enable it and get access to its communication. CAM/MAC flooding can be contained
by restricting broadcast domains or restricting the maximum number of MAC addresses that can be learned
on ports (portsecurity). To avoid ARP spoofing, vendors apply some kind of cross-checking or authentica-
tion of ARP responses. If a virtual switch does not conform consciously to any defence mechanisms, it is
highly exposed to such attacks. Spanning Tree attacks can be prevented traditionally by proprietary tools,
e.g., bpdu-guard, root-guard, of the vendor, so virtual switches have to implement such methods by default.
To alleviate the risk of DHCP address range starvation switches and virtual switches must be configured to
allow only certain IP/MAC addresses to access the network. MAC address spoofing can also be prevented.
In case of VMware ESX, the administrator can disable the guest OS to change the virtual MAC address.
More precisely, the guest OS believes that the MAC address has changed, however, the virtual network
adapter does not get any packets if its MAC address is not equal to the one originally assigned to it.
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To alleviate the risk of most of the attacks targeting storage networks system administrators should
separate this traffic and apply secure channels (IPSec, SSL) to protect the data transmitted here. This can
prevent snooping and session hijacking attacks, however, other active adversaries can still be successful.

Adequate logging and monitoring

The logging and monitoring of all the activities in a deployed virtual environment is highly recommended.
Logs should be directed into separate physical storages that are secured with appropriate functions. This
helps to identify and analyze data breaches or any compromises that affect the integrity of communication
channels, security controls, or segmentation. Out-of-VM analysis platforms enable both OS-level [Dinaburg
et al., 2008a] and process-level [Srinivasan et al., 2011] monitoring of events via system or library call
traces. This information could also serve as a useful input for future forensics analyses. An exciting
workaround to mitigate the damage for virtual machine attacks is represented by ReVirt [Dunlap et al.,
2002] that make use of virtual machine logs to replay a system’s execution before, during and after an
attacker compromises it.

3.2.7 Related work

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first who systematically discuss and implement a wide range of
attacks that exploit the device passthrough technology. However, a considerable amount of related work
exists in the three attack areas that we cover in this work. More information about possible attacks in
hardware virtualization can be read in [Pék et al., 2013].

Attacks via the PCI/PCIe configuration space

Zhou et al. [Zhou et al., 2012] presented several attacks (e.g., MMIO overlapping) via the PCI/PCIe config-
uration space. However, the attacks were presented in a different context, and the authors’ focus was more
on the development of a small hypervisor to prevent these device passthrough attacks from causing dam-
age in a compromised OS. On the contrary, we aim at revealing design, configuration, and implementation
weaknesses in commodity VMMs that can be abused to escalate privileges, read restricted memory regions
and perform DoS attacks.

A privilege escalation attack via PIO based PCI/PCIe configuration space accesses was discussed for
USB UHCI [Intel, 1996] controllers by Duflot et al. [Duflot, 2007; Duflot and Absil, 2007]. The authors
were able to manipulate the secure level of OpenBSD and escalate root access in privileged domains (e.g.,
Xen Dom0) from arbitrary guests by evading Intel VT-x protection. Since Xen does not allow direct con-
figuration space access any more [bib, a], our PIO attacks were confined inside the attacker guest. We faced
the same issues with KVM as well.

DMA attacks

The introduction of DMA opened the door to a new set of attacks. By misusing DMA transactions either
a native or a virtualized system can be compromised by reading/writing arbitrary physical memory loca-
tions. A long list of DMA attacks exists in the literature, based on USB On-The-Go controllers [Maynor,
2005],PCI cards [Carrier and Grand, 2004; Devine and Vissian, 2009], or FireWire controllers [Aumaitre,
2008; Boileau, 2006; Dornseif, 2004; Becher et al., 2005; Martinm, 2007]. Even though, most of these
attacks were presented for native environments, proof-of-concept codes for virtual environments exist as
well [Wojtczuk, 2008c]. The main difference with our work is that none of the previous works examined
the impact and limitations introduced by existing DMA protection mechanisms (e.g., DMA remapping).

Interestingly, a DMA attack can also be launched by a code residing on the northbridge [Tereshkin and
Wojtczuk, 2009; Patrick Stewin and Iurii Bystrov, 2012]. From one aspect, this higher privileged code is
advantageous for an attacker. However, malicious DMA transactions are still ineffective on systems with
DMA remapping enabled (e.g., Intel VT-d is turned on).
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Interrupt attacks

Wojtczuk et al. [Wojtczuk and Rutkowska, 2011] demonstrated that the x86-64 architecture is vulnerable
against Message Signalled Interrupt (MSI) based attacks. Later, Müller et al. [Müller et al., 2013] pointed
out a similar interrupt attack on PowerPC. However, both of the attacks worked only without an active
interrupt remapping engine. The authors showed that an attacker can force the generation of unmediated
MSIs in these cases, allowing her to send specific interrupts to the physical CPU. This attack even allowed
Wojtczuk et al. [Wojtczuk and Rutkowska, 2011] to execute arbitrary code with VMM privileges in a given
Xen installation. In contrast to that, our host-side NMI interrupt cannot be blocked with currently available
protection mechanisms (e.g., interrupt remapping engine) without limiting platform functionalities. Also,
we can launch our attack from fully-virtualized (HVM) guests that are known to be more isolated than their
paravirtualized counterparts (e.g., because of the hardware-supported protection ring for the VMM code).

Protection evasion

While we focus on circumventing all the hardware protection mechanisms currently available, other approa-
ches try to disable them. For example, an attacker can modify hardware-level data structures (e.g., Interrupt
Descriptor Table) or configuration tables (e.g., DMA remapping table) [Wojtczuk et al., 2009b] to turn
off IOMMU. Another approach aims at making the illusion of a non-parsable DMA remapping table. To
achieve this, an attacker has to set a zero length for such a table during boot time. Another class of attacks
aim at modifying the metadata exposed by I/O controllers to mislead the IOMMU. One such an attack is
described by LoneSang et al. [Lone Sang et al., 2010]. Here, the attackers could map two I/O devices into
the same physical memory range by impersonating a PCI Express device with a legacy PCI device. This
attack, however, requires physical access to the victim machine.

We partially discuss a similar approach in Section 3.2.2, where we presented a problem to circumvent
the interrupt remapping engine on KVM by updating a BIOS on a motherboard that originally does not
support this technology. In this way, an attacker could use a passthrough device without the appropriate
protections enabled.

Recently, an interrupt remapping source validation flaw was reported by the Xen security team (CVE-
2013-1952). More precisely, MSI interrupts from bridge devices do not provide source information, so the
interrupt remapping table cannot check the originator bridge. In this way, a VM that owns a bridge can
inject arbitrary interrupts to the system via MSI interrupts.

3.3 nEther: In-guest Detection of Out-of-the-Guest Malware
Analyzers

In this section, we introduce new detection attacks against the out-of-the-guest malware analysis frame-
work Ether. More specifically, we present an in-guest timing attack which was supposed to be prevented by
Ether, but for various reasons, it actually does not prevent it, and an attack based on the detection of some
specific settings that Ether makes in the system configuration. We also propose a technique to detect hard-
ware virtualization platforms based on the verification of the presence of CPU specific design defects; this
approach does not detect Ether itself, but identifies the hardware assisted virtual environment, which can
be an indicator of the presence of a malware analysis platform such as Ether. In order to demonstrate our
concepts, we implemented a scalable and flexible application framework over Windows XP called nEther
which can practically disclose the presence of both Ether and Intel VT by executing multiple feature tests.

3.3.1 Prerequisites
Introducing Intel VT-x

With the introduction of Virtual Machine Extensions (VMX), Intel VT-x has extended the capabilities of
IA-32 CPUs with two new forms of operations: VMX root mode and VMX non-root mode. The former refers
to the operation form of VMM and higher privileges (ring -1), while the latter belongs to guests (ring 0)
and indicates lower privileges, however, each of them supports all the conventional protection rings (0-3).
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There have been two transitions (VMX transitions) defined between root mode and non-root mode: VMExits
refer to transitions from non-root mode to root mode, while transitions from root-mode to non-root mode
are called as VMEntries.

The operation of the processor in VMX root mode is very similar to its normal operation, however,
a set of new instructions (VMX instructions) are available and the modifications of control registers are
limited. In VMX non-root mode the effects of certain sensitive instructions and events are limited, since
they cause VMExits and handled by the VMM discretionally. By doing so, the VMM can retain control of
the processor resources, furthermore, the guest does not know if its logical processor is running in VMX
non-root mode.

Introducing Ether

Ether [Dinaburg et al., 2008a] is a malware analysis platform that utilizes Intel VT’s hardware virtualization
extensions, and theoretically it has no presence in the guest operating system. It uses native CPU instruc-
tions, thus does not suffer from incomplete or inaccurate system emulation such as hardware emulators do.
Ether also comes with a rich feature set, thus it can monitor all the memory write attempts of the guest,
trace the instructions and system calls of in-guest processes, and unpack a wide range of protected binaries.
The transparency of Ether is guaranteed by the following facts [Dinaburg et al., 2008a].

• Higher Privilege. The malware analyzer must be at a higher privilege level than the maximal privi-
lege level a malcode can escalate. As a consequence, all the exception handler and virtual memory
mapping routines reside at a higher privilege level. In this way, isolation can be guaranteed, thus no
information is leaked from the analyzer to lower privilege levels.

• No non-privileged side effects. All the side-effects that the analyzer causes should be accessed only
through exception handler routines residing at a higher privilege level than the hostile code. Thus,
any alteration of memory, CPU registers, timing, etc. should induce exceptions that can be caught
only by privileged handlers.

• Identical Instruction Execution Semantics. Every single instruction being executed should have the
same effects both in an environment where the analyzer is present (call it analysed environment) and
another where it is not (call it non-analysed environment).

• Transparent Exception Handling. First of all, if there is no exception handler for the faulting in-
struction in a non-analysed environment, the privileged exception handler must guarantee the same
execution semantics. Secondly, the exception handler should cause only privileged side-effects in the
state of the memory and the CPU. Finally, if there is an appropriate exception handler for the faulting
instruction in a non-analysed environment, then the privileged exception handler that replaces it in an
analysed environment should make identical changes to the state of the memory and CPU.

• Identical Measurement of Time. All the timing information retrieved by a non-analysed environment
should be identical to the one returned by its analysed counterpart. The analyzer should provide a
falsified time to the hostile code that can be guaranteed by a privileged logical clock and adjusted
whenever an exception (including timing request) has occurred.

Therefore, transparency is achieved in a novel way that tightens the range of possible detection attacks.
Practically, Ether mitigates the risk of the following detection vectors:

• Single-step trap. Ether can hide its presence by intercepting the requests that directly or indirectly
read the value of TF in the EFLAGS register.

• Memory Modifications. Every intended memory write of the observed code that generates a page
fault is intercepted by Ether. Moreover, Ether modifies only shadow page tables (actual page tables
used for address translation), which are invisible to the analysis target, so it cannot be detected in this
way.

• In-memory presence. Ether cannot be detected through normal in-guest detection methods, since
none of its components resides in the guest’s memory.
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• CPU Registers. All the CPU register alterations made by Ether are concealed from the guest, thus it
remains indistinguishable from native (hardware assisted) environments.

• Privileged Instruction Execution. Ether captures certain privileged instructions and exceptions in-
voked by the analysis target as they induce VMExit. After handling them, these are forwarded to the
guest with the same effects as in an environment without Ether.

• Instruction Emulation. As Ether is based on hardware assisted virtualization, all of its instructions
are executed on the native CPU, thus it does not suffer from the weaknesses of hardware emulators
such as QEMU.

• Timing Attacks. Ether mitigates timing attacks by controlling the in-guest view of internal timers,
e.g., RDTSC instruction. It makes use of the TSC_OFFSET field provided by the Intel VT architec-
ture which is added automatically to any timing request. Ether theoretically sets the TSC_OFFSET
appropriately, thus the TSC difference between two RDTSC instructions should not deviate from the
one measured in non-analyzed environments. That is, Ether theoretically mitigates in-guest timing
attacks, however, the use of external timing sources may make Ether visible.

3.3.2 Proposed Feature Tests
Timing Information

The use of timers is a well-known technique to detect the presence of traditional debuggers. The simplest
way to get information about timing is the use of internal timers and periodic interrupt sources such as the
Time-Stamp Counter (TSC), Periodic Interrupt Timer (PIT), Advanced Configuration and Power Interface
Timer (ACPI timer) and the local Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller Timer (APIC timer). Due
to the fact that out-of-the-guest malware analyzers aim at providing transparency they falsify internal timers
in order to fool a timing test. However, the correct manipulation of timing cannot be guaranteed in all the
circumstances. A conventional detector application measures the clock cycles taken by a given operation,
e.g., measures the Time-Stamp Counter difference by means of RDTSC (Read Time-Stamp Counter) in-
structions, and if this value is higher than a preset threshold the presence of an analyzer is presumable.

The operation of Ether is different from the aforementioned behaviour so as to avoid traditional detec-
tors, however, we designed a in-guest timing feature test that disclosed this specific solution. The feature
test builds upon a contradiction raised by clock cycle manipulation where the analyzer returns an adjusted
cycle difference to hide its presence. In case of Ether, every RDTSC forces the guest OS, where the detector
resides, to exit (VMExit) and transfer its control to the VMM to adjust the time. However, the current
implementation of Ether uses a very simple logical timer that can be exploited by our feature test. More
details about our implementation of this approach is presented in Section 3.3.3.

CPUID Information

The CPUID instruction returns processor identification and feature information depending on the content
of general registers EAX and ECX. These could serve as good candidates for analyzer detectors as various
modifications of the system can be retrieved. Ether states that it has neither in-memory nor in-register
presence, thus it stays transparent for the guest OS. However, it does alter a few bits of information that
could be returned by the correct configuration of CPUID. The specific implementation of this feature test is
presented in section 3.3.3.

CPU Errata

CPU errata refer to the collection of design defects or errors that may induce the CPU to behave differently
from the published specifications. An application containing an instruction sequence that gives rise to a
CPU erratum may modify certain registers (typically MSRs), causes unexpected exceptions, generates/not
generates interrupts, etc. These errata are CPU type specific, and in a lot of cases even not planed to
be fixed. Since these design deficiencies are not implemented by emulators and virtualization extensions
(neither software nor hardware), efficient tools are given for anyone who are about to detect the presence of
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a non-native runtime environment. While we cannot detect the presence of Ether itself with this approach, it
can be used to reveal the hardware assisted virtualized environment. See section 3.3.3 for implementation.

3.3.3 Implementation

Application Framework

First of all, an application framework is implemented in C++ that provides all the preconditions that are
required by the feature tests. Since detectors require several privileged instructions to be executed, the
framework builds upon a Windows kernel driver as Figure 3.8 depicts it.
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(Windows Guest)
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Figure 3.8: System Overview

Basically there are two types of feature tests: those that do not use the kernel driver, and those that do.
The operation of the former is straightforward, thus only the latter is detailed in the following. Once the
kernel driver had been loaded, the messaging with it can be initiated. Therefore, whenever a detection test
requires a privileged instruction, it uses the DeviceIOControl WinAPI function which is capable of
notifying the corresponding kernel driver about a communication attempt. The implemented device driver
called DetectorDriver.sys plays an important role in the detection mechanism as the access and manipulation
of privileged data structures, registers, memory locations are feasible only from kernel mode.

Execution and Verification

The implemented feature tests had to be executed on several reliable environments to make our measure-
ments acceptable. Since Ether is implemented for an Intel VT CPU with 64-bit support, we also had to
choose such a platform. Intel VT has to be enabled explicitly in BIOS in order to operate. The latest com-
pilation of Ether runs on Debian Lenny, and is tested only with Windows XP SP2 guest operating system.
That is the reason why we set up the same host environment (Domain 0) with Debian Lenny (Linux kernel
2.6.26) and Xen support. After patching Xen with Ether only the guest operating system had to be installed.
Thus, feature tests are executed on 3 different guest operating systems: Windows XP over Ether, Windows
XP over only Xen and native Windows XP.
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Implementation of Feature Tests

In-guest Timing. We propose an in-guest timing feature test that can detect Ether by exploiting a practi-
cal weakness. To understand how our feature test works we introduce the operation of RDTSC instruc-
tion in VMX non-root mode. Its value depends on the ”RDTSC exiting”, ”use TSC offsetting” VM-
execution control fields and the TSC_OFFSET value. VM-execution control fields allow the VMM to
control the operation of certain instructions like the aforementioned RDTSC, while TSC_OFFSET is a spe-
cial field of the Intel VT architecture that is added to the value of the returned Time-Stamp Counter in
defined cases. The RDTSC instruction in VMX non-root mode works in one of the following three op-
tions. The first option is that if both the ”RDTSC exiting” and ”use TSC offsetting” control fields are
zero, an in-guest RDTSC can operate normally, thus it returns the 64-bit Time-Stamp Counter value. If
the ”RDTSC offsetting” field is zero and the ”use TSC offsetting” is 1, then it responds with the sum of
the IA32_TIME_STAMP_COUNTER MSR and the value of the TSC_OFFSET field. The last option is
that if the ”RDTSC exiting” control field is 1, then it causes a VMExit, which can be intercepted by the
VMM to adjust the Time-Stamp Counter value. This is the technique that Ether applies, however, the 64-
bit TSC value returned to the guest is adjusted in a deterministic manner as the code snippet (pasted from
ether lenny.patch source file) below demonstrates it.

+/* maintain a monotonic fake TSC counter */
+u64 ether_get_faketime(struct vcpu *v)
+{
+ return ++v->domain->arch.hvm_domain.

.ether_controls.faketime;
+}

As the above mentioned code snippet is only responsible for increasing the timer monotonically, the
authors of Ether proposed to exactly adjust the logical timer by the use of the TSC_OFFSET field of the Intel
VT architecture. Significant to emphasize that this routine is called only at the time when the guest exited
with an RDTSC, thus nowhere else the TSC is being incremented. In theory, the task of TSC_OFFSET
would be to adjust the returned Time-Stamp Counter value conforming to a native system. Contrary to the
original paper [Dinaburg et al., 2008a], the TSC_OFFSET field is not updated by the Ether implementation
and does not contain the difference value between the execution time of Ether’s exception handler and that
of the native handler routine. The ”TSC offsetting” VM-execution control field is being disabled while
”RDTSC exiting” is being enabled in the minimum configuration, as the following source code taken from
the Ether-patched Xen source file vmcs.c shows.

void vmx_init_vmcs_config(void)
{

...
min = (CPU_BASED_HLT_EXITING |

CPU_BASED_INVDPG_EXITING |
CPU_BASED_MWAIT_EXITING |
CPU_BASED_MOV_DR_EXITING |
CPU_BASED_ACTIVATE_IO_BITMAP |
//CPU_BASED_USE_TSC_OFFSETING |
CPU_BASED_RDTSC_EXITING);

_vmx_cpu_based_exec_control =
adjust_vmx_controls( min, opt,
MSR_IA32_VMX_PROCBASED_CTLS_MSR);

...
}

Due to the fact that TSC_OFFSET is neglected and the TSC is increased by one for one in-guest RDTSC
call, the TSC difference between two RDTSC instructions is 1. More precisely, this is the case when the
code being executed in Ether is not analyzed. According to our observations whenever a code is under
analysis (e.g., instruction traced) there are CPU time slots for other guest processes to invoke additional
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RDTSCs. Due to that fact there is a varying TSC difference (∼9-171) value between any two RDTSCs of
the analyzed code we introduce below. This difference is still so tiny that a general timing attack found in
various malware samples (measuring the TSC difference before and after the execution of an instruction)
will not be successful. However, this approach still does not enable Ether to stay completely transparent as
this kind of operation deviates much from the normal operation of RDTSC.

In the following, we give a practical feature test against Ether which a bit different from a conventional
in-guest timing attack as it builds upon the fact that each instruction of an instruction sequence increments
the TSC with a predefined value depending on the CPU family. For example, in case of Core 2 Duo
processors the TSC is incremented at a constant rate by either the maximum core-clock to bus-clock ratio
of the processor or by the maximum resolved boot-time frequency [Intel Corporation, 2009]. Supposing
that each value is bigger than 1, a program that estimates the extent of increment can be used as a feature
test. The code sample below initializes a NOP loop that increments the TSC at a constant rate in each
iteration, thus the resulting difference between the initial and the final execution of RDTSC should be at
least equal to the length of the loop (2000).

mov ecx, 2000
cpuid
rdtsc
xchg ebx, eax

lb: nop
loop lb
cpuid
rdtsc
sub eax, ebx
cmp eax, 2000
jbe det

As RDTSC is a non-serializing instruction, it may be executed after the subsequent or before the previous
instructions if their execution takes a while. That is, a serializing instruction, e.g., CPUID, is put before
reading the counter. Furthermore, the loop must contain a non-privileged instruction which does not cause
a VMExit so as to prevent its execution from being manipulated in the VMM. Note that in the code sample
we examine only the lower 32 bits of RDTSC as the faked TSC has never exceeded this interval for our
tests. Since RDTSC has been discussed above the behaviour of it can be used in other two modes. If it
works normally, the presence of a debugger can be detected with conventional timing methods. If it returns
the sum of the IA32_TIME_STAMP_COUNTER MSR and the value of the TSC_OFFSET field the case
is the same as with normal operation since the VMM cannot manipulate the TSC value conforming to the
length of the loop. Thus, these two other options could not help to adjust the in-guest timer. However, in
our opinion the implementation of correct faked timing could have been solved with some efforts, thus it is
not a theoretical problem.

CPUID Bits. This feature test checks a few bits returned by a CPUID that are specific to Ether. The
Time-Stamp Counter bit (TSC) returned by the CPUID instruction on the first leaf (EAX=1) shows whether
RDTSC is supported, including the CR4.TSD bit which restricts the execution of the RDTSC instruction.
By default the TSC bit is set on both native and virtualized operating systems. However, Ether explicitly
disables it, thus breaching a preset condition that no modifications are made on the state of the guest.
The code sample below first executes a CPUID and checks whether the VMX bit is set by Xen, thus the
environment is hardware assisted virtualized. Finally, the state of the TSC bit is evaluated and the result is
returned (res=0 initially) accordingly.

mov eax, 1
cpuid
bt ecx, 5 // Checking the VMX bit
jc exit

// Xen is detected
bt edx, 4 // Checking TSC bit if set
jc exit
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mov res, 1
exit:

The current implementation of Ether disables Physical Address Extensions (PAE) and Page Size Extensi-
ons (PSE) in order to make memory writes easier as it has been explicitly stated by the authors. At the same
time, these changes give rise to another bit of information that can be useful in the detection.

CPU Errata. These type of feature tests could not reveal the presence of Ether, but could reveal the
hardware-assisted-virtualized runtime environment. Note that the detection of system monitors through
CPU errata has already been discussed for CPU identification in [Raffetseder et al., 2007], however, here
only the QEMU hardware emulator was tested with this technique. Most of the errata require kernel mode
instructions, thus must have been implemented in a Windows driver component. On the other hand, these
CPU deficiencies or bugs are strongly bound to CPU models, thus the feature tests can be effective only
on certain CPU families (e.g., Intel Core 2 Solo). Since our test environment is built atop a machine with
Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 CPU the following erratum exploits a vulnerability of the Core 2 Duo family
[Corporation, 2010].

AH4 Erratum. The AH4 Erratum states that ”VERW/VERR/LSL/LAR Instructions May Unexpectedly
Update the Last Exception Record (LER) MSR ” and there is no planned fix for it. The problem is that
the LER MSR is updated in certain cases for unknown reasons, if the resultant value of the Zero Flag
(ZF flag of EFLAGS register) equals zero after the execution of the instructions above. The Last Excep-
tion Record MSR comprises two registers called MSR_LER_FROM_LIP and MSR_LER_TO_LIP situating
at register addresses 0x1dd and 0x1de, respectively. The former is the abbreviation of Last Exception
Record From Linear Instruction Pointer which points to the last branch instruction (conditional/ uncon-
ditional jumps, call, etc.) that had been taken by the processor before the last exception occurred or the
last interrupt was handled. The latter refers to Last Exception Record To Linear Instruction Pointer which
stores the address of the target of the last branch instruction that had been executed by the processor before
the last exception occurred or the last interrupt was handled.

The ”Verify a Segment for Reading or Writing” instructions verify if a code or data segment is read-
able/writeable from the current privilege level (CPL) according to [Intel Corporation, 2009]. This erratum
requires kernel mode operation as it reads privileged resources (LER MSR), thus it is implemented as a
part of our device driver. By providing the cleared AX and CX registers for VERR and VERW instructions
the resultant ZF flag is zero for sure as invalid segment pointers (NULL) are given to the source operands.
Last, but not least the value of the Last Exception Record To Liner IP MSR is read with the privileged
__readmsr(MSR address) Visual C++ command at register address 0x1de.

__asm{
xor eax, eax
xor ecx, ecx
verr cx
verw ax

}
ret = __readmsr(0x1de);

The concept behind this erratum is that an out-of-the-guest analyzer might cause unintended modifica-
tions the Last Exception Record MSR as it contains information about the last generated exception. Due
to the fact that under Ether any memory write attempt of the analysis target induces a page fault which
updates the LER value (since the last branch instruction varies as well), this erratum might influence the
number of changes. However, the access of LER MSR can be restricted by the MSR bitmap of the CPU
[Intel Corporation, 2009], thus the execution of the erratum does not affect the LER MSR of the host. A
processor erratum is a design fault so its existence is unintended. Consequently, hardware assisted virtu-
alization solutions (e.g., Xen) will not implement them in the exposed virtual CPUs of guests because it
would take too much effort and make no sense to mimic unexpected system behaviors, however, a higher
level of transparency could be provided. According to the figures, a guest environment supported by Intel
VT-x and Xen does not suffer from this weakness.
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Number of updates
N Native Xen Xen with Ether

100 59 0 0
1000 650 0 0

10000 4232 0 0
100000 20870 0 0

Table 3.4: The number of updates

Table 3.4 demonstrates the execution of this feature test. First of all, the CPU erratum was executed 100,
1000, 10000 and 100000 times under the corresponding environments. As the results show, the erratum has
occurred only in native environment, thus it is an evident detector for hardware assisted virtualization.

3.3.4 Related work

The fingerprinting of virtualized environments is discussed in previous work [Chen et al., 2008] where a
remote network-based fingerprinting method was introduced. In order to hide the fingerprints of system
emulators more stealthy debuggers were built [Raffetseder et al., 2007]. There are several various malware
analysis platforms that make use of virtualization extensions, however, the detection of them is not chal-
lenging as being in-guest approaches (e.g., VAMPiRE [Vasudevan and Yerraballi, 2005]) or running at the
same privilege level (e.g., Cobra [Vasudevan and Yerraballi, 2005]) as the hostile code. Furthermore, there
are also out-of-the-guest systems (e.g., TTAnalyze [Bayer et al., 2006]) that build upon QEMU [Bellard,
2005] for which there are thousands of detectors, red-pills [Paleari et al., 2009a]. Sandboxing environments
such as Norman Sandbox [Norman Sandbox Whitepaper, 2003] or CWSandbox [Malware Analysis Sys-
tem, CWSandbox :: Behaviour-based Malware Analysis, ] use either Windows API hooking or Windows
API virtualization that are detectable as operating at the same privilege level as the observed code [Ferrie,
2006] does. The work of Monirul Sharif et al. is an in-guest VM monitoring tool called SIM [Sharif et al.,
2009] which allegedly guarantees the same security level as an out-of-the-guest approach. Beside Ether,
there are other supposedly transparent out-of-the-guest dynamic malware analysis platforms such as the
so-called Azure [Royal, 2008]. Note that centerpiece of this work is Ether, however, it involves general
considerations as well that might be applicable for other out-of-the-guest analyzers.

3.4 Conclusion

In the first part of this chapter, we presented and tested a wide range of passthrough attacks on commod-
ity VMMs. Some of them were already publicly known while others were presented for the first time in
this work. To discover new vulnerabilities, we designed and implemented an automatic fuzzer called PT-
Fuzz. This tool successfully detected various unexpected hardware behaviors while running on commodity
VMMs.

Our experiments showed that software patches (e.g., when the device configuration space is emulated)
and robust hardware protections can indeed prevent all previously discovered attacks. Nonetheless, we
demonstrated that the proper configuration of these protection mechanisms can be a daunting task. Unfor-
tunately, VMMs remain vulnerable to sophisticated attacks. We discovered and implemented an interrupt
attack that leverages unexpected hardware behaviour to circumvent all the existing protection mechanisms
in commodity VMMs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attack that exhibits such a behaviour
and to date it seems that there is no easy way to prevent it on Intel platforms.

The fact that we discovered a major vulnerability as well as an unexpected hardware behaviour in Intel
platforms does not necessarily mean that VMMs are threatened in the wild, but certainly raises an alarm to
cloud operators. We believe that our study can help them to better understand the limitations of their current
architectures to provide secure hardware virtualization and to prepare for future attacks.

In the second part, however, we introduced novel in-guest methods for virtualized environments which
are capable of detecting the presence of the out-of-the-guest malware analysis platform Ether. Moreover,
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a feature test could explicitly detect the Intel VT-x hardware virtualized environment. In order to demon-
strate our approaches we implemented an application framework. Ether formalized transparency with high
accuracy, however, we highlighted a few weaknesses practically.

A possible future direction of research could aim at updating the theoretical model and practical im-
plementation of Ether so as to successfully evade current and some possible future attacks. As a conse-
quence this would mean to examine various aspects that highlight the theoretical weaknesses of out-of-
the-guest approaches. One such a problem relates to timing, where we identified three different classes:
Firstly, the user interface interaction is extremely slow under the guest if a code is being analyzed by Ether,
e.g., the move of the mouse arrow is intermittent in that case. Secondly, there can be other relative timing
sources found which could be used as reference points. One an idea is the fluctuation of CPU fan RPM
(Rotation Per Minute) as according to our observations, this RPM value is changing periodically under a
native environment. Finally, hardware related timing sources including DMA data transfer, reading speed of
PCI bus can also be potential candidates. However, even more detection methods can be figured out, thus in
our opinion the provision of perfect transparency cannot be guaranteed neither theoretically nor practically.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion

4.1 New Methods for Detecting Unknown Malware Infections

Detection of modern, unknown malware is an exceedingly important problem today to solve. This argument
is especially true when targeted samples are under consideration. Due to the increasing demand to pinpoint
sophisticated unknown malicious code that show no similarity with known and identified samples, security
researchers and companies are about to propose proper detection methods. As a response to this problem,
I propose a novel memory forensics solution called Membrane which uses paging event analysis to detect
even previously unseen code injection attacks. Membrane is designed to work with memory snapshots
as well as a live system to alarm upon detecting diverted paging behaviors in examined processes. Thus,
Membrane fits well into contemporary virtualized IT infrastructures where, for example, the creation of
periodic snapshots from monitored systems has already been solved. Additionally, Membrane is able to
detect a wide-range of code injection techniques, as it focuses on the derailed paging event cardinalities
which code injections cause. More precisely, I reached 86-98% true positive rate when malware injected
into explorer.exe which is the noisiest system process according to my observations. I also prove that
this detection accuracy can be improved significantly for other system processes.

An interesting future research direction could be the detection of data-only (e.g., ROP) malware with
Membane. I believe that even in that case, paging event differences could be pinpointed by this method. For
example, when a data-only malware takes control, other benign process functionalities become dormant,
thus the OS may swap the corresponding memory areas into the disk. As a result, depending on the size
of the swapped area, significant number of paging events can occur. Additionally, no matter if the fact of
code injection event cannot be detected, data-only malware still needs to invoke OS functions to perform
malicious operations (e.g., data exfiltration). However, I have already shown that such functionalities divert
paging event cardinalities in a detectable way. That is, data-only malware could not fly below the radar of
Membrane. At the same time, the less paging noise a given functionality causes and the higher the baseline
cardinalities are in a process, the chance for bulletproof detection obviously decreases. Still, I do emphasize
that the proposed cardinality-based approach is only a first suggestion for paging event-based anomaly
detection. I believe that future improvements can raise the bar for miscreants and detection accuracy can be
improved even more.

There are, however, corner cases when we work with hardware and software which are operating as a
part of live systems (e.g., critical infrastructure). Such systems do not tolerate downtime, thus they cannot
be rebooted or halted to migrate them into virtualized infrastructures. For this reason, I propose an on-
the-fly installable system monitoring framework by extending the New Blue Pill HVM rootkit to meet the
requirements of live systems. I also designed and implemented a novel system call tracing method that
promises long-term compatibility with current 64-bit systems as well as allows for configurable granularity
and transparency for catching system calls. In contrast to previous methods that mainly used page faults,
my approach is based on system call invalidation which offers more acceptable performance.

Still, the detection of unknown malware on live systems is a challenging problem to solve. There are
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various critical and highly sensitive infrastructures that carry the risk of a global damage (e.g., electricity
cut off, floods, etc) upon malware infection. For this reason, we have to carefully evaluate such threats both
from human and technical perspectives. As such infrastructures are partly or entirely isolated from public
networks, attackers are supposed to have access to internal sensitive resources (e.g., insiders) to increase
the success factor of their attack. If attackers are so powerful, a key future research direction could be the
combined use of various host- and network-based intrusion detection systems that meet the demands of
such infrastructures. My approach could be an item of such a system by boosting other techniques for a
more complete operation.

4.2 New Attacks against Hardware Virtualization
Due to the increasing significance of hardware virtualization in cloud solutions, it is important to clearly
understand existing and arising VMM-related threats. For this reason, I first implemented various known
attacks against I/O virtualization to evaluate what their real impact is on contemporary hardware and soft-
ware. I concluded that most of the earlier attacks are ineffective currently. To evaluate the limitations of
such recent setups, I design and implement a fuzzer called PTFuzz to find interrupt-related attacks that can
be triggered via passthrough devices being attached to an unprivileged guest environment. This tool suc-
cessfully detected various unexpected hardware behaviors while running on commodity Virtual Machine
Monitors (VMMs). For example, I discovered and implemented an interrupt attack that leverages unex-
pected hardware behavior to circumvent all the existing protection mechanisms in commodity VMMs. To
the best of my knowledge, this is the first attack that exhibits such behavior and to date it seems that there
is no easy way to prevent it on Intel platforms. As my threat model fits well into contemporary cloud setups
(i.e., IaaS clouds), I believe that my work can help cloud operators to better understand the limitations of
their current architectures to provide secure hardware virtualization and to prepare for future attacks.

At the same time, virtualization is advancing rapidly and modern CPUs are getting armored with the
most cutting edge solutions year by year. As a result, VMM vendors are in a vicious circle to meet the ever-
growing demands of modern hardware. As each new feature makes VMM implementations more complex,
the possibility to locate software vulnerabilities and design failures by formal methods seems to evaporate.
At the same time, it is essential to secure contemporary software by systematic methods. I propose PTFuzz
to detect DMA and interrupt related threats, however, fuzzing, taint analysis or code instrumentation could
be employed to detect low-level problems in other areas as well (e.g., support for Dual-monitor Mode,
nested virtualization, etc). I think that these techniques could discover further exotic attacks, however, they
definitely require reasonable efforts to be accomplished.

Then, I propose a generic method to detect the fact of hardware-assisted virtualization by pinpointing
subtle differences in the execution of given instruction sequences which trigger CPU errors when no virtu-
alization is present. This method clearly shows that even hardware-assisted virtualization (but not the fact
of analysis) can be detected with high accuracy. Furthermore, I suggest an in-guest timing attack against
the out-of-the-guest malware analysis framework called Ether. My results here demonstrate that it is fairly
challenging to guarantee perfect transparency for hardware virtualization-based malware analyzers.

However, perfect transparency is a very appealing goal for malware analyzers and debuggers, which still
sparks various recent researches [Kirat et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015]. In accordance with these results,
modern approaches should take into account the enhanced feature set of recent hardware. In addition,
hardware vendors could add an extra CPU mode to support more transparent debugging. Still, an interesting
future research topic remains: provide transparency when external timing sources are accessible.
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The List of Tested Free Anti-Rootkit Tools

Avast aswMBR 0.9.9.1665 (without !avast Free Download)
AVG Anti-Rootkit
Bitdefender Rootkit Uncover (v1.0 Beta 2)
Catchme 0.3.1398 (rootkit/stealth malware detector by Gmer)
CMC CodeWalker - Rootkits Detector ? 2008 CMC InfoSec
Darkspy v 1.0.5 Test Version 2006.6.5
Fsecure-BlackLight Rootkit Eliminator (BlackLight Engine 2.2.1092)
Gmer (1.0.15.15641)
IceSword v1.20
Kaspersky TDSSKiller
KernelDetective v1.4.1
Malwarebytes Anti-Malware 1.62.0.3000
MBR rootkit/Mebroot/Sinowal/TDL4 detector 0.4.2
McAfee Rootkit Detective 1.0
McAfee Rootkit Stinger 10.2.0.729 (Aug 6 2012)
NoVirusThanks Anti-Rootkit v1.2 (Free Edition)
Panda Antirootkit v1.07
Respledence Sanity Check Home Edition v2.01
Respledence objmon
RKDetector v2.0 Beta Security Analyser Tool
RKDetector v2.0 IAT API Hooks Analyser module
Rootkit Razor
Rootkit Unhooker LE v3.7.300.509
RootRepeal
Sophos Virus Removal Tool v2.1
SpyDllRemover
Sysinternals RootkitRevealer
SysProt Anti-Rootkit v1.0.1.0
System Virginity Verifier (SVV) 2.3 (2006)
TrendMicro Rootkit Buster v5.0 2011
Usec Radix v1.0.0.13 (2011.08.18)
Windows Malicious Software Removal Tool (Full Scan) July 2012
XueTr
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Table B.1: Paging entries we restored for feature creation.

Name Description
RESTORED FEATURES FOR NON-PAE 32-BIT WINDOWS XP

Valid The PTE points to a page residing in the physical memory
Zero PDE The Page Directory Entry contains all zeroes
Zero PTE The Page Table Entry contains all zeroes
Pagefile The PTE points to a page which is swapped out
Large The PDE maps a 4-MB large page (or 2MB on PAE systems)
Demand Zero The memory manager needs to provide a zeroed out page.
Valid Prototype The *PPTE points to (directly or via VAD) a PPTE pointing to a valid page
Invalid Prototype The PPTE points to an unresolveable page.
Pagefile Prototype The *PPTE points to a PPTE which points into a pagefile.
Demand Zero Prototype The *PPTE points to a PPTE which translates to a zeroed out page
Mapped File The PTE is Zero, thus we resolve it from VAD which points to the mapped file
Mapped File Prototype The *PPTE points to a PPTE with set prototype bit and Subsection type.
Unknown Prototype The same as Mapped File Prototype, but PPTE has no Subsection type.
Writeable The PTE points to a writeable page
Owner (Kernel mode) The corresponding page can be accessed in user- or kernel mode
Cache Disabled The PTE points to a page where CPU caching is disabled
Writethrough The PTE points to a write-through or write combined page
Accessed The PTE points to an accessed page
Dirty The PTE points to a written page
Transition A shared page is no longer referenced and moved to the transition list
Copy-on-write The PTE points to a copy-on-write page
Global PDE The address translation applies to all processes
Unknown The PTE is not empty, but does not belong to any of the cases.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES FOR PAE-ENABLED 32-BIT WINDOWS 7
Non-executable The PTE points to a non-executable page
VAD Prototype The *PPTE points to a location described by the VAD tree
Modified-no-write The requested page is in the physical memory and on the modified-no-write list
Zero PDPTE The Page-directory Pointer Table Entry contains all zeroes

ADDITIONAL FEATURES FOR 64-BIT WINDOWS 7
Zero PML4E The Pagetable Level 4 Entry contains all zeroes
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List of Acronyms

Acronym Description
ACC Accuracy
ADS Alternate Data Stream
ASLR Address Space Layout Randomization
BAR Base Address Registers
BDF Bus Device Function identifier
BSoD Blue Screen of Death
C&C server Command and Control server
C2 server Command and Control server
CA Certificate Authority
CFI Control-flow Integrity
CFS Clustered File System
Cw Copy-on-write
DAS Direct Attached Storage
DEP Data Execution Prevention
DKOM Direct Kernel Object Manipulation
DMA Direct Memory Access
DMAR DMA Remapping Engine
dom0 Privileged domain in Xen
DRAKVUF System monitoring tool using VMI
Dz Demand Zero
EAT Export Address Table
ETW Event Tracing for Windows
FC Fibre Channel
FLR Function Level Reset
FPR False Positive Rate
GDT Global Descriptor Table
GGB Guest grey box attacker
HVM Hardware Virtual Machine
IAT Import Address Table
IDT Interrupt Descriptor Table
IFEO Image File Execution Options
IGB Infrastructure grey box attacker
IOMMU I/O Memory Management Unit
IPI Inter-Processor Interrupt
ISR Interrupt Service Routine
JOP Jump-oriented Programming
KPCR Processor Control Region
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Acronym Description
KVM Kernel-based Virtual Machine
LAPIC Local Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller
LSA Local System Authority
MCH Memory Controller Hub
MMIO Memory Mapped I/O
MMU Memory Management Unit
MSI Message Signalled Interrupt
MSR Model Specific Register
NAS Network Attached Storage
NBP New Blue Pill
NFS Network File System
NLS files National Language Support files in MS Windows OSs
NMI Non-maskable Interrupt
PAE Physical Address Extension
PDE Page Directory Entry
PDPTE Page-directory Pointer Table Entry
PE file Portable Executable file
PIO Port Mapped I/O
PIT Periodic Interrupt Controller
PLC Programmable Logic Controller
PMSN Physical Management Storage Network
PPSN Physical Production Storage Network
PTE Page Table Entry
PVSCSI Paravirtual SCSI adapter
RBAC Role-based Access Control
RDM Raw Device Mapping
ROP Return-oriented Programming
RPM Rotation Per Minute
RVMN Restricted VMN
RX Receiving Buffer
SAN Storage Area Network
SCE System Call Enable
SCM Service Control Manager
SERR PCI System Error
Shadow SSDT Shadow System Service Dispatch Table
SMM System Management Mode
SSDT System Service Dispatch Table
TPR True Positive Rate
TSC Time-Stamp Counter
TX Transmission Buffer
VAD tree Virtual Address Descriptor tree
VM Virtual Machine
VMFS Virtual Machine File System
VMI Virtual Machine Introspection
VMM Virtual Machine Monitor
VMMN VM Migratio Network
VMN Virtual Management Network
VSA Virtual Security Appliance
VSN Virtual Storage Network
WB White box attacker
x2APIC Extended Interrupt mode
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